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THE LEDGER & TIMES
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COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
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ADDRESS SENIORS
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 2, 1936
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"My
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bottle of
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and around."
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,Mammoth Cave
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A DOLLAR SPFINJ FOR PAINTING
NOW
A DOLLAR SAVED

Why Gulf is the Gas
for April

WP

WARREN
PAINTS
THE HIGHEST QUALITY

Lady Took Cardui
When Weak, Nervous

COVER MO-RE•SURFACE

FHA
FOR

\At:.

WARREN'S

LAST LONGER— LOOK BETTER

PRODUCT FOR EVERY PURPOSE

FUNDS

FOR

SAFETY

INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR

Paint Your Home Your -Barns-Your Floorli? Viralls, Screens-and Farm Machinery NOW.
WHILE IT'SIWISE AND EASY

tek

"APRIL SHOWERS bring
May flowers." And warmer
weather, too. That means
a brand-new gasoline is
shipped to Gulf stations--•
a gas especially made for

Why Delay When You Have
THREE YEARS TO PAY?,

April driving.

For unless
gasoline is changed to
meet Spring's higher temperatures it can't give the
highest mileage. Get That -

FROM'

The amous

W. T. Stedd & Co. 1

Good Gulf—it's "Kept in
Step with the Calendar"
so that allofitgoes to wont,
none ofit goes to waste.

Our stock is complete from Nationally known
lines—newest Styling for Men and Young
Men.
Griffon
Cloth-craft
Style-Mart

Nunn-Bush
Friendly-Five
Richland

Stu_

Shoes

Dobbs
Lee

Phoenix
SOCKS
Universal

Hats

Pajamas

Arrow
Riegel
Rauh

Shirts
If it's the
Latest,
You'll Find it
at
SLEDD'S
FIRST

;The longer you delay painting your home, barn, or even farm
machinery the More it will cost when you are forted to do it,
or else see your property reduced to shabbiness by the ravages
of unrelenting decay. You pay dearly for putting off the longtime protection of high quality paint. Save yourself needless repair costs by
painting now when the Federal Housing Act snakes it easy and wise. You need
no ready cash, make no mortgage and yet you have three years to pay the
cost in small payments. While you are in the mood, really clean up this Spring
by beautifying the interior of your tome. Refinish the floors, walls, and woodwork. You can do all these things ..under the easy payment Government Plan.
We will be glad to talk it. over with you, interestedly and courteously and will
tell you just how we can help you obtain the money to cover the entire invest-4,,
ment in making your, property worth more; look better and stay that way for
years.

COME IN — LET US EXPLAIN HOW YOU CAN GET THE MONEY TO
PAINT NOW
641010411VAI

We Sell and Guarantee
—
WARREN'S INSURED PAINTS

Scott-Lassiter Hardware Co.
Hardware of All Kinds

Farming Implements
Murraxt Keitrockx

••••
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peg, her grand•nloce, Hankie
I hear that my bud, Guy Loving,
Sunday at ill a. m. Sunday School
Everett Moore and daughters, laden with beautiful blooms.
date for the U. 8. Senate and some
has been elfeled to the worthy Pu- Pattline and Clarice Of near Cher-voters we 'know are looking for a Lassitaa
Dtgepg the revival at Martin's at 10 a. m.
lath Peg's (twat Thad* Dar- sititap of illundaY School superin- yl, litTe visited in the home of Chapel last summer Mr. and Mrs.
ebsoce to do bus up brown politinell
tendent at Poplar Springs in Cal- Zinnia Brannon and family Sat- Hallet Stewert of near Gunner's
cally.
Coniolidation of The Murray Le-dor, The Calloway Times, and The
•••••
Prudence Teathersbee, C village loway. I'd feel quite honored.
urday night and Sunday.
Flat furnished conveyance to from
Tunes-Herald, October 20, tr.*
miss Annie Willis has spent two
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Provine and one to three different invited
It is said that 70 per cent of Dewepaper, Ines Cleaver.
Published by The Calloway County Publistung Co., Inc.
Arabella, her daughter, Margaret weeks in Detroit visiting ridlithfew children
Morris and
Wall Street is for Landon for
Margaret, guests for 10 or 12 services which
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
TROOP NO. II
"Aunt Sis" ,IsfeClure agent last were in Part
President which is the first in- Roberts.
!on business Satur- they attended there and thus help-,
Scouts uf '170013 NO. It
The
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Editor
bar
daughter,
Virwith
Mn.
Wall
Peasley,
a
day.
Mrs.
week
'stance
we
ever
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of
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gossip,
See T. Lovett
ed in the extension of Christ's
met _Friday March 28. Signaling
gie Lovins.
Mrs. Fannie Pittman and family kingdom.
Suomi turning to any kind of Mary Stephenson.
in letters from "A" to "J" were
The world Is not only round in were visitors in the home of her
Angelina, Stella, her twin daugh,.
"lend" for anything.
Prayer meeting next Saturday learned.
ten. Elsie Jethro Estelle Hopkins shape, it goes "round and round" sister, Mrs. Pattie Morris last SunSIEMBER
evening at the home of Mr. and
Friday night, Mnrch 20. the girls
Mary Market, a detective, Louie* in other ways. When we're babies,
The worst flood we hove to conTIONAL EVITORIAt tend with ensuing *Ise is one of Donelson.
helpless and dependent on parents 'Violet and Hazel Black of,neca Mrs.- Curt Brandon's with Mrs. of Troop. It entertained Troop I.
j
ii4AS,OCIATI101/1
for
everything, we're
at their New Providence, Ky., were visitors Cully Nesbitt and Miss Waist Pas- An amateur program was given
words when we are busy or in a
...Agog. /935 hurry.
•
and then games were played. ReBoth the high school and grade mercy, and must of them sacrifice in the home of A. J. Crsbron and chall as leaders. '
much for our sakes, foreaoing family Saturday morning. They
Mr. and Mrs. Colley of Marshall freshments were served at the conboys and guts have played of
sticking
pretty were accompanied by their boy county -recently moved to this vi- clusion of the meeting.
The government is printing four basketball tournament The juisior pleasures and
WE/ 75 Still it
The next meeting will be Fridey,
friends, George McFarley and cinity. Mr. Coney will work for
tons of money every day and some boys and girls were both vietegt. closely at house with us.
April 3.
Oby Jones.
But gradually. the old order Lexie Stamps.
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as ---,wild class mail matter people seem to think that's all ous. The junior boys played the
Little by "little we
New members are welcome!
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Osbron and 'tiro. K. G. Dunn will fill his
there is to the Federal fiscal seniors in the finals and wen by changeth."
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and problem.
Jane Hale, Scribe
points- The Junior girls Waged become more independent, and the family visited. in the horn of Mrs. regular appointment here next
II
Stewart Counties, Tenn_ $1.00 a year; Kentucky. $1.50; Elsewhere,
freshmen in Use finals find slog parents become older.
tits
Osbron's
uncle,
Willie
Morris,
SunAdvertising. Rates and Information about Calloway County market
Soon they're right at the stage day.-Just Me
The black-top "that Cousin Dan scores were 26-0 in fever at the
hirntshed upon application.
we
babies, the old, helpTalbot nut_down between here and
less, ilittAroern, often dependent on
Mayfield in 1931 to get our votes
finanWELFARE BOARD'S BUILDING state of Kentucky Nay be
A albeit picnic is belie/ idsosed soessene' for everything.
for Brer. Lagoon is like these
PLAN VERY NECESSARY FOR cially embarrassed, but it can at gentlemen's friendship-shot all to for Wednesday, Aiwa 1. The
I womb/ bow many 'of us-will
Least . pruiride for..the, Well Was meter- But looking b
OTATE
aver bitVe the lotienee- with their
--on it bee vot-yet-beere seleeteet-Born to Mr. and Mrs. Dub Guthand care of its citizens.
hithwrea_-_,-• clumsy attempts to
now. dousin Dan probably feels
• re
Plans of the lone -welfare board -_ __Asotne ppnitonnaniat .the situa- that he pattrtze inghe-price at
-11101-7ftikd understanding rie last Thursday a son. The inThe play;"A Porn Married
to 'construct new buildings at moist tion, is,evenomote, deplorable. The that.
by the senior class last that they had with us in our baby fant has been named Herman Eugene.
•• • ••
of the state supported charitable cell Ijliklts-q-Obstructed over a
raetni
ad
y night was thoroughly en- days.-Chatterbox.
Good interest Is manifested in
and correctional institutions, is a half century ago, provide room for
The only flood most of US want joyed by a full house. The crowd
the Adult School taught by Mrs.
step which should have been taken less than a third of the inmates. Is one of money.
was one of the largest drawn by
Clay Orr at her home near South
The others are housed in hallways,
many years ago. '
a play at our school in some time.
Howard,
are
doubled
up
in
basements,
and
seniors
and
Mr.
The
Brown,
Instiwho
The majority 9f the state
It Is a sincere pleasure to conMrs. John Baker and son Votelle
Cells incoached the play, are to be comtutions are little more than fire the smell cell blocks.
school
Grove
high
gratulate
Lynn
After a week's absence will give were calling on friends in this -vito hold two cots, now have
mended for the splendid presentatraps, and are housing more than tended
three
place
in
the
winning
first
on
cinity last Wednesday. They are
inmates.
you a few items.
four
tion.
three times as many inmates as three and even
well pleased with their new home
available for more events of scholastics. speaking and
Mrs.
T.
S.
Fields
has
returned
they were originally intended to. work is not
school
high
recent
near Murray. :
the prisoners, which music in the
from
an
extended
,visit
to
her.
,The tospital at Lexington, is more than half of
Mr and Mrs. Riley Gunter of
good discip- contests. This is the first time in
mother and daughters' of Padu-'
,
than a hundred years old and the Is not conducive to
the history of these events that
Paducah and daughters Misses
cah
and
Hardin,
respectively.
Ky.,
second oldest institution of its kind line or reform_
any one high school has made a
Ruth and Theo acconipanied by
In the nation. Its buildings have 'In order to get the best results triple play.
A. J. Osbron and family of this Mn,
It's Sunday -night and I'm tryand Mrs. Eddie Yogic were
work
reformetories
some
the
from
but
been patched and fixed up,
vicinity
attended
the
funeral
and
chatter
to
you
ing to
and Bien
Sunday guests with their sister
provided
have been condemned many times and recreation should be
burial
services
for
Cordwell
Sikes
to Major Howe' Amateur Prosaism
and aunt, Mrs. T. W. Erwin, and
by grand juries anti inspecting for every prisoner. With a. system
at the same time, so my sentential" at Buchanan Saturday afternoon. family. .
of'this kind it might be possible
commissions.
The
Revs.
Herbert
L.
Kevil,
Lax,
may turn out rather disjointed.
Harvey Ellis is confined to his
to reform some of the prisoners,
Ky.. and Sweat
Buchanan were bed with mumps.
The other state insane hospitals who when they' return to freedom,
Just at present we're enjoying in charge of the
As
a
result
of
the
contest
held
service.
• are in little. bettershape. The one might become useful and law abidAfter the severe winter it is ensome pretty weather which came a
at 'Lakeland is so crowcked that ing citizens. At the present, the at Hazel a few weeks ago the fol- little too late to save
T. S. Fields joined Mrs. Fields couraging to see pear trees heavily
several
lowing
students
were
winners:
curing the inmates is impossilile. youthful first offenders are put
hatchery chicks ordered too soon. in -Puryear after a two months
Current Events, 10, Margaret
New buildings are to be construct- in side by side, with the hardenvisit to his children. in Detroit.
Cumberland_ . River t showing
Stephenson,. third; Current Events
ed at Lakeland and one at the
Mrs. 3. M. Cohen left Saturday
ed murderers, safe crackers, and 11.
its
,power
of
late
We
don't
have
Junior Beale, second.
Western hospital at Hopkinsville. other desperate criminals. Before
for a cleat to her daughter, Mrs.
Agriculture, I, Johnny G. Wals- so much passing since -the road, H. -H. Lunn of
A new sit will be secured for the the end of their term, many may
Rigley, Tenn.
Eastern state hospital in Lexing- become as bad as the veteran ton, second; agriculture. 11. Cecil in places, is under water.
Mrs. B. L. Wasson left WednesTaylor,
will
building
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.oluinle
Ahart.
4.2gi
third:.
agriculture, 11
atkil
ba
si
ton and the, present
(Incorporated)
criminals with - whom- they have
Buriel Schroeder, first
either be torn down or sold. daughters, Elaine' and Oneida, day for a visit to her -daughter.
WEST MAIN
been brought in contact with.
PHONE
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'Aro
Ralph
H.
Weir
of
Jackson,
Civics, Charles Johnson, second. visited _Mrs. S. J. Sp-Iceland last
The penitentiaries are also overas w.rovirliiii4lenESTWIT
The state plans to do this needs.
English ,Mechessies....-9- -Reseile Strneka7.- •os erawdeek -asso-soone-• possible
ed nark bj mearS.--Of PS A grants.
is proposed to add new ground to,. which total $10000000. It will not Hargis. first: English Mechanics,
Mr. AmosAcme has been ill of
T
the Frankfort reformatory and Ito' Only be a lasting benee to the 10, Margaret Roberts, second; Eng- MI for over a week. jii. was. 1
Mechanics,
11, Kathleen Gray and Amos Jr., visited him
establish a prison farm nearby to state to have this work done, but lish
take care of the overflow. The will give employment to thousands Brown, second.
Monday. Mrs. Mabel Spicelataill
Biology, Trucille Reeves. third. also has flu.
• buildings at Eddyville prison will'
of.our citizens as welL--CanapbellsLiterature, Fieldon Scott. third.
Miss Helen Ruth Spiceland *want
be repaired and some . additions
ville News-Journal.
The debating team, composed in Paris for a medical examignee
made. An investigating commitof Vernon Curd. Phlenoy Bedwell, non Sunday. Her sister, . clesave
tee found conditions to be so bad.
and Kathleen Brown, tied with is teaching in her place at Thairpn
that everyone connected with the
Kirlesey for third place in the
admimistration is heart-It in favor
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Spieethed
county tournament_
of eding something to alleviate this
,
from Tolu visited his mother leat
Speaking events -were held here week end. They also went to
condition.
Monday. March 23. In these events Murray and were accompanted
These new plans are the most
Ise placed the following students: home by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cede,
terward step the state has taken in
Public Discussion, Fieldon Scott, ran.
ThOhne hat aePeeled to King
many years The insane asylums
• •
I don't seem so far away from
were intended to aid the' mental- Edward of England end the Pope first.
Poetry Reading. Reline Lassiter, Calloway since coffee truces from
ly afflieited in regaining their\nor- cif Ramie for help in getting conHazel. wholesale trucks from Murmai condition if "Possible and to trol of los children. Many parents third.
Oral Interpretation, Clarice Gro- ray and pick-up trucks from Pleastreat and care for these whose have to go to a Righet AUtharitY
ant Valley pass occasionally.
gan. second.
conditions ,were tuicura-ble At the than,.these.
Extemporaneous Speaking, FranI even saw Lidaie Roberts J. N.
present time, the hospitals are not
Reed and Olasoo Canady pass last
adequately equipped . to care for
If and when telephome television ces Sutter, .third.
Fieldon 'Scott also won third week.
those who might be possibly cured. is put in most of the good ladies
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Spiceland
-The incurables and those not
hope'it will not be turned on before place in •Public Discussion in the
went to Clarksville Saturday,
Destriet tournament at Murray.
badly afflicted are housed together noon.
•
We were unable to enter any Bought a package of Chase & San.
and not enough space is provided
for hlispitilization.
Leaks like the treaty of Locarno of the music events due to the fact born Coffee... Yes, it pays to adMaley People die each year at may turn Out to be the Treaty of that nij Music instructor is em- vertise, even over radios.
A large crowd attended Mrs.
ployed in our school this year.
these hosp. it-es- because they ctiortot Inferno.
Laura Spiceland:s funeral.
be given the proper care and stu'dy
Linus Spiceland will assist in
Mr. Wells is sponsoring a sophoby the attending phyisiciana. The
John Young Brown is a candimore play to be presented Satur- the eighth grade examinations at
day night. April 11. The three act Dover Saturday while his wife
comedy is entitled "There's a Man teaches in his place.
Bro. Pickelseimer
has been
In the House.- The chatitbters are
teaching Sunday School Organias follows:
Miss Selina Slocomb. an aged zation at Poplar Spring the past
spini.,:ter. Frances Sinter.
week..
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Enjoy Spring With A
Good Used Car!

S. Pleasant Grove

mos

Puryear Items

Across the River

Aldo High School

a

Your assurance is the Chevrolet 0. K..
,shat Counts - - Everything checked!

BABY 7
CHICKS

5e Our Display, of Modern Ice' Refrigerators

MOTHER NATURE KNOWS BEST

JUSTay JOTS
Joe

USE
ICE

9

41

300000 years of Nature's Refrigeration
refuses to he supplanted by, ,12 years of
science - - many after having tried others
have gone back to the old reliable NATURAL ICE. Manx are doing it here in Murray.

WALL
I

Our Guarantee
of Economy

Put Springtime
ide Your Home

On Written Contract . • •

with bright new wallpapers. We have thent - in
every desired Pattern .
for any room ... in any
combination of colors.
Nothing Chia add more
the home for the

to

supply you with ice refrigerafor less money than you can
Own and operate an electrical gadget.
'4
tion

to

WHOLESALE COST

same money

NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGES

Keep them,a Picture of HEALTH
lath-ff.- givo them outdoors Plat -during
+

all favorable weather to gather in.the sunshine and
plenty fo__nature's best and most complete food—
MILK-very- day of the year. 'At mealsand between meals—MILK.

Vse Sunburst Pasteurized

•

We have some very attractive prices
in our newest Dapers and invite You

RETURN MILK BOTTI•ES
When you buy a bottle St milk, you a•Airrie an obligation to see that the empty bottle Is returned to the ,route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

Murray Milk kodutsts Co.
ar•

Telephone 191'

Terms: - - $1.00 per week

to shop and compare our prices with
those of anyone.
,PER

Foods kept in a Modern ICE Refrigerator
are noticeably different. BETTER! You
can see the difference
in texture, flavor, color and weight.
You do not need to
cover foods in a
Modern Ice Refrigerator
(Covered dishes cause foods
to spoil more rapidly at any
temperature. See U. S. Dept.

ROLL 5c to 25c

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?

It is now ttme to -be doing your spring
.,--papering and hOuse'eleaning.

of Agriculture Mine-tin No.
1228)

Murray Consumers Coal .1z Ice Co., Inc.

pharnusciide are OD duty
st all times ... .
quality and the
freshest of drugs,
earelaily wampumded.
Tito registered

"ICE is

the BEST and CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet known to the

Scientific World"

For ServICE—Telephone
Tune in on

Mary

pickford's "Parties at Piekfair," over Columbia network, Tuesday

nights at a:OP-CAT.

*

•
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-and it
of the
work
unem-

such a recreational place,
would add to the beauty
city a great deal. The
would be carried on by the
town or oily, a state, and a nation.
ployed.
School life teaches you how to
Another matter that needs atwork together so that in later life
you may perform with success the. tention is that of traffic. If speed
various activities of community limits were strictly enforced, the
public better educated in the prelife.
Then too you must be able to vention of accidents, and vehicles
understand your country's prob- examined to see if they were in
lems. You will need to - study all the proper running order, there
the history and citizenship courses would be fewer accidents. There
you can in qrder to help yourself should be a better traffic system
work out a better America than worked out. Smaller towns than
ours have traffic lights. At least,
has thus far been known."
A sixth reason for going to rules concerning parking, making
school is that It prepares you fur turns, and stopping in the middle
your leisure. You must do some- of the streets should be enforced.
thing with the free time that you It would be wise to have one-way
will have away from your regular traffic around the court house.

WHY GO TO HIGH SCHOOL
BY JANg HALE
This paper, won first, prize in
the Public Discussion Contest at
Murray State'College pn March 28.
Miss Hale is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charley Hale, Murray—
•
editor.

No.
atinaeling
'..1" were

the girls
Troop I.
is given
yed. Ret„.he con-

•

e FrideY,

omit
tribe

0

I have chosen for my topic "Why
Go To High School" because this
subject is 80 vital in the life of
every growing child.
world
makes the
Education
larger. School opens up the way
MI to the understanding of countless
interesting and attractive things
which were outside your life before. The World of a junior high
school pupil is a very small globe employment. You will enjoy this
compared to the one he will dwell time much better if you discover
in when he has finished high some absorbing interest in "Sendol
that y6u carry along with you.
school.
There are several reasons why a Music, literature, art, theme, and
high school education is important. social gatherings are one means
The first reason Is that high of en4031Ment..while the radio,
school promotes your physical wel- gardening, and collecting postage
fare. You will never dominate much stamps is another sort of recreaof a world unless you develop tion.
Then the school will develop In
bodily vigor and learn how to take
care of your physical self. The you a sound character. This is the
school helps us to do these things last accepted and yet the hardest
by discovering physical defects, to ,set forth properly. No course
by providing properly lighted, In character building is offerred
heated, and ventilated rooms and in high school but it intends to
by offering physical education help you becerne a right-thinking
and right living man or woman.
courses.
The second thing that high your teachers and the great men
school does for you is to help you and women in literature often demaster the fundamental subjects termine your ideals.
Fair play and sportsmanship on
that it teaches.
Then education prepares you for' the playground, school clubs and
useful service in later life. High other pupil organizations show
Bendel gives you a general train- your true character.
If high school does all this for
ing for the work you are to do
in later life. Modern high schools you, it is your duty to give your
are even offering training in com- best to your school by mastering
mercial work, agricultural work, your lessons and taking part in its
activities. . Remember that he gets
and manual arts.
High schools, too, train you for the most out of school who puts
home life. Each young person is the most into it.
likely some day to have a home
-Ida/
of his own. A feurth reason, then, "Enr life is -the--mirror-..
and slaves'
'•
for going to school is to develop
those qualities that make the in- 'Ti, 11*-tobat we are and do;
Thew give to the school the best
dividual a worthy merriber of
family. Worthy, home • memberyou
And Hie best will come back to
ship is a goal for both boys
you.,.
girls. The study of history and
ctvtcs ,will help you . .
To me school is education within
To understand. the meaning of
the home is the progress of man- itself. It is one of the Most imkind. Literature will present. pic- portant things, in life. It builds
tures - ot happy home -life that will up and ,what it builds is strong.
Health} mastery of fundamen%als
lead You to appreciate the value
Of your home:. Music and art'help —vocation, h_pokelite. citizenship,
to bring more beautiful homes and leisure, an(- 7, -acter—these, are
more joy to those in them. The some of Use bestpossible reasons
manual arts course helps the boy for going to school. They are the
to be of practical service about the reasons educators give to explain
house and home economics de- the truest purposes of the sehool.
velops in the girl the true virtues Why go to high school? In view
of all this would not the queston
of home-making.
• A fifth reason for going to scheol be Pellet- stated: Why not go to
Ls because it fits you for citizen- high school?.
"Alp and service. You must learn
to carry on fittingly your duties
Miss Sallie Lemons Wins
. eL.,eraeighborhood,
a membej
). & P. W. Essay Contest

I

of

Glasses Can Be
Smart

TS

There are almost as many
styles in glasses as in apparel,
and glasses need not detract
from your appearance.

RY.

IN FACT THEY ARE MORE
LIKELY TO ADD TO
YOUR APPEARANCE

Dr.-T. llt-Palmer

or

over

Lee & Elliott's

Mae Sallie Lemons, 17 years old,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. N.
Lemons. West Main street and a
senior in Murray High School•sfitts
the essay contest sponsored by the
Murray Business and Professional
Woman's Club. The subject was
"If I Were Mayor of Murray" and
a cash -prize of one defter was
given Miss Lemons,.
Her essay follows:—
'If I Were Mayor of Murray"
Although by the widest stretch
of imagination. I could harly place
myself in the position of mayor of
Murray, still. I believe there are
several changes badly needed in
our town. I realize, of course, that
a mayor could not do all these
things himself, but he could,
throug his influence, bring them
-about.
Murray could use a playground
or park to 'a great advantage, since
there seems to be a tendency
among children to play in the
streets. Playgrounds in Los Angeles, California. have helped to reduce the death, rate among children 28 per cent. There are Severtal suitable sites near flere for

ce

Safe--dependable
Lubrication
at

31-

a quart

Essolu be
MOTOR OIL
In sealed cans or bulk
•

ST1

NDARD OIL COMPANY
INCONPORATED IN KENTUCKY

A city supervisor to visit homes,
inspect them, and give advice on
th prevention of fire and disease
would be a great help: The theory
is prevention rather than cure or
control.
Then too. some of the onemployed might be put to work cleaning the streets.
All of these changes would mean
more taxes, but if the people were
made to see the need of. them they
would not be unwilling to pay.
Anyone would be willing to spend
a few dollars f2r . the protectiop of
his property; hellth, or perhaps.
life. A tegation plan has been
successfully tried in Baltimore,
Ohio, whereby the citizen pays a
small amount of his salary to a
city collection each month, and ,by
the end of the year he has paid his
taxes; yet hasn't missed the money,
If the corporation lines of Murray,
were extended to the natural city
limits, there would be considerable more taxpayers to bear these
burdens.
Sallie Lemons,
/Jain Street, Murray, Icy.
Age 17—Senior

I
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John C. 'Morgan attended the
county- Repubican convention at
the court house Saturday afternoon—Elephant on firing linejmto
take a shot at the "AAA", "SST',
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Hale of
Almo passed my home Saturday
morning and gave me a —salute
wave".
Was in at Beale's Store 4th Menday to buy me a Vulcan plow
point. Allmon had just returned
from Dawson Springs of two
week's duration feeling all hunka-do-ra.
Supreme Court can neither make
Remarkably
it rain nor quit.
strange ain't it?
Miss Robbie Sean and Mrk Troy
Mary Bean were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Cochran Monday.
Their home---ie near the banks of
West Fork Clarks river where the
water lilies drink.
L. Z. Hurley will preach at
Goshen M. E. Church Sunday at
10:45 a, m. and Cloys Lawrence
at Coldwater Baptist Church at
same hour.
Right for farmers to plant but
a small amount . of tobacco in
"Black Patch" this year. Market
is more than glutted" right now.
How sad, too bad—tell dad that he
has gone mad!!
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Pea have
moved from Paducah to their
farm. The had lived in Paducah
for the past several years.
Four big trucks hauled" wash
gravel all day Sunday from *alter Cook's creek for Murray State
College. Case of emergency I suppose.
A large crowd celebrated Dr.
Earl Adam's birthday Sunday the
29th. Forgot to ask his age, but
less than 50 I guess. Fine, bountiful basket dinner. Four old men
"ova done their selves"—I was
zy about their - --hem,
awful oir-ee,
•
after!!
ThieVell in the darkness of night
Stole casings and fixtures off of
Hoge Morgan" and Dee Radford's
autos. Thieves! THIEVES!!
Sent to Washington. D. C., and
Sam's
Sun-Democrat-Uncle
gpI
1938 Almanac. 50-page general inNow I know
fdtmation book.
about things King Salomon never
knew.
Uncle Sam represent more power
and majesty than all the.kingdoms
of earth: He smite the rock and
the dead wastes of the resert
teems with L I F E.—"Eagle"
Mrs. John Moore of Boyd county had her poultry flock of 300
hens culled to 254 high-grade
birds.

"'RAVEL BY BUS!

LERMAN BROS. special events ere always successful because their promises are made and fulfilled. We open
the Spring and Easter Season with value attractions that
will bring thousands of folks and we want to number you
as one of them. To Lerman-ize means to Economize:
LET'S GO!

ring /936
,Festival"
A Sensational Sale of

Afternoon and Sunday Nit..
Styles

NEW SHIPMENT

Presenting the fashion -highlight of the season at a thrilling low price.
Now HERE'S a group of dresses to make you sit up and take =_notice! Gamsa prints, two-tone
prints, friendship xrepes, velverays, acetates! Gather around our dress racks, you •
won't be satisfied with lessthan two.

Porto Rican
GOWNS
White, pink arrd-teerose, hand
embroidered and applique trims;
full lengths and fast colors.

,

Men's 50c

Homburg and other styles—Shartskins,
Pedalines, Sisels
Every hat an exceptional value! Dressy hats with
beautiful flower trims! Smart tailored hats for
the spring ensetrible. Stunning brims! Chic small
hats. All colors. All head sizes.

50e values; 36 to 46 sizes. Full
sizes, one-piece, dimity check
union suits in fine quality. Have
elastic backs with suspender Teinforcements.

at
$1 98(0),
and

Rayon Taffeta
PRINCESS SLIPS
Lace trims and tailored st,
with V shaped tops or strai ,
Made of excellent taffetas
adjustable shoulder straps.

49c
Yard Wide 15c

Batistes, Voiles and
Percales
Vat dyed new prints for sprin.,
and surnrner dressmaking It.:
selection. o& patterns--ea,
perfect—cut from new fu ,,
—YARD-

c
0
1

is

$249
Square Toes,
Arch Types.
flat Heels.
Tapered Toes.
Models- include
the much-favored buckles with
wide straps. or
narrow'—perorations— sandalized
dress types as
well as the simpler but extremely
dressy fashions.
Sizes 3 to 9—
AA to C widths.

Mannishly Modeled.
Fleecy Cheeks- Illti
Monotones.

$49'5

$195

—TO-

114"
1
lh
oroert
ye ntmw
Y graarbT
con.sride
Ev'e
Stroller Suits.
Jigger Length Coats.
Fleecy Checks.
Swaggers.
I.ongs
Kaska Monotones.
handshake!Styls as ingle
definitely
— masculine as a man's
and
double breasters with
high collars or rollcke
balee
v
ee
nsd
s—ewi
py
oed
pe_atk
ores;
mbi
lape,Litu-o and threeare matchless in Value
and qualities.

Men's All Leather Work Shoes
Cap and plain toe styles. The wear is there—in
every pair. You can't .beat them at this price.
:..lade to give maximum service and keep your
feet hi good working condition all the time. Actual $2.50 values.

"Second to None"

Bleached
MUSLIN

lc

Fir* smooth muslin, ready f,,r,
immediate use. White, natur,,I
bleach, highly finished, yard
wide. YARD—

ac
Boys' and Girls'

. Dress
OXFORDS
Tan' and' brown combinations, plain browns, black pattents
tat le§t-hens,
Ha v.
deles.1 jr+rio.lbs
sizes. P
•

Convenient Schedule
SUSSES LEAVE MURRAY To-Paducah: 8 A. M.. 11:15 A. M., 5P.M
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
Mamas! ipeloga: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
lillayeeldri'A. M.. 11 A. M.;5P.M.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. St.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

Have anghy patented features
that make for added wear and
comfort 14 1-2.W 17 sizes.
gray and tan; covert, bengal
cloth and chambray fabrics.

Athletic Style
UNION SUITS

FOOTWEAR
SPRING

Women's 75c

Men's 85c

WORK SHIRTS
Big Yank, Red Cap

Spring Hats
-SUITS-and.
COATS

Women's Hand Loom

All Wool

SPRING SUITS

PLEAT OR PLAIN BACK
New Spring Colors, Models, Patterns and Fabrics. Buy your spring and Easter suit now! We
bring you styled clothing from America's fr-most makers at low prices! The savings involved make it worth your while! Beautifully
qailored suits—all wools in 14-ounce ptige worstea, single or double breasted, yekular and
sport back models. Brisk, invigorating colors
in soft checks, neat mellow plaids and many
others ... all styled according to latest fashion
dictates. Sizes: 34 to 48—BIG SELECTIONS..

39c
Men's $1.19

Fine Broadcloth
PAJAMAS --styles, ccrit or
Two-piece
blouse effects: pantaloon,
Fancy
lastie. waistbands.
terns, fine broadcloths. Sizos A,
B, C, a

98c
"Men's 59c

Blue Chambray
WORK SHIRTS
14 1-2 to 17 sizes,' fully made
work shirts, triple-sewed throughout; coat style, neat fitting
collars, easy fitting. yokes and
long sleeves—reliable materials:

Men's Pre-Shrunk

Covert Cloth
WORK PANTS
Dandy quality well made trousers in sizes 29 to 44 waist sizes.
Made of dressy gray eovert
cloth—fully shrunk. PAIR-

98c
Men's Real 15c

Rockford
WORK SOX
Es cry pair carries !the Rockford factory label which guarantees the wear and quality. 10c
per pair means a one-third underpricing. PAIR—

rlOc
Men's $1.25

Fused Collar
DRESS SHIRTS
Each sisirt a perfect fitter and
made with the new standpat
boo.
.it• PhstIle
cent •
s.
0

2.95and$14" 79c
Boys' 3 to 10

Size

WASH SUITS
your
assortmc:
in one an 1
lions. MaLi., .r.
ens, broadcloths
tweeds.

Connections to St. Loulii, Chic:age,
Detroit, and Everywhere.
Terminal at SIXTH end MAIN

"K NOWN FOR

LINES
C. RAY
,Ry.

1-4:: •

98c
$149
$198

Spring Frocks

Phone "458

_

k

PAGE THREE

Putting Our Best Foot Forward To Start The New Season Right—
And Give Money-Saving Bargains To Wise Shoppers!

-Stella Gossip

Murray,

••••••••••

M.TRSDAY.APTERNOON, APRIL 2, 191G.

TTER VALUES"

and

.
cotton

39c,59c,79c

IP
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Moser, Mrs. Geo. Upchurch, Miss
Cappie Beale, Mrs. Mjra Weatherly, Mrs. Joe Lovett Mrs. F. E.
Crawford. Mrs. Wade Crawford,
Mrs. Wells Purdom have completed plans for an instruetve and
pleasing 'program and a social
hour.
All mothers and teachers are
invited.

Beale Jr. and Mrs. Lots Waterfield
made brief talks.
Five new members were added,
Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. Nodie Reekett, Miss Corinne Puckett and
Miss Katherine Andrews. Mrs,
Conn Moore was a visitor.
A pleasant soial hour follbwed
during which refreshments
were served.

Barnett, Codell Schroeder, 'Irene
Bizzell, Lorena
Marshall, Mrs.
Monica Childree
Mrs. -Bettie Duncan, Gracy Nannity, Zena Bell Schroeder, Mary
Alice Nanny, Nellie May Marshall.
Afternoon callers were
Brian Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Griffin and daughter Dorothy Lou,
William Howard Stone, Will Stanley Roges, Otto Chester, Joe Kelly and Abolene Stone.
• • •• •

MT. And Mrs. Thomas Redden
Mr. And Mrs. Garnett Adams
Have Bridge Party
Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Redden
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Adams
entertained at bridge at the home
of Mrs. B. 0. Langston on Friday were honored with a shower on
evening.
'Saturday afternoon, March 21, at
Prizes went to Mrs. Gingles
the,home of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Wallis and Wells Overbey.
They received many
An elaborate salad plate was Morgan.
lovely and useful gifts.
served.
Refreshments were served by
Present were Mr. and Mrs. WayIon Rayburn, Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Mrs. L. H. Pogue and Mrs. Naomi
Wallis, Mr. and Mrs. Wells Over- Mills. A very pleasant afternoon
bey, Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Par- WAS enjoyed by all.
ker Jr., Miss Margaret Campbell,
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. B. 0. Langston. and the hosts. Garnett Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Con•••••
nie Mills, Mr. and Mrs. L. G.
Tea Given At Training
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Zeh,
School
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Morgan, Mr.
Miss Margaret Campbell, Miss and Mrs. L. H. Pogue, Mrs. MarNaomi Maple, and Mite Berne shall Darnell, Mrs. Bruce Adams,
Manor entertained the practice Mrs. Mittie Christenberry, Mrs.
teachers and the educational forum Lucile Potts, Mrs. Ida Cochran,
from four to five Sunday after- Mrs. Ethel Stone, Mrs. Jennie Wilnoon in the first grade room of liams, Mrs. Maude Marine.
the Training School.
Mrs. Mollie Cochran, Mrs. Pearl
The spacious room was beatiti- Pendergrass, Mrs. tie Slaughter,
fully decorated with spring flow- Mrs. ha Adams, Mrs. Bernice Morers and art posters done by the gan, Mrs. Mirah Pogue, Mrs. Anchildren in the art department.
nie Brooks, Mrs. Esther Smith,
Miss Evelyn Slater and Miss Mrs. Jesse Williams, Mrs. Laurine
Ola Brock poured coffee at a table Wilson, Mrs, Helen Riley, Mrs.
attractively set with green tapers, Oyna Darnell and daughter Gene,
a centerpiece of yellow flowers, Mrs. Lettie Robinson and son
and silver accessories. Assisting Gene Terry, Miss Callioe Pullen,
them were Misses Virginia Fran- Beuton Mills, Lucille Cooper, Fern
ces Crawford, Ruth Shemwell, Crouch, Ophelia Sanders, Pansy
Esther
Lawrence, and
Lucille Fay Sanders, Winnie Jones, JoseGrant.
phine Pendergrass.
During the hours Miss GwenLouise Darnell, Margie Brooks.
dolyn Berry accompanied by Miss Mary Nell Morgan, Reva Pearl
Helen Roberts gave a number of Farless, Emma Lou Dixon, Willie
musical selections.
Mae Pullen, Debora Mae Adams,
Thaw calling- were -Dr. And-Mrs. -Rachel Morgao, Rudith Crouch,
J.. W. Carr, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doris Adams, Freida Dell Adams,
'rrevathan,. practice teachers Ruth Frances Tumbow, Hilda BazTraining School faculty and mem- zell, Catherine Williams,- Theron
bers of the education department.. Crouch, Ralph Morgan, Harold
• • s ••
Lloyd Darnell, Robert Ward,' Hollis
Magazine Club To
Williams, Lester Lee Pogue, PresMeet Today
ton Adams, Ben Adams, Richard
Mrs. C. A. Bishop will be at Mills, Max Adams.
home to the Magazine Club this
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
afternoon, March 26.
Nell Cloys, Mrs. Louise Brooks,
• ••••
Mrs. Lillie Bazzell, Mrs, Lizzie
Alphas To Meet Saturday
Turner, Mrs. R. D. Crouch, Mrs.
The Alpha Department will meet iDella Mills. Mrs.. Ira Smith, Miss
Slaughter,
Miss
Edith
Saturday afteenoen the 23th at the I Verda
Roach, Mrs.
home,. of Mrs. A. M. Wolfson with Smith, Mrs. Ethel
Mrs. E. B. Houston, Miss Emma Dixie -Dublin, Mrs. Wayne Pickets,
Helm, Mrs. Joe Lovett assisting i San Antonio, Ten,, Mrs. Ruth
Angelo, Cleveland, Ohio.
hosts.

Mrs. Mary Brown Gives Talk
M. E. Young People
At U. D. C. Meeting
Have Sapper
The group of college and high Mrs. Chas. Hire Entertains
Mr. And Mrs. Roy Rudolph
Mrs. Roy Rudolph and. children, Mrs. Albert Lassiter was host to
For Mrs. Anna C. Hire
* Resta
Billy. Mary Isabelle, Kay, and Vir- the 4. .1+1, Williams Chapter of 11: school girl; and boys of the hi E.
D. C's at her home on Wednes- church had a supper party In the
Mrs. Chas. Hire was at home to
Mr. and Mrs. Rssy Rudolphlwere ginia.
es
,
••
••
day afternoon.
'recreation hall of tne church at a number of friends Friday afterhosts to 23 guests Sunday at the
_
A business session, was held. 6 o'clock Wednesday evening.
noon, in compliment to her houseCaplingei Again Heath
home on South Twelfth street. X Mrs. W.
Afterwards Mrs. Mary Brown of
Afterwards the Rev. 0. A. Marrs guest, Mrs. Anna C. Hire of
very sociable day was enjoyed by
fi'llirray Woman's Club
was introduced. She talked and a number of songs Columbia City, Ind.
an.
The March general meeting of Mayfield
Bouquets of sweetpeas and assAfter dinner the guests were en- the Murray Woman's Club was told of her visit with a Memphis were sung. turiums added a spring color note
tertained by several selection.s held at the home of Mrs. R. E. Chapter of U. D. Cs when the
to the attractiVe rooms.
suns by a quintet.
Broach .with the Home Department daughter of Gen. Forrester was College Students Have Pretty
The hours were spent informally
host and then gave a reminiscent
Week End Parties
Those present were Mrs. J. M. as host.
With a benefit bridge party and late in the afternoon the host
Sullivan. Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
The same officers who have talk on the Civil War which was
Phelps. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Dawea. served _so effieiently this year intensely interesting because of the given by the Classical Club on served a delicious salad plate.
Present were Mrs. Anna C. Hire,
evening
in the
and son. Cletus, Mr. and Mrs. T. were unanimously re-elected for personal touch and her pleasing Friday
Boys'
delivery.
Dormitory lobby and a danee in Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. 0. J.
B. Wallace. Mrs.. Olena Nichols, 1936-37. They are as follows:
A party plate was served dur- the gymnasium on Saturday ev- Jennings, Mrs. C. A. Bishop, Mrs.
President Mrs. W. J. Caplinger;
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Wallace and
ening, the college girls and boys Jacks Beale Jr.
children. Maxine_ and Antionette., first vice presicbenk Mrs. W. In ing the social hour.
• •• s •
Mrs.. W. W MeElrath, Mrs. Mary
had a festive week end to celeJames Sullivan. Miss ii-Vitida Mason; second vice-president, Mrs.
brate the arrival of spring and Brown of Mayfield. Mrs. J. W.
Sullivan. Mrs. Denier 'Wallace, G. T. Hicks; recording secretary. Home Department Has...
March Meeting
to afford outlet for the bubbling Carr, Mrs. Mary Moss, Mrs. W. J.
Mrs. Curtis Copeland and chil- Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr.; corresI college enthilinasm and --tojp: Caplinger.
dren. Marion * Jane and Raymond. ponding secretary, *las:*-Ginglen • Mrs. Wade Crasefnicl. Mrs. -JoEri
• • • • -•
Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mrs. J. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan ituclialph,_2dr_ vraillS; treasurer. so& Myrtle Ryan, Mrs. Mel-.LInne.und Mrs.
Sexton, Mrs. B. F. Seherffius, Mrs.
H. T. Waldrop were joint hosts Mrs. W111 Garland
and Mrs. Coy Rye, and' Mr. and Wall.
Leslie Putnam, Mrs. G. T. Hicks.
--$15 for the for the March meeting of the
Honored'
The club vist
Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs. AL G.
Mrs.
Newell Doors
State Student Loan Funtrind $15 Home Department on Thursday
honored
afternoon. -Hearthstone" the' beau- Mrs. Will Garland with a miscel- Carman, Mrs. Herbert Drennon,
for the Foundation Fund.
They also voted to again spon- tiful home of Mrs. Waldrop was laneous shower at the home of Mrs. Carlisle Csitehin, Mrs. R. A.
Mrs. Cal Smith at Backusburg on Johnston.
sor Mrs. Spear's dance program in opened for the occasion.
Mrs. Herbert Drennon presided March 11.
May.
R had regular shaking spells tenni
Garland was
A pleasant social hour followed over a short business session.
Mrs.
surprised Mrs. Goldie Orr Entertains
nervousness," writes Mrs. Ores glanSUtett And--Chstter- Clots
Miss Clara Waldrop -read a paper when she was called •-home- from
ders. or Paragould. Ark. -1 iraa all the business weer:tn.
•.. • • •
on "Kentucky Doorways" pre- Mrs. Opal Housden's to find the
Mrs. Goldie Orr entertained
run-down and cramped at my Mae
pared by her mother. "Early Ken- house full of guests and many members of the Stitch and Chatter
until I wor•td havato go to bed. After P. T. A. And Mothers Club To
tucky Hand Weaving" was dis- lovely gifts awaiting her.
Club at the home of Mrs. Dallas
nay Britt bottle of Cardui. I was betHave Meeting April Third
ter. I kept taking Cardui arid soon
cussed by Mrs. J. A. Dulaney:
At the noon hour refreshments Outland on Olive street Thursday
The P. T. A. and Training
I was all right. The shaking quit
who had on display a collection of were served.
afternoon.
sad I did not cramp. I felt worlds School Mothers Club will have a Kentucky hand work from Berea
The hours were devoted to
Those present were Mrs. WILI
bettor. I gars Cardut to ley daughter who joint meeting at the Murray-High
erta in about the muse randittao and dm School Friday afternoon. April the College which was for sale,
Doors, Mrs. Newell Doors, Mrs. needlework and nice refreshments
Amt.
was astia an
isavely refreshments were served Voda Gregrell. Mrs. Silva Doors, were served.
Thwassmis of Imam lawny medal boo.. I third. at 2:30 o'clock. ,
at small tables.
Present were Mrs. Claud Miller,
OM tam. IS It ases ast Women TOD,
and baby Barbara June. Mrs. Flocomposed
of
W.
B.
committee
A
I
amalistat•Sdapatel•E.
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger was a ra Cunningham.
Mrs. Beyanofrolley, Mrs. Desiree
t--Twenty-eight
• guest.
members
Mrs. Lillie Guier, Mrs. Prince Fair, Mrs. Thomas Bell, Mrs. Sam
were present.
Hughes. Mrs. Marvin Hughs, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. B. 0. Jeffrey.
Mrs. Glen
Jeffrey, Mrs. TalClaud Smith, Mrs. Carlin Riley,
Mrs. Berths Reading Of
madge Robinson, Mrs. Lester Orr,
Mrs. Theron Riley:
Madisonville Speaks To
Mrs. Noble Fequa, Mrs. John Mrs. Laurine Doran, Mrs. Porter
Woodmen Circle
Smith, Mrs. Elmus Hill, Mrs. Opal White, Mrs. Goldie Orr.
The Woodrnen Circle met Tues- Housden. Mrs. Bill Smith, Mrs.
The next meeting will be held
day evening in the B. and P. W.'s Cal Smith. Miss Artie Guier, Miss with Mr,, Talmadge Robinson.
Club rooms with Miss Katie "Mar- Frances Fuqua.
tin. Mrs. Carney Hendon, and Miss
Miss Clellon Smith. Miss Sue
Wash and Grease
Bag Purdom as hosts.
Guier, Miss Nora E. Siasitla—linut
—
IR
Mrs. E. B. Houston presided and
arlene Hill, F. IL Guier,
75e
Walt only
Introduced * Mrs. Bertha Reading Houston, Jean Houston. Charles
75c
Grease only
of Madisonville, who is state man- Edward Houston, and the honoree,
ager. She made an interesting Mrs. Will Garland.
$323
-WASH. POLISH and WAX JOB for talk on "The Developments of
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Guaranteed No. 1 Job, yet cheapest in Murray
This Fraternal Organization." She Coy
Edwards. Mrs. Campy
COMPLETE FILLING STATION SERVICE, TIRE AND
was accorripanied to Murray by Pierce, Mrs. Mary Hendrik. Miss
BATTERY, SALES AND SERVICE
Miss Katherine Currdiff of Owens- Lou Smith, Mrs. Kate Bissell
boro who is state captain of drill Mrs. Nannie Smith, ,
work.
Mrs. Nora Edwards, St. Louis,
Ritualistic work was rehearsed Mo., Miss Verble Edwards, St.
STANDARD STATION AT COLLEGE
Bata kid—and his dog—
by the members. Also Mrs. Jack Louis. Miss Lucille Smith. et.
softened
him up!
Louis, Mrs. A. K. Holifield,
gould, Ark., Wilma Holden Para*
gould. Ark.
,•
yrs. Dottie Davis. Bloomington;
Tex., Miss Earnest Holifield, ParafinA,Con
—plaCe.Ce
gould. Ark., Miss Beauton Overlay, Morganfield, Ky.,
Mrs. Toy
—me
Lassiter, Mrs. Paul Garland, Mrs.
Bernice Quarthurn.
• • • ••
Lite Duncan Honored
On list Birthday
Friends and relatives gathered
AND
at the home of Mr. Lite Duncan
"The Voice of Experience"
Sundayt March 22, to celebrate his "Popeye" the Sailor, in
71st birthday.
"VIM. VIGOR and VITALIK1"'
At the noon hour a delightful
basket dinner was served.
Features of the day were music
and games.
Those present included the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schroader,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Towery, and
children Jonell, Dewey Gene. and
Liddie Marie. Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Barnett, Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Nannie.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Bizzell and
children Ruby Dell and Betty Lou,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Nannie, Mr.
and Mrs. C. Duncan and children Nadine, Mailia Modern,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Dunn and
baby, Denice Jackson, Mr. and
rad SCRIONCt•
Mrs. Lee Bell and son Glendale,
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Bizzell, Mr.
MOW
Lite Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. John
Tar•drogranem
Rudd.
Mr. and Mrs. Gennie. Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Jackson and children Barbara Nell, Jo Dean. Clyde
Hennes-, Marvin Bell. .Laynoon
The Chevrolet engine is the most economical automobile
Peeler. Brooks Schroader.
engine produced today, because (1) it is a six-cylinder
James Hugh
Burkeen, Hollis
"When I first saw'The Milky Way',the laugh
, engine, and (2) it is a'valve-in-head six-cylinder engine.
Hale, Burley Schroeder, Autrey
hit that packed a Broadway theatre year,
.. Its six cylinders use less gas and oil—in fact, use
Schroeder, Leon Duncan, James
last, I decided right away it could
before
.Bamett,
Eunice
Richard
Schroader,
- the least gas and oil—because six cylinders are the most
Griffin, Buel Duncan,
Robert
be made Into a really hilarious picture!
economical combination used in modern automobiles.
Sampson Schroader.
Now the critics say 'The Milky Way'is my
...Its valve-in-head design cuts gasoline consumption
David Nanney. Albert Hennes?,
still lower because there is less loss of heat throuigrthe walls
funniest picture. I hope you think so too."
Magdaline Jackson, Arih Heaney,
of the combustion chamber in valve-in-head engines,'and
Geneva
Bell Burkeen, Frances
•
the advanced construction of the Chevrolet engine give.
maximum heat (or power)saving
‘tost important of
all, Chevrolet's more efficient cooling system. pressure
;irtx
.
tpi Mpie.
it::C
.
anet,*kgreadri acteMftrak4-niniirrert,
P"
,
yrnPis Ornitinrrror Serene/able epersafestt.'ini-Pr a larte:r•' - period of time, with the lowest maintenance cost

Nervons, Weak Woman
Soon All Right .

Save on the Servicing of You.
Car

Honored On
Birthday
gill Taylor of Paducan, was honored with a birthday dinner March
22 in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
He received
George Linville.
several nice gifts. •A bountiful
dinner was enjoyed by all.
The guest list included Mr. and
l/Ars. Luther Grubbs, Mr. and Mrs.
CloVis Grubbs, Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. George
Linville, Misses Sibyl Simmons,
Sue and Dot Linville of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Buchanan,
Mrs. Joe Buchanan, Taylor, Bernice and Sam Noah of Union City,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Linville, Gayion Jackson and Lelo
Thomas of Buchanan, Tenn.
Afternoon guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Simmons, Wilbert
Thomas, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ellis
Shoemaner.

Murray Route 7
Quilting seems to be the order
of the des, in We neighborhood.
Relden Norssvorthy lost a fine
horse one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Welland and
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Rowlett went
to Stewart county alst week and
attended the funeral services of
Mrs. Laura Spieeland and also
visited their sister. Mrs. P. D.
Phillips of Tharpe, Tenn.
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett had as her
guest Saturday Mrs. Cecil Walker,
Mrs. Oda McDaniel, Mrs. P. D.
Phillips and baby, anct Mr. atel
.
Mrs. Rupert.-Holland.
Mrs. Walter ThurmonaThas as
hert guests Mrs. Nora Underwood
and mother, Mrs. Susie Stewart, of
Murray.
MI. and Mrs. Joe 'Hal Thornton spent the night Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Thornton near
•
Murray.—A Reader.
It pays in read the classified ads.

SALVE
for

I

COLDS
Liquid Tablets
Salve—Nose
Drops

egular,Prices:

price
Sc,

10c, 25c

.SATURDAY ONLY- -

TODAY AND FRIDAY

THE TOUGHEST GUY
IN THE WORLD!

W. L."Lock" Hargrove,0. B. Irvan, Jr.

•
with
'PHILLIPS

HOLMES
Edward Ellis

•

TUESDAY.ald'WEDNESDAY.

SUNDAY and MONDAY

von vERv

GOOD FRIEOD
THE maKIIIRII

-x t

Is it excitement.. . danger.

romance

you crave?

your picture,

paced

.
4/

Here's

to thrill!

(((

, Chevrolet's
high-compression valve-in-head engine

fiveA econiripty wOozet equzie/
Every test proves it's more

economical • • • Every
Chevrolet owner knows
it's more economical ...

A Paramount Picture with

GERTRUDE MICHAEL
GEORGE. MURPHY
• ROSCOE KARNS •

And every person will
readily understand these

p.

00,

A-

WEL BY, BUS!

rgr_ristnts

why it is_ more economical

Convenient Schedule

n-

CHEVROLET
A GENVRAL MOTORS VALUE

NEW PER FECTETI trvon VEK: BR 4.61 ... IMPROVED GI '.' prig: KNIT-at "I 14 I's It!Dr • . . silo(SE Pitts STEERING•... GEN
rESDEI.
SOUD STELE orm-pilice rtmurt TOP HODIE.4
14o DRAFT 4 L'a VIL.4Tto
omegv.,14
4LVE-17v-IlEAD RNGINE...6% NEW MONEIS VI:4 t. G.14.4.1 . newt P 4 VD ENT PLAN. (:ompare aserralet`•Ion &Livered
prime and low monthly pay menta. Clac.rolet Motor Coonnany, Detenh1618lets.

$4/95

.A810 MS.
( Lim... pries .
.f14
/Vet•

Wi4 hatinpors. spore tire and Mr
loch.Artist pr..;a fillodshnomat
...
•Knor-Anion on Amer Mnist• only.870 dridats•••.1
,
1 4s• quota he this advs.-Moment ors list or 5]..,.
Mmaylipos. out ruhrwer t• clump sena...0 nonce

BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO-Paducah; 8 A. M., 11:15 A. M.. 5P.11I
Hopkinsville: 745 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. DC: 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. K. 11 A. M.; SF.51.
Paris: 7:45 A. M. 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Connections to St. Lords, Chicago.
Detroit, and Everywhere.
Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Murray, Ky.

Phone 97

Woot Main Street

ARCOILD

LLOYD
"The MilityWayll
A__,Paramountirloictur•
ADOLPHE MENJOU • VERREE

TEASDALE ,
HELEN MACK .WILLIAM GARGAN 1
GEORGE BARRIER • DOROTHY WILSON

C.RAY LINES
Murray, Hi.

with,

CHARLEY CHASE, in •
"Life Hesitates at forty"

Phone 456

—and—

"PRIMITIVE PITCAIRN"
"CREW RACING"

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

"HERE COMES
TROUBLE"
—WITH—

ARLINE JUDGE
GREGORY RATOFF

PAUL KELLY
MONA BARRIE

COMING! Mae West, in "Klondike Annie," "Follow
Fleet," "Country Doctor."
"MUSIC GOES
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

_

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 2, 1936

year In Cisllaway.
&•" Marshall, Graves, sn,
11
ry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere in
State of Kentucky.
to any address
'''''''other than above.

$1.50the
t2 00

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2.169, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTUr SHOWN

.1
„

Volume CIV; No. 14

Is
24 MILLION BUDGET TVA Recommends Gilbertsville
ASSESSMENT OF Red Cross
Short of Quota
BILL IS ENACTED
COUNTY REDUCED
Dam Be Under W ay Immediately
BY LEGISLATURE
FOR 1936 TAXES
Church of Christ
°A SK S $60,000,000
Governor Avers No State
Property Valued at $6,786,School
In
Meets
Like
"Spend
Agency Will
975 as Supervisors
TO BUILD PROJECT
Hell" Under It
End Work
PASSES HOUSE AFTER
FIGURES COMPILED
IN ADDED PROGRAM
LENGTHY DISCUSSION
BY CLAUD ANDERSON

H. C. BROACH, 63,
DIES TUESDAY
• OF PARALYSIS

1Y.

ler

DGER & TIMES
HE LE,

a
el nil
•
•••

The Murray Chapter of the Red
Cross is far short of the quota set
for the chapter's flood relief area
work. The ahapter's quota was
J. W. PETERS HOME BURNS
set at $250 and only one half of
the amount has been raised.
Death Came Six Hours After
The frame residence of Mr. and
Solicitors continue their efforts
Mrs. J. W. Peters, between FarmStroke Taken While at
and other contributions are exThe Murray Church of Christ
ington' and Coldwater, was deWork for City
pected. All persons who can constroyed by fire Wednesday after- will hold their Sunday meeting at
tribute to this relief are asked,to
noon of last week about two-thirty. the Murray High School building
leave donations at either bank or
Virtually nothing was saved from due to the fact that the church is
at the postoffice. Immense sums
the flames, which started from a still being in a state of repair and
are needed to give the needed re--- -re-working. New pews are being Total of $185,000,000 for 6
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 26— defective flue. yip
The board of supervisors of Cal- lief for the area of eleven states.
Funeral services for -- H. C,
Report
in
decoSought
interior
other
and
temporare
installed
Dents
Mrs.
Peters
and
the
Mr.
of
The special budget session
loway 'county ended their work
Broach, 63 years of age, were at
— to Congress
Kentucky General Assembly ad- arily making their home with their rating completed. The wo
last week, fixing the assessment of
11 tsclosk this morning f
sine die late today after daughter, Mrs. C. E. Planery and being done by members of the
journed
all
for
property
county
s
Calloway
First Methodist church with the
is
time
more
and
church at nights
giving to Governor Chandler a family, near Brandon.
taxes at $6,786,975, $134,164 lets
SETS PRELIMINARY
Rev. 0. A. Marrs in charge of the
being used than previously exbiennial appropriation bill in subthan last year's figures. The valu. WORK FOR 1938-39
services. Burial was' hi the Mon
pected.
stantially the form he desired.
ration for 1935 taxes was $6,921,139.
ray Cpmetery.
Elder L. H. Pogue will be in
The session, the third this year
Comparative figures on this and
WASHINGTON, March 30—Six
charge of the services Sunday
Mr. Bipach, from one of Murand the second special meeting
last year's valuations as finally
additional dam projects, involving
to slime Governor Chandler took of7.30
at
Sunday
Unon
City
Game
With
o'clock.
10:45
at
morning
ray's oldest families. arid long conarrived at after the supervisers
estimated expenditure of $144,Close FracUce Season; 25 Out
School services will precede at 9:45 an
nected withlhe public life of Murfice, was in the capital eighteen
finished their work, have been
500,000, were recommended to ConApplications for emergency crop o'clock. No evening sesvices.
for
Tiger
Squad.
ray and Calloway county, died
State
by
days at a cost estimated
compiled for The Ledger & times
gress today to complete developloans for 1936 are now being reTuesday afternoon at 2:30-some six
Inspector and Examiner Nat B.
by Claude Anderson, county tax
ment of the government's Tennescounty
the
of
at
office
ceived
BROACH
C.
H.
paof
stroke
team
Tiger
Murray
football
a
The
following
hours
Sewell at $43200.
commissioner.
Valley project.
see
A.
R.
Tweedy,
by
agent.
Murray,
his
for
active
game
Friday
a
will
practice
hold
ralysis. ,lie was
The Governor estimated about
The poll tax list for 1935 taxes
The expenditure, together with
with Union City at the Mur- thirty days would be required to field supervisor of the Emergency
years and was working at his
17 less than a year ago, the night
is
the $185,188.574, cost of projects alray High School field at 7:30 complete the revenue-raising job, Crop and Feed Loan Section of the
duties for the city as street superfigures being 4,232 and 4,249.
Congress,
autherized by
ready
Farm Credit Administration.
spring
pracclose
their
to
o'clock
visor when he became ilL
dourth
a
said,
he
which,
r
configures
of
The complete set
would bring the total outlay for
The emergency crop loans will
will
small
admission
A
tice
drills.
connected
for
called
be
will
been
session
cial
had
Broach
Mr.
tains some interesting facts. Farm
the huge development to $329,688,be made only to farmers who can
be charged Coach Holland states. miscellaneous legislation.
with the city government in some
land is assessed at $3,931,115
not obtain credit from any other Set Dates at 17 Places in Calloway 525.
the
on
will
be
Both
coaches
considBill
was
Approves
and
Houle
respect for years
against $3,957.139 a year ago, a reThe recommendations were Consource, as provided by regulations
County for April
field during the tilt to brush up
The 94 to 3 vote by which the
ered thorough and trustworthy and Most of Weed Sold and Sales Light duction of $26,000.
tained in a special TVA report
Issued by the Governor of the
11.
to
4
for
is
practice
tilt
the
plays
as
the
Past
in
for
District
In
Reuse of Representatives approved
an asset, to the city government
Town lots are valued at $1,561,which emphasized the importsnce
Coach Holland has 25 the budget bill came after a brief Farm Credit Administration. The
Several Days.
the various capacities in which he
295 compared to $1,563.255 for 1935 purposes.
of the program for controlling
loaned will be limited to
money
grid
squad
for
coming
out
the
men
Below is the schedule of meet- floods on the lower Mississippi.
discussion of the measure, approserved. He was a member of the
taxes.
with seven lettermen and the priating, according to Sewell's tab- the farmer's immediate and actual ings for Calloway county that all
The Muramy independent floors
city council for two terms in 1930
Intangibles are alse down, being
1936
his
for
growing
needs
cash
$60,000,000 For Aurora
after
close Friday, April 10, it was listed at $488.110 against 3492,590 troop is in excellent shape
producers of farm commodities are
to 1934 and since that time had
crops.
_
(Continued on Back Page)
three weeks of spring workouts.
New projects recommended Inattend. The purpose of
to
invited
served the city as tax collector announced at a meeting of tobac- for last year.
Farmers are not eligible for
these meetings is to explain the cluded construction of a storage
and more recently as sewer and ccriandlers at Mayfield last SatTotal tangible personal property
emergency crop loans if they can
the Little Tennessee river
of
he
floors
independent
The
position
urday.
a
new Soil Conservation program so dam
supervisor,
street
shares sharply in the reducing
proindividual,
an
from
borrow
the district will close on Friday being fixed at $929,435 against
that producers may outline their at Fontana, N. C., coating approxiheld at the time of his death.
or
bank,
association,
credit
duction
will close $1,116,140 for 1935.
mately $29,000,000: three new damn
and the Association
farm program for 1936:
Mr, Eircoach had retained good
other concern. Farmers will also
in the Tennessee at Gilbertsville.
Court.
Murray
Saturday,
4,
April
--The-livestock figures are particuhealth and , his sudden Illness and April 30.
.
be considered ineligible if they
.Ky,.-'4I0.099,000; darns at Watls
Mast of the week has been larly interesting. The assessment
death was unexpeetedired came as
have an application pending with house. 2:30 p. m.
ght on this classification is up to
Bar, (White Creek), Tenn., 01,and
salesinivp-been-li
marketed
relaand
friends
his
a shock to
Iltesettlement Administration, have 1- April. S. Monday, Coldwater 000.90o and Coulter Shoals, Tenn.,
for several 9320,245 from $210.175. However,
district
thromhout.0e
only
complained
tives. He had
received assistance from .that or- school, 7:30 p. m.
;20.000,000.
and averages have shown the number of hogs is down conslightly of feeling ill the Monday Milts
ganization this year or are indebtApril 6, Monday, Hazel school,
deseason
the
cif
end
usual_
,their,
$98,50
his
listeeds.
beautiful
e
The Tv& recommending considerably, only 4.315 being
--Only nine more days until-th
and Tuesday morning before
ed to the Resettlement Adminis- 7:30 p. m.
cline.
of the Gilbertsville Dam
struction
will be given
suite
for $25,030 this year against 4,940
bedroom
stroke.
walnut
loan.
unpaid
stump
an
for
genuine
tration
ValPleasant
Monday,
April 6,
Sales at Murray Wednesday were head for $15,890 last year.
river near Pa.
TEnnessee
the
on
Times.
&
Before being connected with the
for
security
Ledger
the
the
past,
the
in
by
As
away absolutely FREE
ley school, 7:30 p. m.
reported only by the Association
its report that
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Says C. S. Gross: "After taking
Mrs. Allie Barber was admitted Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets the pains
lie was formerely connected with
the U. S. Geodetic.. Survey and to the Mason Memorial Hospital are gone and I eat anything." Try
Adla treatment on our money back
was called to his new job by his for treatment Tuesday.
guarantee. Leading Druggists, in
Messrs McNeece and Donnelly. Hazel by Turnbow .Drug Co.
wbosis now
former supervisor
from Nashville office of the Mill
employed there.
A marriage license was issued Mutuals Insurance Company, called
recently at Metropolis to Leon on their local agent, L. E. Owen,
Cud:. and Marion Carter. both of Monday.
Floyd Brent of Mayfield is visitColdwater.
Maurice Crass returned Tuesday ing his mother, Mrs Rowland
morning from a business trip to Brent, East Main street, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam L. Jones spent
St. Louis.

A. A.
'
cational committtee of the
U. W.
The following hpys were admitHospital
ted to the Keys-Houston
this week from Camp Cadiz: Nolan
SizeSapp, Heiden Hodge, Taylor.

joiS11141.*.

_voro eves Uit°`.1
itook

tires—but you want safe
VOU WANT MILEAGE from your
p gives you the right
Silent-Gri
General
•IL mileage. The
combination: General's famous big mileage pies a new
silent-safety tread that grips like a corkscrew and delivers
safe non-skid mileage for longer than was ever before

IMPERIAL'
MAJESTIC
BYRD'S eitarTERN

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
Murray's Only-Paint and Wallpaper
Store

WE NEED THE
CASH

It

•

Style --- Quality
40416

*OW "At PP

:OA
4‘
0
4

way €

THE NEW

in and look after this matter.

EASTER TIME
You'll want your.pntire outfit up to Hyde Park in Quality and Style

l iii4...Those who have paid prOmptly this month
/ and all along, we arc extremely thankful.

and the CORN-AUSTIN CO. has selected for you,
item for item. Shirts, Sox, Ties, Oxfords, Belts and
Sets, Stylepark Hats, Tie and Handkerchief Sets.

Murray and Calloway County Have Been Generous

SATISFACTION FROM

Jr•

1880 to 1934

"Where- Men Trade"

it

we
In the short four weeks that we have handled GENERALS
we
and
sales,
have been 'able to set an unprecedented record in tire
due to our change
feel that this business, for the greater part, has been
Tire. Sold at
Quality
to this leading tire--GENERAL—America's

bond n
the di
feet o
prom!

competitive prices.

-I—Sold by—

IVPE

SEEEIVOCE

5,sTATioN
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.,Inc.
Phone 208 Mu

EAST MAIN

AND ASSOCIATED DEALERS

IIINGislIERE!
AND

REFRIGERATION, SEASON!
HANG UP THE CARD?
CLEAN UP THE MESS?:
RUN OUT OF ICE UNEXPECTEDLY?
.1-1AVE THAT ICE BOX ODOR?
LOSE YOUR TEMPER

4

OR—
ENJOY CAREFREE

eneral Electric
Electric Refrigeration?
There is a Model for You
COME IN NOW!

SELECT NOW FOR A FULL SEASON'S WEAR.

RYAN'S 11 Corn - Austin Co.

offer

the hi
day oi
(same
Circui
descri

GENLRL S441.142

Gives-You Better •
Yalue

We hart shown you the courtesy of credit
and we are nay; asking that. yOu show us an equal
• i'liurtesy by prompt payment when our 41ohenetor
calls. 110u-ever. if he fails ,to see you, kindly drop

Diugu

Of. 19:
propel

Hyde-Park
It gives you the latest in
style lines, those perky
backs and in all the choicestpattern, checks and weaves
yid together with their
workmanship, they spel I.
BETTER VALUE in capital.
letters.

Ec

TRUCK OPERATORS—Let us show you the special heavy duty truck tire. They will carry the usual pick-up truck over-load.

WILL YOU

We have carried too many accounts
and some too long. Our bills have to be
Raid and it takes cash.to pay them.

•

N

OXYI
P. &

possible. Bring your car around today. Convenient
terms if you wish.

Ito OR IMJILL

OUR COLLECTOR WILL BE
OUT FRIDAY AND
MONDAY

CAW

thought

Wallpaper!

We hare the
CHEAPEST
Wallpaper in
Murray...

Ligon.
Boyd
a recer
mother
Miss
end vii
Grey V
C. E.
this w
where
Wester
Mrs.
thrnily
street

more, Elijah Sizemore, Robert Taylor, Marble Hart, iiarley Hale,
Pogue Sanders, Burley Ratliff, G
Andrews, Vernice Johnson,
bert Ratliff, Marshall Spurlock,
John Petrey, Ray Hopgood, Roo_

?! POWER CO.
,1111Kentucky
KY.-TEN14. LI,e
t
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eft France, flack Perry, Scott
Sailor. George Gothard, Harmon
Ligon.
Boyd Myers has recovered from
a recent illness at the home of his
mother. Mrs. R. A. Myers.
Miss MareIle Ward was the week
end visitor of her sister, Miss Eva
Grey Ward of Lexington, Ky.
C. E. Purdom left Wedensday of
this week for Hopkinsville, Ky.,
where he has accepted work in
Western State Hospital there.
Mrs. Edrnonia MoCuiston and
family have moved from Pine
street in the city to the Chesley

•••

pG
Sc
CAMAY
OXYDOL, med. size . . 9c
P. & G., giant size, 3 for 13c

Economy Grocery

Adams farm a nille west of Murray on the Mayfield highway.
Dr. Eliza Spann, professor of
biology in Murray State College,
and William Crawford. BOAZ, biology laboratory assistant, spent
the week-end in St. Louis as the
guests of Pierce Ray, student in
St. Louis School of Dentistry.
Luther Robertson and Foreman
Graham were visitors in Frankfort last week.
Vulcan, Chattanooga and Olive
Slat Wing Plows and all their repairs ai Reduced Prices on Repairs. The largest stock of horse
Collars and mule Gearing at less
money than 1 have had them in
20 years. Will save you from 50
cents to $2.00 every time you fit
one on Old Beck. J. W. Denham,
it
Hazel, Ky.
W. H. Collins, fiscal agent for
Kentucky Orphans' Home,
the
Lyndon, spent a few days here the
latter part of last week In interest
of the home. Mr. Collins recently
underwent an operation and this
was his first visit here in several
months.
Miss Sara Lee Hargrove, of Mayfield, was the week-end guest of
her sister. Mrs. Burgess Parker

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
E S Diuguid, Jr., Administrator of the estate of E. S.
Diuguid, Sr. Vs. Lottie Diuguid, et al.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calway Circuit Court, rendered at the November term thereof, 1935, in the above cause for the purpose of division of
property and costs herein expended, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the court house door in Murray, Ky,to
the highest bider at public auction,/ on Monday, the 13th
day of April, 1936, at one (1) o'clqck, or thereabout,
(same being the first day of the April term of Calloway
Circuit Court), upon a credit of six months the following
described property:
The entire stock of the E. S. Diuguid & Son
Furniture and Hardware Store, together with all
its fixtures, located on the north side of the court
square in Murray, Ky.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute
bond with approved securities, bearing legal interest from
the day of sale until paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply
promptly with these tern. - •
GEORGE §. HART, Master Commissioner

... Or Will YOUR
Married Life Be
Different?
IT WILL BE ONLY IF YOU
MAKE IT SO
The most possible relief for the
same money from household
drudgery can be secured thru - YOUR LAUNDRY.
your family wash-day
turning
by
tasks to us.
... Complete equipSanitary services ... Rain-soft water.
ment .. . most efficient cleaning agents ... Prompt service
are among the reasons why we say we merit your business.

MURRAY LAUNDRY
Phone 303

R. M. POLLARD, Manager

Sr., and Kr. Parker.
George S. Hart, Charlie B. Grogan, Harry I. Sledd and Joe T.
Lovett attended a Legion meeting
at Fulton last Thursday night.
J. E. Houston, E. C. K. Robertson, Jack Kennedy 'and W. E.
Wyatt were visitors in Frankfort
•
the latter part of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Holland
and bap, near Benton, spent the
week end with Mr. Holland's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Holland, in college addition. Mr. and
Mrs. Holland's grandson, Paul Holland Creason, Benton, also spent
the week end with them and attended the music events at Murray
State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilmuth_Golden Pond, spent the week end with
Mrs Wilmuth's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Farris.
Mrs. Dave Padgett returned Monday from Paducah and is convalescing from a recent operation in
a Paducah hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Otry Easley and
Miss Rose Norton. of La Grange,
Ca., and Mrs. Thomas Browder
and Mrs. James Brown Fulton,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Farmer Monday.

Havens Preaches On,
"Yours And Mine"

lip once. C: Q. Cobb; Phone 6111-1V.
Once.
"- men need apply. Can earn $25 or Int horse.
Also have cabinet Philco radio,
Witness our hands, this April 1, more weekly. No cash required.
repairing; $16.50, bedsteads and other furnituning and
PIANO
1936.
Write today. Rawleigh's, Dept.
special price; free examination. ture priced similarly.
ltp
KYD-I81-Z, Freeport, Ill. A2-16-30
K. C. Frazee
John W. Travis, phone 372-W. A3Op
J. Frank Berry
SEE This Business Lot. 105x150
FOR RENT-Rooms, private bath"
Hugh Melugin
SALE-10,000 lb. of Red Top feet, corner Depot and Second
tfc FOR
Apply Mrs. W. H. Graves.
Hay and 20 bbs, corn; also an Old street, at curve, fur drive-in staNOTICE!
FLOWERS fur all occasions: all Trusty Incubator 250 egg size. A. tion, etc. W. H. Finney.
All members of Murray Lodge kinds of Shrubbery, Evergreens. D. Stark, Murray, Ky., Route
105 E. & A. M. are not only re- Alton Harnett.- Phone 295-W. ltp 4.
*A2p
quested but ordered to be present
Monday night, April 6. Work in PADUCAH AUCTION Co., 2nd HAY FOR SAL -Soy bean, Red
Felluw Craft degree. We have and Washington, Paducah, will top and Jap Hay, Nevin Wall, 10 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar 48c
Aldo
been redecorating the Lodge Hall, hold livestock auotions every Hazel, Route 3.English Seed Peas, bulk, 111.......15e
come and 'see what a change we Friday the balance of the seaSALE-team mules, wagon, Gallon WInesap Apples
FOR
your cattle and
have made in the looks of our Nn. Bring
two double shovel plows, one No. Dozen fancy Red or Yellow
building. You members who have hogs and any other livestock you
10 Oliver plow. one Avery drill.
fOe
Apples
not been coming this order sip- wish to sell. We always get mar- one
harrow and one saddle. Mrs.
tf
ket price or better.
Onion
'plies especially to you.
Yellow
nice
Gallon
Concord,
Essie
Blalock, New
20e
MASTER
Sets
ltp
HAVE MOVED saw Mill to Mur- Ky.
3 cans Country Gentleman
ray aneLare ready to do custom
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
FOR SALE-good work mule. See
tfie
Corn
sawing. Prepared to haul logs
F. C. Holland has bought the Red
ltp
J. T. Wallis & Son.
16c
rough
sell
buildMothers Cocoa
if desired. We
Our
lbs.
2
the
Lettered Milk Bottles with
250
ing lumber. Located at end of LOST-Ladies' 7-jewel Elgin wrist 2 lb. jar Peanut Butter
On Death Of Mary Boren
words "City Dairy" on them and
South Fourth at intersection of watch on streets of Murray Sal, Gallon Staley Syrup __ Mk or 52c
paid for them. They are his propConcord and Hazel Highway. March 28. Will pay reward for
infinite
65c
WHEREAS God in His
erty and should be promptly re24 lbs. guaranteed Flour
Grist mill and hammer mill in return to this office or Harley
3547
Snowdrift. 3 lbs.,
wisdom has called the beloved turned to F. C. Holland, proprietor connection. Basil Hutchin operaltp
•
6.
Softer,
Route
wife and life, partner of one of City Dairy, when empty.
$LOG
pounds
Lynn
Phone
Scott,
R.
J.
tor.
our most faithful members Mr.
P. H. THORNTON
23c
tf• FOR SALE-corn and mulch cows Gold Star Coffee in jar
Grove.
011ie Boren. and
fresh, extra good. See N. F. Las- 7 1-2 lh nice Navy,Btanil - 25c
WHEREAS Mr. Boren is a RoLandscaping, siter.
Experieneed
FOR
-ttp' 3 lbs. Navy Beans -------IOe
tarian in spirit and interests and
Pruning and Spraying. See me
ZSc
for
6
Sc.
Grapefruit
has served- this Club as Secretary
Alton Barnett, North 4th. St. FOR RENT-one furnished room.
ltte
Shoulder Meat,_ half
for years and has given his most
ltp --Shorty" Arnold.
Phone 295-W.
150
sincere and faithful attention to
Whole, pound
this club and
E. E. FOR RENT--2 rooms furnished or Fancy Rice, lb.
go or 70.
FOR SALE-Fertilizer.
WHEREAS the beloved party,
unfurnished. See Joe Irvan, 208 3 cans Sunbrite Cleanser __.... -UK
MACHINES repaired and Smith, Harris Grove Ky: M14p
SEWING
ltp
the deoeased ,has labored faithfulE. Main St.
23e
4 pkgs. Post Toasties
rebuilt. Work guaranteed. Phone WANTED TO BUY-Pony buggy,
ly with him in part of Rotary Ann
Al6p
16e
160-M.
at
see . or write W. H. Rudy
FOR PERMANENT RENTING or PAY tioirode for EGGS
and has contributed on occasions
A9p SALE CHEAP-one new seven
RUDY'S, Paducah, Ky.
to the betterment of Rotary and
FOR SALE-Gladiola 'Bulbs, le to
room brick house on boulevard
its intended purpose,
5c each. Mrs. I. T. Crawford, FOR SALE-fresh Broom Corn
blocks of college. garden tixBE IT RESOLVED that this club
A9c seed. R. E. Clayton Five Points, two
Ky., Route 6.
Murray.
PHONES 24 and 25
ed for planting. Possession at
offer to the bereaved husband and
A2c
fellow Rotarian its sincere sym- FOR SALE-pigs, shoats. brood Murray, Ky.
pathy and strive to lessen the loss sow: year old heifer; cheap horse.
STOLEN from barn Feb. 23, one
that he feels.
See Elmer E. Wilkinson, Route sorrel horse 15+-i hands high,
ltp
BE IT RESOLVED that a copy 1, S. 16th St.
weight 10000r 1100 pounds with
of these resolutions be entered in
mouth, no blemishes. Rethe official minutes of this club as AVAILABLE AT ONCE. Rawleigh smooth
E. Thompson, Palman attest to the less that the en- Route of 800 families in North- turn to W.
west and Southwest Graves couh- ersville, Tenn., Route 8. Liberal
tire club feels.
concernties and Murray. Only reliable reward for information
Signed
MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
V. C. Stubblefield
Clifton Morrie-J. W. Carr
Committee:

congregation will attend the beginning of the pre-Easter services at
the Methodist Church. The MidWeek Service will also be dismissed on Wednesday night, at which
time Rev. Havens will preach
from the pulpit of the Methodist
Church. He will also preach at
the union communion service, Fri-day night.
At the reorganization meeting of
the High School Christian EDdeavor Society, which meets at
6:15, every Sunday evening-, the
following officers were elected:
James Bailey, president; Tom
Williams, vice-president;
Moore
Miss Anna Lee Farley, secretarytreasurer. Mr. W. Z. Carter is the
adult advisor.

Swann's Grocery

,y.

Resolutions

CIASSIIrjLID
613111101-M

"Yours And Mine," was' the tile
of the sermon -which Rev. A. V.
First
at the
Havens delivered
Church, last Sunday
Christian
morning. Using the parable of the
Good Samaritan as his text, Rev.
Havens said, -This parable was
used to illustrate that love seeks
no boundaries f0"-etrrb its expression but searches for openings.
There are three attitudes toward
that which is yours and mine, expressed in this parable. The thieves
who robbed the traveller expressed
one attitude, namely, 'What is
yours is mine and I'll take it.' That
attitude is expressed today by the
lineal descendents of those thieves.
who with gun and black-jack or
watered
goods and
adulterated
stocks, say, 'What is yours is mine,'
WE DELIVER
PHONE 37
and proceed to take it.
NOTICE
OF
DISSOLUTION
expressed
was
Another attitude
$1.05
FLOUR-Gold Leaf, none better, 24 lbs.
by the priest and Levite who saw FRAZEE, BERRY & MELUGIN
85c
bag
24-111.
Queen,
Kitchen
the wounded man's needs, but
Notice is hereby given to the
79c
.
clutching their purses all the more
Lite, 24 lbs.
Snow
tightly, said, 'What is mine is mine public that the partnership of
$1.49
Snow Lite, 48 lbs.
Unfortunately, Frazee, Berry & Melugin has been
and I'll keep it_
(2-1b. sample with each bag)"
there are many today who have dissolved, the dissolution being efthe same attitude. In the face of fective as of April 1, 1936.
48c
bag
K. C. Frazee and Hugh Melugin MEAL-10-lb. bag 19c; 25-lb.
human need, they give but a mere
25c
pittance, saying, 'What is mine is have formed a new partnership COFFEE, 2 lbs. fresh ground
10c
mine and I'll keep it,' The need which will be known as Frazee di SALT or SODA, THREE Sc pkgs.
of little children to be reared in Melugin, and have taken over all
10c
SALMON, Chum, can
the admonition of the Lord, the of the ordinary fire and casualty
the
business
firm.
of
old
They
need of soul-sick ones to be lifted
out of the gutter, the need of the will continue to do business at the
poverty stricken to be given a old offices of Frazee, Berry & Mechance at sell-support: all these lugin. .1. Frank Berry has taken
needs they see, but pP.ss by on the over the general agency and adother side of the road. These Jesus justment business of the old firm,
placed in the same class with the. and also all tusiness relating to
thieves and robbers, in that, none taxicabs, busses, contract and com=.
mon carrier trucks. For the presof. them have any love.
25c
The Good Samaritan's attitude ent, he, too, will occupy the old SALMON, pink, 2 cans for
24c
quarters.'
cans
and
2
was, 'What is mine is yours
CORN, TOMATOES or BEANS, 3 No.
Al! persons holding accounts or
I'll share it.' He was not hindered
20c
Dried, 2 lbs.
PEACHES,
of
kind
claims
any
whatsoever
by the fact that the wounded
35c
for
2
cans,
1-2
2
No.
old
firm
Monte,
are
the
Del
against
can
requested PEACHES,
Jew was a foreigner or that he
34c
would have to give up money and to present same for payment at GRAPE JUICE, Richelieu, pint 19c, quart
oil and wine which he needed for
25c
CHERRIES, No. 2 can
COCKTAIL
Richelieu
his own' journey.
24c
Topmost CHERRY JUICE, No. 2 can
There are still Good Samaritans
$1.19
bounded
not
is
love
whose
today
FEED-Pure Bran, 100-lb. bag
by race or-thoughts of personal in$1.29
Mixed Feed, 100-lb. bag
to
convenience. They are saying
two
and
man
young
One
59c
can
CRISCO, 3-lb.
the whole world, 'My Christ is
your Christ and I'll share Him young women may earn part SPECIAL-75c O'Cedar Mop and 50c O'Cedar
with you.' They gladly dedicate tuition working in college
98c
Polish, both for
the power and ability that God has office. For full information
given them to the ministry of hu- write • Draughon's College,
man need. They are building the Paducah
2p
Kingdom of God on earth."
Next Sunday morning, at the
worship service, which begins at
10:45, Rev. Havens has announced
that he will preach on, :'The
Meaning Of The Cross." How could
Christ's death two thousand years
ago mean delease to us? Did His
the soaP of
EASY ON
death appease an angry God? Was
YOUR HANDS
beautiful women
He paying a price to Satan? These
Sc
questions and others will be dealt CAMAY
with in the sermon, according to OXYDOL, med. size .. 9c
Rev. Havens. Special music will
be furnished by the chorus choir, P. & G., giant size, 3 for 13c
directed by Prof. Price Doyle. At the Sunday night service, the

_Swann's Grocery

Tolley & Carson Fool Market

35c
Armour's Star BACON, Lb.
35c
2 pounds VEAL CHOPS
20c
1 lb. BEEFSTEAK
35c
2-lbs. SAUSAGE
19c
.
.
lb.
PORK HAM, half or whole,
PORK SHOULDER, half or who're,
16 1-2c I
pound
15c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb.
121/2c
BEEF RIB ROAST, lb.
14c
LARD, pound ...
12
2c
1
/
SALT BUTTS, lb.
12 1-2c & 15c•
MUTTON, pound
28c
HENS, pound
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

LIFE BUOY SOAP,
15c
2 for
LUX SOAP,
2 for

15c

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

Earn While You
Learn

WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Brosi
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

Phone 214

Bring us your Butter, Eggs and Cream

Tolley & Carson Gro.

Cyclone Shingles

Proud'of Her
Culinary Art!

Will Make that Re-roofing
Job a Permanent One

She
Learned
the
Secret
of Good
Meals-

Before you re-roof, by all means let us show you the
roofing material that will give your home just the
distinction and charm you have always wanted;
making your roof one of the most effective units of
your decorative scheme, besides relieving your mind
of all roofing worries for the life of the home.

uality

They Are Double-Locked
This is one of the exclusive features of the
CYCLONE They are locked, double-locked, in
fact, to the roof deck, with no possibility of =hog,
cupping or blowing up in the wind.
A Choice of Colon
CYCLONE SHINGLES are made of tough, long
fibre felt, thoroughly impregnated with pure asphalt,
and then coated with Rakes of slate in nolkading
red, buff, green, blue-black, and a variegated co/or
blend.
i.e of show yea moospi• of this enema shingi•

MURRAY LUMBER CO,Jnc.
Phone 262

Depot Street

YOUR GROCER
IS AN EXPERT ON
FOODS
SHORTENINGS

Meats
For meat is the main
dish in any well planned meal, and for the
•
me-11---be a suceess,the meat must lead the 441y.
Quality meats cook easier and are far better
than "just meats." We invite you to select here,
where quality is the point stressed.

_ MURRAY MEAT MARKET
TELEPHONE 12

J. T. WALLIS & SON-Mr. Wallis says: "Costs you less in the long run."
U-TOTE-'EM GROCERY-Mr.King says: "Pays for itself in better foods."
T. L. SMITH CO.-Mr.Smith says: "The only shortening you need."
ECONOMY.GROCERY-"Tskes the regret out of eatingfried foods."
LEE & ELLIOTT-"So easy to use for all cooking."
• _TOLLEY & CARSON--"The best quality shortening ir anyone's kiteken.",i,
ROBERT SWANN-Mr.Swann says: "Easy on your pocketbook, your time and
THURMOND'S CASH GROCERY-"4_wonoerful help to all cooking."

digestion."
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The general program of the A. A.
col- as a referee to several basket'
Von Weber
Freichutz",
the
from
of
quartet
girls'
John
Mrs.
and
The
Mr.
natiunoris
i
King
educational
other
and
sy *Woman's line. This was the first of a series U. W. will be held Monday evencounty.
Members of tin
Symphony No. 2, Brahns.
lege was Introduced by Mrs. Lei- games in the• • • • •
Cadiz were otsitors. Others pres- throughout the nation on Easter
Club and a few others isid a real of lees the First ,Christian 'chureb ing the sixth at 7.30 p. a. in the ent were Mr. and Mrs. Zelner
western
throughout
lovers
Music
several
sang
They
Putnam.
he
afternoon. April 12.
musical treat in the pgri1n of women will give -for Mrs. Harem college library club rooms Note
nuoissess And Professional nun*
Kentucky and Tennessee come to
of religious songs.
C-arter. Mr. and Mrs Will Whitnell.
The program for the week at Murray each - year during "Music selections
the change of date because of the
two 'nano numbers and the violin and the new residents.
Enjoy Supper Thursday
Miss
'Preach,
Harry
Mrs.
After a plate of dahghtful reand
Mr.
be
as
will
Cdllege
State
MonMurray
on
solo which was repeated
Members of the Murray chapte
Week" at litlarray State College. freshments, the meeting' adjourned.
The rooms were pretty in an ar- X.E.A.
Suzanne Snook, Mr. and Nits. Geo. follows:
comThe international relations
day evening by request.
Since the 'institution has been
ray of spring biqssoms. The tea
Hart,
s...le.
Miss Lillian Watters. Miss Juliet table was covered with an im- mittee in char
Wednesday—Instrumental ensem- granted provisional membership in
Holton. Miss Rachel Hood. and ported lace colth. The centerpiece
Panel discussion. Communism,
of
ble music. with Prof. Leslie R. t h e
Association
American
glemeall
Earl
Democrecry, Monarchy.
Putnam. of the college voice fac- Schools of Music, musicians
Mrs. W. 14. Jost were the artists was a white pottery bowl that
laillbilay
Oa
who presented the ddficult num- held pink buds and plum blos- MN Robbins, Miss Gude. Miss
ulty, as vocal soloist
throUghout the. sister states have
bers with unusual skiTI of sech- soms. Pink tapers bonged at glitter Overall and Mrs. Woffson.
Friends end fititiw. akilbered
regarded the annual music proThursday—Collage orchestra.
toner
of
Situation,
mellowness
Political
and
presidnique
at the home of MO Mad jars. Earl
end of the tattle that was
Friday—Vocal ensembles
gram as highlights in ethicational
- Lowry.
Their interpretation of the
MrtAdams Minh Ilk ind—ndobestod
- tnuale seettals in the South.
firOVer—byltre --Carter
Saturday—Bang'Coneert.
the
Tuescaused
meet
classical numbers
The study group will
Mr. Adams' 36th birthday.
Thu year's observance promises
Broach. Mesdames Poilard, Jeans
Sunday—Chorus, with orchestra.
hearers to call for repatitein of a Fulton; kd Hart met the guests day evening the seventh at 7:30
At the nom boar It dillghtlial trial accompaniment, will sing to be of special interest in that
with Mrs. Franklin Inglis.
baelmt dinner was alliVadl.
cuutgein thi hying room.
"The Seven Last Words of Christ." plans are practically completed for
"Vein of Iron" by Flen Glasgow.
Members et the Music- Departof the
college
Those present MIS lila and by DuBolit. Soloists on this oc- re-exemination
Those who called were: Mrs.
Cather Mrs. W. G. Peschalt ierstillagghter, casion will be Florence Jewell, music department by the National
ment received the guests.
Mrs.'Joe Lovett. Mrs. -Lucy Gayheart" by Willa
Hood.
Hall
N. P.
be discussed.,
- Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Mrs.'
Joyce Dean, Mr. and Atan W. P. soprano; Loren Putnam, tenor; Association. If the state state insE. B. Houston. Mrs. G B. Scott. will
Hubett, Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. Mrs. Clete Farmer.. Mrs W. J.
the examination
Darnell and son Harold L.Mr. Charles Baugh. baritone.
titution mimes
A F. Yancey Miss Lula Clayton Gibson. Mrs. W. J. Caplinger.
and Mrs. C. I. Cloyes. ?ea Ethel
While the music department of successfully, it will be promoted
Lawry
S.
C.
Mrs.
Pref. And
Sexton
Jane
Miss
Beale. and
Darnell. Mr. and Mrs A B. Cioyes the institution would not attempt from provisional membership to
Mrs. Charlie Cursier. Mrs. Carl
Entertain
served punch and waTers from. the Kirimns. Mrs. Charts* Moore. Mrs.
and daughter, Charlene. Mr. and to name the numbers in all of the absolute marn,bership is the
,cena
as
held
dining table which
Prof. and Mrs. C. S Lowry en- Mrs. Hermon Darnell and daugh- events during the five-day observ- anon.
Lofts Farmer. Mrs. Sam Robinterpiece a silver bowl filled with sass Mrs. L. D. Hale. MM.' Mau:nye tertained with a lovely dinner ter Jean Evelyn. Mr. and Mrs.
violets.
Randolph Mrs. Price Doyle. Mrs. party at their home on West Olive Bert Rassell and children Robert field. Mr and Mrs. 0. C. McNutt grounds about the Masque are
•.• • • •
Lee. Junior. Bettie Jo, Billy Ad- and daughter Optima, Miss Jewel badly kept.
W. M Caudill, Mrs. L J. Earths. Monday evening.
Mrs. Havens. Mrs. McFarland'
Covers were laid for Dr. and
Hill, Miss Chrivis Scott, Miss Model
Mrs: J. W. Carr. Mrs. Paul GholMrs. Carr carried her audience
Complimeated With Tea
Whitnell. Mrs. C A. Mrs. J. W. Carr. Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
son. Mrs.
Mr. ang - Mrs. Joel Cociann. Mr. Scott, Miss Ethel Wilson, Miss with her to the Alabaster Masque
Mrs. Austin. Mr. and Mrs. Glen Ash- and Mrs. Carl Christenberry, Mr. Laurrne Oglesby, Miss -Martha An- at Cairo. Egypt, where the faithComplimer.ting Mrs. A V Hav- Bishop. Mrs M. T. Morris.
Miss and Mrs. C. E. Miller, Mrs. Algie derson. Miss Sarah Agnes Bowden.
Mrs Rupert Parks. craft, Miss May relicful still pray with their faces to
ens. vstio has recently come to W. S. Swann.
Gardner, Mrs. N. P. Margaret Campbell. Prof. F. C. Tidwell and children Hilda, J. T..
W. E. Humphrey of Fulton. Rob- Mecca. In Jenice, St. Marl . CaMurray to reside. and whose hus- Mrs. Errett
Pogue and 26 college students who Kathleen. Mr. and Mrs. John" ert Canter of William eotosty. thedral is a monument to the old
band is the, mugs of the First Hutson.
Mrs B 0. Langston. Mrs. Arthur are majoring in the social scienoe Adams and children Doris. Max. Claude Anderson, Henry Anderson. world sense of pomp and barMirvin
Clurshan Church, Mrs
Overbey. Mrs. department.
.Mrs. Dillard Finney. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Anderson and Flavil Morris ber* splendor.
Fultors Mrs. T R. Jones. Mrs. W Farmer. Mrs. ?duke
Mrs. F. E CrawCutchin.
Carlisle
and
Hess Darnell and children, Harold Robertaan.
Broach.
Harry
Year furs, and other valual* winter wearing
him
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Z.
Rome is unexcelled for its numHeld
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Mrs. Kit Joint Meeting Ts
Wear,
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Mr.
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d.
Homed
with
Wayne,
entertained
Hart
Mrs. /*taw
ber of beautiful churches, the most
apParel, should be protected over the summer seaAt Murray High School
Mrs. Henry _Black, kitr. and Mrs. Magame Club Meets
Tan---biformal tea at the home of Redden. Mrs. Godwin Humphreys.
famous of which St. 'Peters, St.
Clopton. Mrs. Clay
- aon by "Certified" Cold Storage. We have adeB. F. Carter and doughter. RuMrs. Hart on -West Olive street
John Sateran, St. Paul, without
Marsh Twenty-Sixth
rs lien P.T.A. and tbe Training
P.
'
Thos
Mrs.'
Memphis:
Beale.
SI
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2
patine.
quate modern,facihties and the cost of the service
Tuesday afternoon frobs
the walls and San Marie lugClub - will
Mrs,.• Elliott School Mothers
,Mr. and Mrs. 'A. P. Slaughter
The Magazine Club met March gione were talked about
ts'eleek. Mrs. - &. L. McFarland Cooks,...Hopktnsvilie,.;
d
the 'third
Friday
'mating
-joint
the
Is trivial Compared to the safety afforded.
Mrs.
and son Kenneth. lir. and Mrs., 26 in the home of Mrs. C. A.
who formerly i'esidqd in Girard. Wear. Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
at -2:M p. in. at the Murray High
Florence has a
of
Damn°
The
Garnett Adams. hfrZand.Mrs. Ray- Bishop— She was assisted sits_a
Ohict,-,--aral who- snit -Its. Ilelfar- C. S.__Lowry. Mrs. .Pr.v.M.i.ce
T-School. Becinae of s conflict in
dome which is a inigreepiece.
Cleaning (Drum and Sawdust) and repairing
man Sanders and children, "Wylts eltssrmhtg manner by Mrs. George
dates and too because of mutual
Michael Angelo said he could not
Mr.
Pea,
McElrath.
Wallace
Francis
Mae,
Mrs.
Fames
and
Ray.
Hart
join
at low cost while in storage.
interests the W.C.T.U. will
it in beauty.
Cochran and Thigtralsree -club members and excel
and Mrs.
with them for the occasion.
Cathedral
Mrs. Carr admired the
Bettie Jo, Mrs. Mollie sunlit Ilhered the hospitality of the
Dr. Frances Hicks will speak on daughter.
Out of town patrons mail or send to Owen Cleaners
of Milan more than any ale had
Sid Johnson. Tom Pul- chrb.
-Controlling The Child's Emotions" Draften,
marthe
of
only
because
not
seen,
Ricks.
Mrs.
E.
T.
and
G.
Mr.
Mrs.
Srnith.
Torn
president,
len.
The
and Miss Bertha Palmer of Louisarad.children. Clem- welcomed the new club member, veloas amount of beautiful statville on "Educating For Temper- E. Youngblood
Josephine.
Mrs. Gordon Pennebaker. After uary but beeause of its air of reance". Special music and a social mie. Ted.
Bun The regtdar business, Mrs. Hicks ligious solemnity which was in
Slaughter.
Verde
Miss
plarmed.
been
also
hour have
with the more
LvOtis Fain turned the program over to Mrs. strong contrast
Mothers and teachers are urged Smith, Hartford Darnell,
Adams, Irene W A. Johnston, who had ptanned modern and grandiose St. Peter's.
Debora
,
Stubblefield
to attend.
Morgan Fred' it. Mrs. Johnston read a note from Next to Milan Mrs. Carr admired
The Training School bus will Morgan. Rachel
Richard Mills, Kies Margaret Wooldridge regret- the Cathedral at Cologne more
Ben
Adams.
Stone.
leavo the Training School at 2:10
Darnell, ting that her work did not allow than any other she saw.
Louise
Morgan.
Ralph
and stop at the stores on Main tor
The cathedrals and charellses of
Young- her time to talk on her subject,
wishing transportation. Ophelia Sauhders. Bedott
mothers
blood, Hilda Hamel Arverm Har- "The Cathedrals -of France." Mrs. Pat-is seemed tame .in condnieloon
10th and Broadway
,PADUCAN, BY.
No charge.
Johnston then introduced Mrs. J. with those previously stem ---grove. Brent Marmings.
The speaker dwelt at length on
Theron Crouch. Ruth Carter. 1110- W. Carr and stated that she could
time you will
Mrs. John King Is Honor Goma
Carter, C. B. have all the time she wished to her visit to Westrritnister Abbey
Hazel
Carter,
gene
of
best
Very
the
want
At Breakfast
Osristenberry. Dolahus Christen- discuss "Other Churches of the and she re-lived with Washington
beauty services and we
Irving the spirits of the royal and
Hart entertained with berry. Harvey Smith, Tar Young- World."
Geo.
Mrs.
want you to look your
Mrs. Carr brought to club mem- Intellectual dead, who are buried
a prettily appointed breakfast at blood. Leon Youngblood. Wilson
of Westloveliest,
her home Saturday morning in -Christenborry, Christi* Tidwell. bers and guests a masterful dis- there. It was in a corner
John King of Afternoon visitors wire Mrs. Onsa cussfon of the ' world famous minister Abbey uafrequented by
Mrs.
to
compliment
the average tourist that Mrs. Carr
Make yotir appointments for permanents and
Theley and children. Edna and churches she had visited.
Cadiz.
Beginning with Jerusalem, she fogad a memorial to Murray. Earl
beauty services earlyfr
A two course menu was served. Fred. John Morgan, Lee amok&
memorial is a
operators are with the
Afterwards bridge was enjoyed. Carlene Pullen, Dertha Carter. dwelt longer on the Church of the of 1111sigglicid. The
•
Holy Sepulchre. It as owned by shield with three stars like that
Mrs. Jack Farmer won the prize Codie Adams.
five separate religious faiths, each on our own College buildings.
for high score: Mrs. 11. 0. Langsone has its own chapel. The After glee efforts made to get perton. Mrs. _Marvin Fulton and Mrs. I. A. Andersen Celebrates
Masque of Omar, a Mohammedin missiein ass photograph the shield,
Eighty-Sixth Birthday
one
- Jack Farmer tied for travel prize;
''td to abandon her
place of worship, is built over the IRIS'
and Mrs.- King - received a guest
On Sunday. March 29. friends site of Solomon's Temple. The wish.
s
prize.
relatives gathered at the hone
Covers •were laid for Mrs John and
A. Anderson, west of Five
of.,./.
E.
Mrs.
Fulton,
King, Mrs. Marvin
to celebrate his 96th birthPoints,
J. Beale. Mrs. •W. Z. Carter. Mrs.
day.
Jack Farmer. Mrs. B. F. ScherfAt the noon hour a table was
fius. Mrs. G B. Scott. Mrs. B. 0.
spread with good things to eat
Langston and the host.
which was enjoyed by all present.
Mrs. Walter Blackburn was host
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
to the bi-Monthly Friday bridge
Bonnie Bowden and children Orclub.
nan. Ruth, Lorine. William of'"
Mrs.'C. L. Sharborough won the
Tenn_ Mrs. Pearl Louis
Dukedom.
prize for high score.
T. of Fulton. Mr. and
J.
son
and
Mrs. at Ryan Jr.. and Mrs. A.
Mrs Bay Anderson and daughter.
F. Yancey were substitutes.
Addle Of Graves county.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson
Deltas To Meet April Seventh
arid children Fay Nell, Joe Pat of
•
Starting tit ...
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. Wallace Murray. Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Jones.
and
Mr.
Bynum.
Tom
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Lassiter and Mrs F. E Crawford
$3.95
will be joint hosts for the April Mrs. Make In-win. Mr. and Mrs.
meeting of the Deltas on Tuesday Cletus Ward. Mrs. Minnie Motheral
evening at'the home of Mrs. Craw- of Mayfield.
Mrs: Ethelbert Matheral of Mayford.
-mmilM=O111M0111•111 ....

"Music Week" To Be Observed
at M.S.T.C. Starting March 8
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REGAL SHOPPE

Murray's two most exper-
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Distinctive Fashions — — Rich :Values for
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It's Here!

Lovely Crepe

NEXT WEEK WE'LL TELL YOU ALL
ABOUT IT

•-• •

DRESSES

..
You'll Want
NEW SUIT

Boone Cleaners' latest advancement in
the cleaning business

The Ctiic New...

HAT -

SUITS
1o.75 $16.75 $22.50

RADIO TIME

'CLEANERS tei 234

—IS—

ANYTIME
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InLeri

See and have a demonstration of

TOE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD. KENTI.:CKY
'HOME

SPORT
OXFORDS

The Popular ...
Linen and Crepe

1936 PHILCO
If year present radio is
showing the years, lut us
talk trade-in with you-liberal allowance.

are ever obiorvcd in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

KENTUCKY

Aloe

STEWART-WARNER
GRUNOW
and SENTINEL

HOTEL

frinn which you can get
just the radio you Want.
have aeveral special boys in second hand
radios—radios with inozahs-and months of service.
WE HAVE BATTERIES, TUBES and SERVICING
FOR ANY MAKE. OF RADIO

Man-tailored and

Dressy, •

LOTHES
Compare Quality,.
,
Style —
,See the -1936 Styles

The

Smart

New

Colored
Gloves, Purses

We

:Date in All
Louisville's-Newest and Up-to.
ApPnintments aiid Most
Reasonable Rates MILAM, *sit. Managet.
"
....Write TURNER
'
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.--- ons
.
,
•

APPUANCE
JOHNSON-FAIN
COMPANY

Beautifully fashioned and in
all the high colorated, Pink,
Green, Cray—as well as Black
and White,

GRAHAM &
JACKSON

Pit.TIONAL HOTEL BUILDING—WEST MAIN
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B. & P. .W. enjoyed a twohour program and social meeting
last Thursday evening at their club
rooms. Mrs. Lois Waterfield was In charge of the entertarnment and
Mrs. Ethel Bowden headed the
committee which served tasteful
refreshments.
Papers in the essay contest for
high school students, "If I were
Mayor of Murray," sponsored by
the B. & P. W., were read.
The usual attendance was reduced to some extent by the rain.
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Mr. And Mrs. Raker Farmer
Honored

IV

Mr. and Mrs. Eaker Farmer were
surprised at the delicious birthday
supper their children gave them
last Sunday evening. Mrs. Farmer,
whose birthday was the twelfth
and Mr. Farmer's which was the
thirty-first was celebrated together.
Those present were Mr. grid Mrs.
Clayton Ray and son, Gene Dale,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Harmon Farmer and
little daughter Attris Sue, Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Farmer and children,
Leo Eugene and Larry Donald, Idir.
and Mrs. James B. Hughees and
little son James Rob, Bun Harlon
Hughes and hiss Stella Ray.
Mr. And Mrs. Busier Cochran
Honored
On Saturday afteavon, March
28, Mrs. Bell Stone entertained

with a miscellaneous shower at and Mrs. Earnest Waters, Mrs.
Campbell, Mrs. Clara
her some near Bell City in honor Brooks
of Mr. and Mrs. Buster Cochran. Story, Mrs. Cumie Moore, MM.
Conversation and games were the Marjorie Richardson, Mrs. Anna
and William Stone, Mrs. Ruby
features of the afternoon.
Humphreys, Mrs. Ruby Jones, Miss
Sandwiches, cake and peaches
Reba Fay Howard, Mrs. Rubye
were served.
Camp, Mrs. Minnie Howard.
Nola
Mrs.
were
present
Those
Mrs. Bessie Parker, Miss Robbie
Dick. Mrs. Pitiable Cole and daughMrs. Sylvia Dell Stone,
Enoch,
ter, Evan, Mrs. Buela Reeves, Mrs.
Howard, Mrs. Zuia
Rebecca
Mrs.
Mrs. Jennie
Jackson,
Winnie
Duniftvay, Mrs. Naomi Mills, Mr.
Shankle.
and Mrs. Chance Cochran, Mrs,
Mrs. Grace Doublin and song, Maude West, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Lucille
Mrs.
,Joe Pat and Jimmie,
McClure. J. Freeman Cochran,
baby, Mrs. Estelle Johnie Campbell, Mrs. Lubell SanWest and
Adams and baby Bobbie June, iders, Cleave Campbell.
Mrs. Wilmoth Dublin, Mr. and Mrs.
• • • • •
Gilbert Smith, Mrs. Mamie Grooms,
"Drama"
Alphas
Study
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Waters, Mrs.
Hattie Cochran.
"Drama" was the subject for
the
Mr. and Mrs. Ada Waters and study at the March meeting
children, Sue, ,klartha and Betty Alpha Department held Saturday
Jo, Mrs. Brown Howard and chil- at the home of Mrs. A. M. Wolfdren. Billy, Ted and Anna Brown, son.
Mrs. May Jackson and daughter,
Mrs. Harry Sledd presided over
Maudena, Misses Mavis and Burthe program which was excellently
line Waters.
prepared and pleased the memMiss Evelyn Dick, Miss Flora
bers to the extent of much bearMae Cole, Miss Nella Mae Kemp, able comment.
Miss Trances Cochran, Miss Mavis
Contemporary European Staging,
Bradley, Miss Rubena Johnson,
B. F. Scherffius.
Mrs.
Miss
Cochran,
Lou
Miss Hattie
Contemporary Plays, European:
Cloves Bradley, Miss Clara Nell
Johnson.
"The Roof"; John Galsworthy, Mrs.
Melvin Dick, Glendell Reeves, W. B. grogan. American: Mary
Ural Story. S. J. Waters, Robert Queen of Scots, Zweig, Mrs. Cleo
Johnson, Hallet Waters, Harry Gillis Hester.
Waters, Mr. and Mrs. Buster CochA salad plate was served by the
ran, Mrs, Cola Waters and Mrs. hosts, Mrs. E. B. Houston, Miss
Emma Helm. Mrs. Joe Lovett, and
Belle Stone.
Those sending gifts were Mr. Mrs. Wolfecon.
Mil. John Wilson Frost of
Louisville; Mrs. Lowe and Mrs.
Kenneth Patterson of Mayfield
were visitors.

... Successful aid in

PREVENTING Colds
At the first nasal Irritation or sniffle,
apply Wicks Va-tro-nol—just a few drops.
Used in time, it helps to avoid many
colds entirely. (Two sizes: 300, 5($&)

VICK

The April general meeting of
the If.urray Woman's Club will be
held Thursday .the ninth at the
home of Mrs. Hall Hood. The
Music Department will be host for
the social heiur.
• ••••
Wilkerson-Richerson
4
Marriage

L:

. ......P.Q.7N
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SHOES!

SHOES!

Woman's Club To Meet
April Ninth

We have shoes for every foot ...
FLORSHEINIS
BROWNS
and many other popular brands.
We have held to the conservative styles in
better shoes, as the drastic stylek are fads and will
change quickly. We have the new designs HT Straps
and Cut-Outs at popular prices. We fit properly,
and that is the most important thing in buying
shoes.

Our SILK and Fancy COTTON GOODS
DEPARTMENT
is filled with New Spring Styles.
Hosiery, Gloves, Hand Bags, Trimmings
of every kind.
But if you want
READY MADE GARMENTS
-cal} on MRS. JAMES in tht Ready to
Wear Department
If you want
WORK CLOTHES
go to the Basement Department for
everything you need.
BUY AT HOME if you would help fciur own
comm unity.
I appreciate those who have made payments
On their accounts since last week.

T. 0. TURNER

On Saturday attertma, March
28, at a o'clock in . the pastor's
study of the First Methodist
Church: Paris, Tenn., Miss Adele
Wilkerson, daughter of Mr. F. A.
Wilkerson, was married to Cletus
Richerson. The Rev. G. C. Fain
officiated, using the impressive
ring ceremony. They were attended by Miss Dorothy Ezell and Jimmie LaFever.
Mrs. Richerson. a peite blond
was gradnated from Murray High
School with the class of 1933. She
wore for her wedding a spring
model of navy blue crepe with accessories of white.
Mr. Richerson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eimer Richerson. West of
Murray. He graduated from the
Murray Training School and has
since been engaged in farming.
They will make their home .for
the present with the groom's
parents.
• •'• • •''
Mrs. John Richard Hendon
Entertains
Mrs. John Richard Hendon entertained a number of relatives,
friends and neighbors on Monday.
March 23. The day was devoted
to quilting. One quilt was completed and another one nearly finished.
A plate lunch was served at
noon by the host.
Those present were Mrs. Tom
Hendon, Mrs. Thomas Hendon. Mrs.
Moody Wheatley, Mrs. Chester
Willis and children Wanda and
Wilma, Miss Beadie Darnell, Miss
Jane Darnell. Miss Elizabeth Holt,
Miss Anis Holt, all of Buchanan,
Tenn.
Mrs. Asa Colley and son Bobby,
Mrs. Grady Stubblefield.- Mrs. Robert McCuiston and children Norma
Dale and Myr' Fay, Mrs. Fannie
Hendon, Mrs. Billie Lawson, Mrs.
Lock Montgomery and daughter
Janice. Fay. Mrs. Dewey Coleman.
Mrs.Ernest Dick, Mrs. Ocus Dick,

Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gibbs, Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Farmer, Mr. sad Mrs. Edd
Gibbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gibbs, Mr.
and Mrs. Rob Lamb, Mr. and Mrs.
Lois Hargrove, Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Enoch, Paris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Gibbs.

GIRL,"
STAN LAUREL and OLIVER HARDY in "TlFIE BOHEMIAN
at the Capitol Theatre SUNDAY aid MONDAY.
Miss Lois Lassiter, Mrs. J. C. Lawson, Mrs. Lloyd Lawson, Mrs. Nollie Chrisman, Mrs. Finis Shoemaker and daughter Marie, Mrs. Ewen
Dick and son Joe, Mrs. John Richard Hendon and daughter Dorothy
Ann.
Mrs. Canaan Williams
• Honored

Duncan, Rex Anderson, Elvie Duncan, Jones Duncan, Nancy Ann
Burkeen.
Treble Duncan, T. J. Burkeen,
Bobbie Jean Burkeen, Neva Blanch
Schroeder, Edith Schroeder, Arih
Nanney, Autrie
Nanney, Gracy
Schroader Frank Duncan, Verdie
Duncan, Lovell, Duncan, Dora Hiszell, Autumn Hill and eluldrn,n
Amanda Duncan, Lettie Duncan.
E. A. Duncan, C. IA, Hill, Wilson
Childress..
Irene Duncan, Audry Hill. Eva
L. Hill, Irene Washam, Lela Washam, Lucille Peeler, Kelzie Peeler,
Eulala Smith, Geraldine Smith,
Pattie Lou Smith. Hudson Buel
Peeler, Alfred
Hopkins, Nora
Peeler.

Mist; Dorothy Williams, Miss Lo- Have Joint Birthday
Dinner
rene Williams, Raymond Morris,
Homer Fennel. Paul Hopkins, Miss
G. H. Willoughby and Mrs. Lila
Lottie Fennel, Miss Lorene FenLemon and son. Bobbie, wife and
nel, Edward Lee. Homer Burke*
on of the Rev. Robert Lemon.
pastor of the Irvin Park Christian
Duncan
Mrs. Meddle
had' a joint birthday dinHonored
ner at the home of Brint WilloughFriends 'and relatives gathered by. son of G. H. Willoughby. at,
at the home of Mrs. hiandie Dun- 3802 Troy street, Chicago, ILL. Surftheir
can Sunday, March 29, to cele- day. March 29. All three of,
birthdays being on the seine day.
brate her 581.n birthday.
At the noon hour a delightful March 28.
The afternoon nits spent in
dinner was served. Features of the
pleasant conversatibn.
day were preaching and music.
Those present were the Rev.
Those preAnt included the foland Mrs. Hebert C. Lemon. Mrs.
lowing:
Mr. and Mrs. (Rho Sehroader. Lila Lewin and daughters. Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Dunn and Lettie and Ruth and son Bobby.
Ms. and Mrs. George Heller and
daughter, Magdalene, Mrs. Monica
Peeler, Mr. and Mrs. Treamon Mr. and Mrs. Morrie Sims.
• ••••
Duncan and children. Mr. and M
tiby Mrs. Cora Gibbs Honored
Boyd Bizzell and children
On Birthday
Dell and Bettie Lou, Mr. and Mrs.
Euin Bizzell, W. D. Jack-ion, Budl
Sunday, March 29, friends and
Duncan, Eunice Schroeder, Albert
relatives met at the home of
Nanney, Paul 7"Edward DunMrs. Cora Gibbs and surprised her
with a birthday dinner. The honLeon Dunsah, Hilda May Chiloree was the recipient of many
dress. Mrs-end Mrs. Gist Hill, Molovely and useful gifts.
lene Peeler, Irene- Hill, David NanPresent were Mrs. Cora Gibbs,
ney,s'William Howard Stone, Loyell"'Peeler. Leland Peeler, Clyde
Hensley, John Rudd, Freesnon
Peeler, Hattie Chapman, J. C.
Chapman, Charley ,Duncan, Lamon Peeler, Arvin Hill, Lena Fulcher, Wilma Lou Fulcher, Euirf D.
Jones, Troy Louis, Mrs. Florence
Hill, Galon Chapman, William

MURRAY
1
I

MORRIS FARM

Brick Owens, me- vie star, in person, with cow-

See las y
aus.
tsj
un

boys and Indians

r

A'S'
HANN
moss soma I
•

Murray Lumber Co.
Murray, Ky.

-

•

A

-

JACK AND JILL

The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. Bryan Langston on •
Wednesday, April 8.
• • • ••
A. A. U. W. Meeting
Changed To April Eighth
The meeting date of the Ameriof
can
University
Association
Women has been changed to Wednesday, April 8, instead of the
regular meeting day of the 14th.
The program is iri charge of the
International Relations Committee.
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, chairman. The election of a president and
secretary will be held at this
meeting.
M. E. hinters Have Supper
And Service
The Juniors of the M. E. Church
had a supper and pre-Easter service at the church on Wednesday

3

CALL 141...

THE MODEL CLEANERS
for the quickest and most efficient dry cleaning
service; experienced workers give you a thorough
service here.
FOR EASTER TIME-

SUITS,COATS
andDRESSES

have them re-newed, bright and.
sparkling, and though it's a new
garment it must be clean and
shapely on EASTER.

Go through your wardrobe today and send us your Laster
cleaning early.
We specialise in the cleaning and blocking of KNIT and
IIOUCLE Garments.

Your Easter
Coiffure

HOUSE CLEANING
TIME
Year dry cleaner can be or
more help to you than the hired
man. Here curtains and drapes
are not only cleaned but given
new life and color.

CURTAINS
antiDRAPES

Let us give you pride in your garments on Easter and relieve you of drudgery of spring•hoase cleaning.

Owner — — GLENN COY — — Manager
and Beauty Services
Let us help y4t)il in preparation for the foremost
spring day—Easter.

Through

Our beauty services
have pleased many and
we invite you to call.

The
Ages

MAKE EASTER
APPOINTMENTS
EARLY

LA' VANITE
Beauty Shop

•

PHONE 199

EASTER IS APRIL 12

What About

Your Clothes!
.and here is where we
come in...
Check over last last spring.
KNIT DRESSES
tóáts — suits —= Silk Prints — Woolens —

They will be returned ... Beautifully cleaned,
and fresh in color ... All ready, to
new life
step out in ... These first spring days.

Don't Delay... Check Today,and
PHONE"44

200 ACTS
60 CLOWNS
IMMENSE too
HERDS CF
ELEPHANTS

SHOP

Aria And Crafts To
Meet With Mrs. Langston

Crepes — Felt Hats. Everything that you can find
wearable — and then call us. We'll pick them up
and give them our special cleaning attention.

S.

LIN

THE

Spring is in the Air!

—L:ocation—

adios die etquisite beauty of fine portabig
.end naisqou awn have this same lustrous beauty
your walls, woodwork and film'''.
sire. This is made possible by
Hanna's Chino•Cdoss Enamel
an enamel that is easy to apply
and dries in a f w hours with a
smooth, porcelain Hire surface
that can be kept clean and at.
tractive for inany_ years.

1

Oldham county farmers are inMrs. Lindsey Roberts, Mrs. MYrt
Enoch, Mr. and- Mrs. Ftnis Holland,
terested in cooperative marketing
Mr. and Mrs.. Rupert Holland, Mr.
We wish to express our many of livestock.
and Mrs. Fred Enoch.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Barton
•
John Gibbs, Larry Retherford, Miss
Elreta Lamb, Miss Rella Gibbs.
Miss Lena Gray Gibbs, Miss AIM
Eva Gibbs, Miss Sue Nelle Story,
Paris, Miss Bobbye Halle Enoch,
All early Spring Coats at BELOW COST this
Miss Lou Ella Gibbs.
week to make room for new daily arrivals.
Miss Dorothy Fay
Hargrove,
Miss Anna Jean Gibbs, MISS Doris
Just unpacked Taftetas and Crepes—Pastel
Gibbs, Miss Kathleen Gibbs, Miss
shades, sizes 3 to 14.
Charlotte Ann Roberts.
See our new line of COLLEGE CAVPUS
Miss Sue Enoch, Miss Julia
FROCKS of Creee and hand drawn linens.
Jeanne Gibbs, Miss Beatrice 1
4r)
ton, Fred Dale Gibbs, Charles
Lovely new FORMALS in Taffetas and Laces
Lamb.
—YOU MUST SEE THEM—
Fonzo Farmer, Darrell Hargrove,
George Edd Hargrove, Harold
Gibbs, Roy Holland Enoch, Barber
Gibbs, Gibbs Hargrove, Noel Cole,
Branch Drinkard, Charles Rogers.

On Sunday, March 29, the
friends and neighbors of Mrs. Carlean Williams gathered at her
home and surprised her win a
birthday dinner. The honoree was
21 years of age.
At the noon hour a bountiful
dinner was spread with thanks
being offered by Mrs. Carrie Puckett.
The afternoon was spent in con- Honored With Dinner
versation.
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Douglass of
The following were present:
Mr. and Mrs. Lesson Fennel and Pnryear, Tenn.. wore pleasantly
children, - Mr. 'and Mrs. Clarence surprised Sunday when Mrs. W. T.
Williams, George Parrish, Mr. and Hays honored them with a dinner
Mrs. Carlos Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. celebrating their 25th anniversary.
Will Tatum, Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Only the near relatives attended.
Williams, -Mr. and Mrs. Riley Peel- • The table was loaded with good
things to eat and holding as its
er and daugh(tr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parrish and centerpiece a huge bowl of jonson Joe, Mr. and Mrs. Grover quils.
Included were Mrs. W. T. Hays
Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. Thelmer
Rudolph and children. Mr. and and son, Dudley Porter, Mrs. A.
Mrs. Earl Childress. Mr. and Mrs. L York sif Memphis. Mr. and Mrs.
. William Thomas Hays, and baby,
Stanley Duncan and son. Mr. add
Mrs. Maylon Williams, Miss Louise' and the honorees.

WED.
APRIL

di

is our prayer.—J. W. Peters and
Family.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Everyone

I

thanks and appreciation to our
neighbors and friends who so
kindly helped us in our great loss
by hie.
May you all receive the same if
this sad hour ever comes to you

Card of APPreciation

SMOOTH
AS PORCELAIN

p 50
.

evening.
A nice menu was served bullet
style.
Songs were sung and the Rev.
0. A. Marrs talked to the children. Prayer was offered.
19
Thirty-five
children and
adults were present.

That Their Memory
Shall Endure
Men have erected monuments of
fine Marble and granite to mark the
resting place of their beloved ones. •
for only these materials expertly marked withstand the test of the time and,
the elements. Often years and years
fail to mar the first beauty of the highest quality marble and granite.
THE MURRAY MARBLE'WORKS
plan, bald and inscribe fine marble
and granite for permanency that the,
last resting place be marked with stones
of Impressive beauty in keeping with
the sentiment in Which they are erected.

N-G
weather is at hand and you can now
erect monuitients under favorable conditions. Let us give you costs and estimates on the kind of marker you have
in mind.

REMEMBER—
Markers may be had for as little as $19

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
PHONE 44

GOLDIE ORR, Manager
Murray, Ky.
East Depot Street

LAUNDRY AND DRY,CLEANERS

TELEPHONE 121

STRUT PARADE • PICSOn

a

•

te-
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this week as it is exarn time.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton,
vehicle tax division for the Reve- House after it had voted he would Tenn.;
The ones who are making anWalter
Mrs.
Tenn.;
Trimble,
Ezell,
it that no state departments
nue Department; $60,000 for the see to
nuals will start work on them in
"spend like hell" under the new Paducah; Baby Keith Ezell, PaduWorkmen's Compensation Board. budget measure, told newspaper- cah; Edgar Riley, Princeton; Boss
The play, "Listen to Leon", was a week or two. There are 15 who
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., April 1—
annuals.
4200.000 for comp- sions and fines men he would study the bill Mills, Mills, Ky.; Milton Smith, s The West Kentucky Funeral Dioff until Saturday night. April are going to make
put
steady
slow,
Market
6,000;
Hogs
meet
will
Association
.).000 for county thoroughly before signng it. Under Puryear; James Frank Smith. Fur- rectors
and forfeitures.
been dedicated
has
annual
The
the
to
due
off
truck license refunds, and $400,000 the law he has ten days in which year; Mrs. H. W. Gatlin. Murray; Thursday, April 9,.. at the Hotel to 10c lower; bulk us-old; top 10.- 4. It was put
our principal,
institutes which were held to Mr. Billington,
Governor Avers No interfers: for Jefferson county fees.
to consider the measure, and may, Mrs. Myrtle Johnson .Wall, Mur- Irvin Cobb, Paducah. An extens- '75; most sales 180-230 elba. 10.800 Bible
in the com- 'The most poplar girl and boy
churches
different
at
the
Anna
been
(ace With Public
has
Lou
ray;
items,
arranged
Miss
Bradley,
those
of
program
reduce
ive
or
veto
Exclusive
in the meantime,
10.65; no heavier weights sold; 140- munity. Every one is invited to will be selected this week. There
-School System.
Kevil; Mrs. S. W. Webb, LaCen- with prominent speakers. R. W.
general budget totals 822.631.187.21 individual appropriations.
160 lbs. 9.90/410.50; 100 to 130 lbs. the play which will be given the are three medals to bl awarded.
for
and
60
is
Stringer,
Calvert
City;
secretary
Randel
Murray,
Churchill,
for 1836-37, and $22.657388
Among the amendments cut off ter;
best all rougd student,
8.7509.75; sows 9.00/1)9.35.
coming Saturday night of this One to the
Continued from Page One)
W. B. Gilbert, Murree% is on the
1937-38.
were several prepared by Repre- Mrs. Aubrey Steely. Murray.
athletics, aitd test one in
Cattle 2,000; calves 1,500; slow on week.
in
best
board of- directors.
The budget bill. approved 37 to sentative Tyler Munferd of Moragtiviits..
steers, indications steady; mixed
We are all going to be very busy extra-curricular
ulanons, $24,346.187.21 for the fiscal 0 by the Senate last Tuesday. went ganfield, Democrat, to increase
to strong;
steady
cowstuff
heifers,
and
year ending-= June 30. 1937.
through the House without a single the old-age pension fund to 83.bulls steady, tlealers 25c lower,.
$24.372.188.60 for the year ending change as adoption of the "previ- 000,000, to boost the Crippled Chilmixed yearlings and heifers 6.750
June 30. 1938, exclusive of high- ous . question" motion cut off dren's Commission appropraton to
8..90; cows 4.5005.50; cutters 'and
At the interscholastic contests
way funds which are not budgeted amendments and limited debate. $100,000, to add 610.000 to the allow cutters 3.2504.25; bulls 6.00;
FRANKFORT. Ky.,,,March 28— held at Murray Friday and SatIncluded in the total for each, The brief discussion preceding the lotment for the Division of Mines
vealers 9.75; range: steers 8.000
year. Sewell pointed out, are roll-call brought injection of the and Minerals, and to increase the Governor Chandler - tonight made urday we entered the folowing
10.25; heifers 5.7509.00; slaughter
W.
administraMitchell
Harry
solo,
from
boy's
letter
liigtiway
a
for
numbers:
public
600,000
-8
religious issue into the procedure relief appropriation from $200,000
steers, 550-1100 lbs., good and
Peters, State Superintendent of Story: girls' trio, Nancy Ruth
tion. $45.000 for the gasoline tax end drew a retort from Governor to $1.200.000 a year.
choice 7.50119.75; common and
and
and
motor
for
the
Odine
Swann
Instruction,
Lena
Hutchens,
Public
division and $85,000
Chandler that -not a living person
medium 6.0041,8.00; class unquoted;
of
secretary
the
Charlene Mayfield; and the mixed
Roberts. acting
appointed by me can interfere with
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH State Board of Education, express- chorus. All the numbers rated common 8.00U10.25; medium 7.25
the public schools."
litS.25.
ing "sincere apperciation of the
Section '57 of the bill, giving the
Tenth and Main Streets
you
which
policy
have
last
week
began
practice
and
Softball'
attitude
apreduce
to
authority
Governor
Sunday School at 9:30 a. rn. E. Maintained in favor of providing and the season opens Thursday
propriations during any fiscal year
Holland. superintendent; N. F. at least a twelve dollar per capita with both. boys and girls frOM
B.
was
deficit,
Sa--orditX in prevent a
- assistant superintendent. for state support of the common Kirksey here:
-In memory of Lylton Ellis who
unchanged, although pending Lassiter.
have classes for all ages. with sssosols and of providing funds for
died March 22. 1935.
-amendments-eatoff by the "penis We
rooms for each class and free textbooks."
Sanitation. measures in hog rais- "Sleep on dear Lylton, may sweet
oils question" sought to strike it separate
competent teachers irk charge.
Pink, grey and all the light from the bill.
The biennial appropriation bill, ing are being urged in Mercer
be your rest;
m.
a.
10:45*
at
Worship
colors
Morning
dark'
and
enacted into law today. provided county in a series of meetings.
-We loved you but God loved you
Immediately after passage of the
bewill
pastor
the
service
$500,000 annually for free textSave on Shoes
best.
bill, the legislature gave Mal ap- At this
series of expository studies books and an allotment for lb!
One year has passed
proval to a • measure appropria- gin a
are
You
Book of Ephesians.
common schools intended to proSince that sad day
ting $100.000 for expenses of the in the
cordially invited to join. with us duce a $12 per capita.
Llyton was called away.
special legislative sessions.
the study of this wonderful
God called him to rest, it was His
Governor Chandler, who told the in
East Maple Street
book. Subject for next Sunday:
Will,
-Saints and Faithful In Christ
But in our hearts he liveth
S
Jesus." Eph. LI. 2.
—A Friend
! Among the most recent buildEvening worship at 7:15 p. m.
ers in Murray and Calloway
Minutes Troop I
Pus.
Our
"Christ
subject:
Sermon
Two. purebred Shorthorn bulls
county are:
Last Saturday Troop I had what
over." The church will observe
were bought in Rockcastle county
Nearly
day".
"visitors
called
they
hour.
Aurora
near
Otis Jones, of
the Lord's Supper at this
last month.
brought a visitor.
Prayer meeting each. Wednesday every member
High School, is building a new
sort
a
gave'
troops
the
of
Twoevening at 7:15 o'clock. We -are
and modern little home.
hour for the enterhaving good attendance at our of an amateur
John Ward, near Hico, has
the
others.
of
Afterprayer services, but should like to tainment
been doing some screening and
wards every body went out to the
more.
many
have
This ExPREs
other repair work on his new
All !of our services are simple, athletic field.
sitar WAS
At the end of the meeting a
home on his farm.
Scriptural and spiritual. A cordial
COI N ED
about
welcome is extended to all who hike and party were talked
Sam Calhoun has recently
CENTURIES AGO
will be held next Saturmight see fit to worship with us The hike
made an addition to his home
TO CESCRI SE
is
asked
at
Everybody
14):-30.•
..day
on neXIT.OrArs -ay.
THE PLIGHT OF
on Pine street.
to furnish her own drinking water.
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
THE ITINERANT
The party will be Friday after
Elder J. R. Scott has just
WI40 SLAVED
next at Martha Bell Hood's home. erected his shed and outbuildTHRIFTY, 24-lb. sack
LYON'S BEST, 24-lb. sack
OVER THE
food
commitand
Entertainment.
ings at his new sawmill at the
GRINDSTONE
- tees were appointed at the conSHARPENING
intersection of the Hazel highclusion of the meeting and the
Pounds for
SHCIICE SEWLESS
THE TOOLS:
way and COACQrd road.
_sPauents admitted te---4be - Mason_ geed-ay—round-was sung, --NW CUTLERY
week:
Hospital the past
Frances Sledd. Scribe
Dellon Purdom has been do.
OF HIS
Mrs. Jun Allbritten, Hazel: Mrs.
some repair work to his
mg
10 POUNDS
CUSTOMERS
FINE GRANULATED
Elizabeth Hamilton. Trimble,
home on Eighth street
Tenn.: Mrs. Olive Lewis. Hazel;
Carl Poyner has just completHarold Roddy. Elbridge, Tenn.;
JEWEL, 3 lbs. ...
French
Milton Smith. Puryear: James
ed his temporary home on the
The Gilbert-Doron Service solves every problem
Pound 15c
Frank Smith, Puryear; Martha Lee
'lb.
Paducah highway. He intends to
C. Club
of each occasion, serves in distant cities, serves
Pennebaker. Murray; Joe Boyce,
The Importance of Pastures
build his pi.rmanent home,this
with personal attention to every need.
NO. 2 CANS
Murray; Wm. Toro Steele. Hamlin;
STANDARD BROKEN SLICED
fall.
Farmers have all they can do to'
Mrs. Allis Barber, Murray: P. E.
Clifford Smith has !just purMorgan. Hazel; Mrs. Aubrey Steely, feed stock through the winter, or
at least most of them, without
chased a new home on. the HaMurray.
POUNDS
from 'the having to feed bought or harvestdismissed
Patients
zel highway at the end of 8th
ed feed, more than need be, so
Mason Hospital the past week: !
street and has been making
LaVerne Wiseman, Coracle it, therefore why not grow a pasture
PNONE 195 • AMSilLANG ii i7CE -MILIRRAY•KY
100 pounds $1.29
some interior improvements.
100 Pounds
to furnish feed, to save both
$1.29
Ernest Jones, the insurance
_MEE% money and time.
mars/has/Mien making some adHow, you may ask. win- a pasPOUNDS
EATMORE BRAND
ture save time? Well here's the
ditions to one -of his houses on
answer—when you feed harvested
West Poplar street.
feed to an animal you are wasting
Earl Woodall, of near Alm°,
POUNDS
the time you put in last fall gathhas just begun work on his
ering corn or last summer taking
his
dismantled
new home. He
up hay when you could turn tha
old home and is building on the
stock out on a good pasture and
BUNCH
'let them run, which saves money; same site.
time, and the nutrients gotten -from
The Elm Grove church is now
green feed are lost in maloy of the
forward to completion at
goipg
saved
is
too,
Time,
dried feeds.
TADUCAH, KENTUCKY
rate after a few months
rapid
a
taken
is
time
by pastures because
up to throw out hay, or silage. or delay on account of bad weather. This community is to be
to measure out mill products or
to shuck and maybe shell corn.
congratulated on the type and
Records show that over 50 per
manner of construction being
cent of feeds used to maintain
used and no doubt will have one
much cows and work stock was
of the outstanding churches in
furnished by pastures.
the county. Sam Stephenson is
Pastures not only help the anihelping in the erection.
mals of the farm but, they build
up the soil which is the main
foundation of all successful farming. How? by stopping erosion
and leaching of the land.
colors and

Funeral Directors
Meet April 9th

BUDGET BILL OF
STATE ENACTED

Thanks Governor'
For School Funds

Livestock

Faxon Hi News

Lynn Grove Hi

A GOOD TIME TO BUY

SHOES DYED

In Memory

any coIor-for
EASTER TIME

Dutch's Shoe Shop

I

cWirtor-y-

WHILE THE PRICE IS CHEAP

Builders Continue
Busy

Girl Scout News

Silver and Golden
Sweet Syrup
FINEST QUALITY
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THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

r

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

GILBEETN E

AREtEni

INC.

I

Easter Is Almost
Here!

We're Ready—Are You.

SUITS
Are Smart and Fashion
Approved for Spring

Two-Piece Suits

Featured in mannish woolen, solid
stripes. These suits ?ollow the more mannish lines.

Two-Piece Suits
With casual swagger coats in tweed monotones,
nubby woolens. A special group for Saturday selling.

The Calloway Co.
Lumber Co.

1

Live-at-home gardens are being
prepared by many . Pike county
farmers.
0

Words
of
Sympathy

SOFT GILLETS

HeW

Handiwork

$2.98 S3.98 45.98
. Their chic lies in the ;ft
shirring's and the fine- ha d-V-,
ork7 WhIrtti as you' kn-&
is rare at this price.

In
-TIMES OF A GREAT LOS
But only complete insurancevcoverage will replace the loss ... after fire or tornado has swept
away the home in a short few minutes that it took
years to build and pay for.

Margot Started This
Bit of Flattery

If you are repairing, remodeling this spring,
remember to increase the coverage as you increase
the value of your home.

FROCKS
19.75

It is just as logical to want complete coverage as it is to want any insurance
at all

Its crisp ruff collar of organdie-and its- wasp waist
were inapired by thoicquaintly charmihg costumes in
the play. Black, navy- or gray crepe with .white organdie. Misses' sizes.

R. H. FALWELL INS. CO.
Insure in Sure Insurance'

4

19c

SHORTS
2

2

DILL PICKLES, Master
29c
1 2 gal. jar .
Brand, /
Penn-Rad MOTOR OIL—
Light SAE 20; Med, SAE 30; Heavy SAE
40; Extra Heavy SAE SO.

2-gallon can .
Total

91c
Sc

199c
• ••.•••., .• •Y•(•(•, • • •

65c
25c
48c
43`
29.
25

25c
25c
5c

SALAD DRESSING,
Embassy brand, qt. jar 25c

CLOTHES PINS, 2 dozen 5c

DOGGIE DINNER,
Three 16-oz. cans .. . . 25c
Must. or Tom. Sauce
SARDINES, 3 large oval
. 25c
- cans
Mustard, 3-4 size cans,
15c
2 cans

HEINZ BEANS,large can 12c
8c
-Small can
MACARONI - SPAGHETTI,
also Elbows or Seashells,
25c
3 pounds

2 POUNDS
BULK
25c
LARD
Pound 25c
Half or Whole Side
SUGAR CURED
BACON
Pound
BOLO.
OR
HAM
ED
MINC
FRANKS
HORN 'DR DAISY CHEESE Fanc""°. P°
Fancy Sliced—No Rind,oNon Whs.te 29c
Pound
BREAKFAST BACON
Large 150.176 Size Dozen 29c
CALIFORNIA ORANGES
7 Lbs. 25.,
Fashioned Bushel $1.25
WINESAP APPLES Old
10-POUND BAG
• 17c
ONIONS
15-POUND PECK 25c
U. S. NO. 1
POTATOES
3 QUARTS
10c
ONION SETS
Red River, Triumphs BAG
'1"
SEED POTATOES Cobblers'

'..••••••.X..•••••••

a

.4.

•

2

2

HEINZ KETCHUP,
13c
Small bottle
CORN, Avondale,
2 No. 2 cans .. .... 19c
C. Club Fancy,
17c
2 No. 1 cans
APPLE BUTTER, C. Club
Brand, large 38-oz. jar 15c

Tax

16.95
Important

Murray, Ky.

Phone 72

Regular $17.95 to
$25.00 values

With

95,

FLOUR
RAISINS SUGAR
25c
COFFEE
PINEAPPLE
PEANUT BUTTER
BRAN
OLEO
SALT MEAT
CARROTS

Hospital News
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CALLOWAY
COMPLETE COVERAQE OP ALL
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEIR

New Series No. 441

H. C. BROACH,63,
DIES TUESDAY
0 OF PARALYSIS

Called by Death

"Kentucky's Moit Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 2, 1936

Calloway.

.nn a year in
si
""Marshall, Graves. Henry and Stewart Comities.

rfs a year elsewhere ha
i."'the
State of Kentoelry.
t9 AA a year to any address
"•`•""other than above.
,
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ASSESSMENT OF Red Cros
Short of Quota
BILL IS ENACTED
COUNTY REDUCED
Dam Be Under Way'Immediately
BY LEGISLATURE
FOR 1936 TAXES
°ASKS $60 000,000
Church of Christ
State
No
ers
*Av
nor
Gover
Property Valued at $6,786,Agency Will "Spend Like
SUILD PROJECT
975 as Supervisors
MeetsIchml
Hell" Under It
End Work
IN ADDED PROGRAM
PASSES HOUSE AFTER
FIGURES COMPILED

The Murray Chapter of the Red
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It pays to read the classified ads.

PRACTICE GRID
TILT FRIDAY P. M.
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Emergency Crop
Loans Being Made

NEW SOIL PROGRAM
WILL BE EXPLAINED

LOOSE FLOORS TO
CLOSE APRIL 10

Only 9 More Days Until
Bed Room Suite Is Given

Tobacco Specialist
To Talk in County

Revival at Methodist
Church April 5- 12th

CALLOWAY G.O.P.
IN CONVENTION

POOL FLOORS TO
CLOSE APRIL 30

Music Department
Stubblefield Hailed as _
To Be Re-Examined
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Greatest Inventive

MURRAY POST TO
PLAN BUILDING
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Hurt In Blast
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If you have videos, ot whom
Jour are not ashamed.report them for this esiesus.

pow

Mrs. Clay Beale. Sr., of Memphis.
Is visiting relatives in the city.
Miss Lorena Swann is very ill
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bobtit swarm on West Main.
,
Mrs. Ethan Irvan is critically ill
at her home.
Mrs. J. N. Dye, of St. Louis,
spent the week-end with her little
son, Master Jimmie Dye, who is
epending-the school year with Mr.
and Mrs. Hoffman. She also visited her mother. Mrs. Nannie Ivey.
tray Smith, daughter of Mr,., and
Mrs. T. C. Smith. Brandon, underwent an operation at the Keys-

Houston Hospital Sunday night and
is doing nicely.
Eater the Camay coated, cask
and radios. Get Camay Sc and
Information at T. L. Smith's.
Mrs Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.,
has returned from a short stay in
Hickman. She was called there
because of the death of her grandfather, F. B. Burrus,
Mrs. John Rice, of Fredonia,
Ky., will arrive Monday to be the
guest of Mrs- N. G. Nall.
Lamar Farley visited Mrs. Farley in Louisville the past week.
Herman Broach. of HopkinsvilleT
spent the week-end at bomb..
Mrs. Annie Wear is spending
sane time at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lamar Farley.
Miss Martha McCaleb, of Glee-

Wallpaper!
We have the
CHEAPEST Wallpaper in
Murray ...

PICIV
.04
:044
4
1/4
4/1/4

Elijah Sizemore, Robert TayA real smiled by Camay, 50. cational committtee of the A. A. more,
A marriage license was issued at the ditY in Dtrver, Tenn., last Sunson, Tenn., spent the week-end with
lor, Marble Hart. Harley Hale,
Oct blanks and soap at UTete'eut. U. W.
Metropolis last week end to Paul day with Mr. Rim." father.
Mrs. Wells Pau-dom.
W. E Clark. imd family made
Dr. Bugh Houston spoke on "The
The following boys Were adltit- Pogue Sanders, Burley Ratliff, Guy
Mr. and Mrs_ Barber McElrath Mathis and Kittle Darnell, both of
a week sad visit to Paducah where 'held of Medicine" in the Training ted to the Keys-Houston Hospital Andrews, Vernice Johnson, Hilhave returned from Florida where Brewers.
For sale cheap one Maytag snak- they visited his brother and sister, School chapel Monday morning. this week from Camp Cadiz: Nolan bert Ratliff, Marshall Spurlock,
they spent several weeks.
machine toed about 12 months. Daw Clark and Mrs. Coskey Moss.
ing
Hodge, Taylor Size- John Petrey, Ray Hopgood, RobMr. and Mrs, Zelner Carter have
The talk was sPoneored by the vo- Sapp, Hayden
Johnson-Falai
'Apptittatte
Co.
Mrs.
C.
A.
Paschall
of
Mr. and
sold their residence on North Ninth
Mrs Lena Watkins has moved Parts, Term., spent Sunday with
street to Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Tolley. Mr. and Mrs. Carter are from West Punter street to 121 Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson and
building a pretty colonial home on North 12th Street where she is children, Rebecca, Iva, Lynn, Hugh
Olive street between 7th and 8th. opening a beauty parlor within the and Fay.
hwv days.
,
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Quthrie are
Miss Celia Pearl Pitman, daugh- next
was dleetutried the parents of a son born March
Hiram Engle
ter of Ma. and Mrs. Herbert Pitman was admitted to the Keys- !torn the Keys-Houston Hooka' 26. He has been named Herman
Houston Hospital for an opera- this week to be admitted to the Eugene.
Outwood Sanitarium at Dawson
tion Saturday night.
Camay, Tbd Soap of Beautiful
Miss Juenitt Walker, Nashville, Springs.
Wools. 5 oesle, le offering cash
and Mrs. Seyniota Padgett. Louisa
Alai
...
Dr. F. R. Crawford. DIEM*, First and radios. Get Minks at Robert
•VII
ville, are the house guests of their Nan Beak Bldg. TeL 11124.
'
%0
0104
It Swann's.
_ tot*
sister-in-law, Mrs. Durrett Padgett.
Senator T. O. Turner and RepMrs. Will Alexander has return✓
Miss Tat Allen, Mayfield, is resentative Ben Grogan spent the ed to her home near Cherry fol.• •
„es evel USOVI°
spending the week end as guest of week end at home between legis- lowing a recent operation at the
ttl*/"I°11
Miss Jane Seay. West Main street. lative gessions in Frankfort. •
Keys-Houston Hospital.
VOU WANT MILEAGE from your tires—but you want safe
Perennials that phase-1e va- -Mes. -aally St. John, Hazel, was
Misses Rebecca and Iva Nell
mileage. The General Silent-Grip gives you the right
rieties for rockery and border, 5 the house guest of Mrs. Clifford Wilkerson spent Sunday night as
General's famous big mileage plat. a new
combination:
to lc: SO v arieUes shrubs, 10 M Phillips for the week end.
guests of Miss Ens Wilkerson.
30c. W. P. Roberts... Phew 331I-W.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. 11. Shoemaker,
Mrs. Zeb A. Stewart, Barboursilent-safety tread that grips like a corkscrew and delivers
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Workman Mr. 'and Mrs. Goodman Shoenian ville, Ky., is visiting her mother,
safe non-skid mileage for longer than was ever before
have moved to the home of his and Fred Shoemaker moved lad Mrs. J. B. Hay, and other relapossible. Bring your car around today. Convenient
thought
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Work- week from East Main street city, tives here.
terms if you wish.
man. east of Murray.
to near Penny, about 5 miles
W. T. Sledd, Sr., Is in Alabama
_
Mrs. Harold Peace, Hopkinsville, northeast of Murray.
on business this week.
spent the week end with her parCol. Joe Boyce was admitted te
Miss Martha Lee Pennebaker
ents, Mr. and Mrs R. E. Broach, the Mason Memorial Hospital foil was admitted to the Mason MemTRUCK OPERATORS—Let us show you the speand attended the funeral services treatment Monday.
orial Hospital for treatment Suncial heavy duty truck tire. They will carry the usok her uncle, H. C. Bropch, ThursUse Camay. only Sc, and win day.
ual pick-up truck over-load.
cash or a beautiful R. C. A. Radio.
Miss Dona Padgett has been
day.
Mrs. 'Annie Young, of George- Oct blanks and information at confined to her home for the past
town, Ky., was the week-end guest Fain & Bell's. ,
week with a severe cold.
of Mrs. David Gardner and other
Dr. J. T. Henslee was able to reMisses Ruth and Frances Sexturn to his home this week fol- ton visited their uncle, Rep. Ben
friends in Murray.
Mrs. B. W. Story of Lynn Grove 'lowing several days' treatment at Grogan, in Frankfort Monday and
the Keys-Houston Hospital.
is confined with illness.
Tuesday.
Miss Ruth Phillips, daughter of
'Mrs. M. 0. Crouch remains quite
Mrs. Ottis Valentine arid son
Phillips,
is
Huddle are visiting her parents,
sick at her home at Lynn Grove. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Mrs. Thomas Hendon of near able to be out after an attack of Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Pate, near
Buchanan. Tenn., spent last week tonsilitis.
Harris Grove.
Mrs. U. B. Scott was a business
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Waldrop
with her sister. Mrs. John R. Henvisitor in Mayfield Wednesday.
are the parents of a son, born
don, Murray Route 7.
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter, of the Monday at their home on North
Miss -Jaunita Walker, Nashville.
visited her sister Mrs. Durrett county, was the week end guest Fifth street.
of Miss MarreaPhillips at the home
Padgett last week.
Mrs. Delude Alexander was disMr. and Mrs. Clarence Phillips. of the latter's parents, Mr. and charged from the Keys-Houston
In the short four weeks -that we have handled GENERALS we
Hoepital this week after recoverMemphis, were visitors in Murray Mrs. Clifford Phillips.
have-been 'able to set an unprecedented record in tire sales, and we
Atty. R. H. Hood was in May- ing from an operation.
last week,
feel that this business, for the greater part, has been due to our change
Buy Camay Soap 5 cents and
a -beautiful R. C. A. radio field on legal besiness Wednesday
enter contests for Radios and Cash.
or cash in the Camay Soap contest. morning.
to this leading tire—GENERAL—America's Quality Tire. Sold at
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Pool and son Ask at Wallis' Grocery.
Buy Clumsy. Sc and secure inforcompetitive
prices.
Miss Nettie Mae Wyman had as
have moved to Louisville, -where
mation at Lee &-ittitotit—
Mrs. F.. B. Crane and little Mr. Pool has a position, and are house guests for the week-end
daughter. Careon, were discharged located at 3316 Taylor Boulevard. Prof. and Mrs. Kenneth Patterson
from the Keys-Houston Hospital
Dr. 0.-C. Wells will leave Sat- and Mrs. Howe, of Mayfield.
urday for Lexington to attend the
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson Frost
Mr. and Mrs. John Key and 23rd annual convention of the of Louisville, were guests of Mr.
grandson Junior Ahart and Mr. Kentucky Optometrical Association. and Mrs C. A. Bishop the past
and Mrs. Burie Coehrum and sons He-will return next Thursday.
week-end.
Vernon Gore was discharged
Frank and Bob -spent Sunday as
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Sr.,
from the Keys-Houston Hospital had as her house guests for the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bura
Wednesday to return to Camp week-end Miss Ruth Fields of Ful•
Of Sedalia.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Parks Murray.
ton.
W. P. Roberts can save you
and soil spent Sunday with Mrs.
Mr. andi Mrs. George Hart had
Parks' father, Bud Key, near money on Shrubs, Eve
as their house guests Friday and
Perennials,
Glade. eta
Crossland.
Saturday Mr. and Mrs. John King.
.
Mrs. Gregg Miner is convales- 389-W.
of Cadiz, and their daughters,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Puller Misses Martha and Frances King.
cing rapidly from a major operation at the Mason Hospital a week were guests of Mrs. M. E. Keys
and daughters last week end. Mr.
ago last Sunday.
J. W. Overbey left Monday for Fuller is general manager of Mid- 'STOMACH PAINS SO BAD
Tyler, Texas, where he will be South Fair Associaton, Memphis, I COULD HARDLY WORK'
employed with the Pure-Oil Co, Term.
Says C. S. Gross: "After taking
Mrs. Mlle Barber was admitted Dr. Eraft's Adla Tablets the pains
Ha was farmerely connected with
the U. S. Geodetic Survey and to the Mason Memorial Hospital are gone and I eat anything." Try
Adla treatment on our money back
was called to his new job by his for treatment Tuesday.
Leading Druggists, in
forfner supervisor
Messrs McNeece and Donnelly, guarantee.
who is now
Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co.
from Nashville office of the Mill
employed there.
A marriage license was issued Mutuals Insurance Company, called
recently -at -.Metropolis to Leen on their local agent, L. R. Owen,
Cud? and Manon Carter. both of Monday.
Coldwater.
Floyd Brent of Mayfield is visitMaurice Crass returned Tuesday ing his mother, Mrs. Rowland
morning from a business trip to Brent, East Main street, this week.
St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam L. Jones spent

•
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Yet we feature the
STANDARD QUALITY. ;
LINES,

Murray and Calloway County Have Been Generous

• 'EXCLUSIVE WITli

IMPERIAL
MAJESTIC
BYRD'S PATTERN
- From these qualify-tines and Gam -43-ur
lines carried to meet prices—we can give
you the paper you want.
Let us estimate your papering job eomplete—
paper and hanging by our experienced workmen
who feel it their duty to carefully hang the paper
their employer sells.

Sold by—

IIIPERA-SEENEWOCE

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.

STATION Phone 208 Murray

EAST MAIN ST.

Murray's Only Paint and ViAllpaper
Store

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.,Inc.

•-

AND ASSOCIATED DEALERS

WE NEED THE
CASH

HERE.

I

Style --- Quality

gAlAta,
„socawkAr
„De 4,110v,

OUR COLLECTOR WILL BE
OUT FRIDAY AND
1
MONDAY

a".
V

404 JAANS

WILL YOU
ra
Gives You Better •
,

have shown you the eftplesy of credit
#: and we are now asking that you show,us an equal
courtesy by:prompt payment when our collector.• '

r

^

in and look after thig matter. _

EASTER TIME
You'll want your entire out-fit up to Hyde Park in Quality and Style

Those who have paid promptly this month

1

-ENJOY CAREFREE'--.

gives3:
ynani-Uthee latest in
style_ _lines, those perky
It

and together with tbeir
workmanship, they sp e II
BETTER VALUE in capital
letters.

i HANG UP THE CARD?,
\CLEAN UP THE MESS?
<RUN OUT OF ICE UNEXPECTEDLYZ
HAVE THAT "ICE BOX!'coDOR?
LOSE YOUR TEMPERZ

ORd—r

p
bac
ttkesi
r andch
e
inecks
a
al l th
anedct
leia,cveegst

calls. 1-lowexer. if he fails to see you, kindly dtop

I

REFRIGERATION SEASON!

1%)
,

We have carried too many accounts
ma some too long. Out bills have to be
paid and it takes cash to pay them.

T

AND

eneral Electti

•

Electric Refrigeration?

an,

and all along, we are extremely thankful.

and the CORN-AUSTIN CO. has selected for you.
for item. Shirts, Sox, Ties, Oxfords, Belts and
Sets, Stylepark Hats, Tie and Handkerchief Sets,

There is a Model for You

SELECT NOW FOR A FULL SEASON'S WEAR.

COME IN NOW!

_ item

„

RYAN'

- —4

Corn - Austin Co.

kt

• aa

gl

SATISFACT1aN FROM 1880 to 1936

KY.-TENN. LIGHT & POWER CO.
Murray, Kentucky,

09

Where Men Trade

•

a

.••
-

-4---
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It,

Robert Taylirley Hale,
Ratliff, Guy
anion, Hil1 Spurlock,
good, Rob-

_
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Sit France, Reck Perry, Scott
Sailor, George Gothard, Harmon
Ligon.
Boyd Myers has recovered from
a recent illness at the home of his
*Mother, Mrs. R. A. Myers.
Miss Marelle Ward was the week
end visitor of her sister, Miss Eva
Grey Ward of Lexington, Ky.
C. E. Purdom left Wedensday of
this week for Hopkinsville, Ky.,
where he has accepted work in
Western State Hospital there.
Mrs. Echnonfa MoCuiston and
tarnily have moved from Pi,ne
street in the city to the Chesley

It safe

right
new
Livers
afore
nlent ,

'

CAMAY
Sc
OXYDOL, med. size
Sc
.P.4L., giant size, 3 for 13c

Economy Grocery

Adams farm a niile west of Mur- Jr., and Mr. Parker.
ray on the Mayfield highway.
George S. Hart, Charlie D. GroDr. Eliza Spann, professor of gan, Harry I. Sledd and Joe T.
biology in Murray State College, Lovett attended a Legion meeting
and William Crawford. Boaz, bi- at Fulton last Thursday night.
J. E. Houston, E. C. K. Robertology laboratory assistant, spent
the week-end in St. Louis as the son, Jack Kennedy and W. E.
guests of Pierce Ray. student in Wyatt were visitors in Frankfort
the latter part of last week.
St. Louis School of Dentistry.
Mr. and Mrs. William Holland
Luther Robertson and Foreman
Graham were visitors in Frank- and baby, near Benton, spent the
week end with Mr. Holland's
fort last week.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. HolVulcan, Chattanooga and Olive
land, in college addition. Mr. and
Slat Wing Plows and all their reMrs. Holland'i grandson, Paul Holpairs ae Reduced Prices on Reland Creason. Benton,, also spent
pairs. The largest stock of horse
the week end with them and atCollars and mule Gearing at less
tended the Music events at Murray
money than 1 have had them in
State C011ege.
20 years. Will save you from 50
Mr: and Mrs. Joe Wilmuth, Golcents to $2.00 every time you fit
den Pond, spent the week end with
one on Old Beck. J. W. Denham,
Mrs. Wilmuth's parents, Mr. and
tf
Hazel, Ky. .
Mrs. Jeff Farris.
W. H. Collins,, fiscal agent for
Mrs. Dave Padgett returned MonHome,
Kentucky Orphans
the
day from Paducah and is convalLyndon, spent a few days here the
escing from a recent operation in
latter part of last week in interest
a Paducah hospital.
of the home. Mr. Collins recently
Mr. and Mrs. Otry Easley and
underwent an operation and this
was his first visit here in several Miss Rose Norton, of La Grange,
'Ga., and Mrs. Thomas Browder
months.
Miss Sara Lee Hargrove, of May- and Mrs. James Brawn Fulton,
were guests of Mr, and Mrs. Lesfield, was the week-end guest of
her sister, Mrs. Burgess Parker ter Farmer Monday.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
E S Diuguid, Jr., Administrator of the estate of E. S.
Diuguid, Sr. Vs. Lottie Diuguid, et al.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calway Circuit Court, rendered at the November term thereof, 1936, in the above cause for the purpose of division of
property and Costs herein expended, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the court hpuse door in Murray, Ky., to
the highest bider at public auction, on Monday, the 13th
day of April, 1936, at one (1) o'clock, or thereabout,
(same being the first day of the April term of Calloway
Circuit Court), upon a credit of six months the following
described property:

Havens Preaches On,
"Yours And Mine"

"Yours And Mine," was the title
of the sermon which Rev. A. V.
Havens delivered at the First
Church, last Sunday
Christian
morning. Using the parable of the
Good Samaritan as his text, Rev,
havens said, "This parable was
used to illustrate that Jove seeks
no boundaries to curb its expression but searches for openings.
There are three attitudes toward
that which is yours and mine, expressed in this parable. The thieves
who robbed the traveller expressed
The entire stock of the E. S. Diuguid & Son
one attitude, namely, 'What is
Furniture and Hardware Store, together with all
yours is mine and I'll take it.' That
its fixtures located on the north side of the court
attitude is expressed today by the
square in Murray, Ky.
lineal descendents of those thieves,
who with gun and black-jack or
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute adulterated goods and watered
bond with approved securities, bearing legal interest from stocks, say, 'What is yours is mine,'
the day of sale until paid, and. having.the force and et, and proceed to take it
fect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply Another attitude was expressed
by the priest and Levite who saw
promptly with these terms.
the wounded man's needs, but
clutching their purses all the more
GEORGE S. HART, Master Commissioner
tightly, said, 'What is mine is mine
and I11 keep it.' Unfortunately,
there are many today who have
the same attitude. in the face of
human need, they give but a mere
pittance, saying, 'What is mine is
mine and I'll keep it.' The need
of little children to be reared in
the admonition " of .the Lord, the
need of soul-sick ones to be lifted
out of the gutter, the need of the
IT WILL BE ONLY IF YOU
poverty stricken to be given a
MAKE IT SO
chance at self-support: all these
needs they see, but pass by on the
The most possible relief for the
other side of the road. These Jesus
same money from household
placed in the same class with the
thieves and robbers, in that, none
drudgery can be secured thru
of them have any love.
YOUR LAUNDRY
The Good Samaritan's attitude
was, 'What is mine is yours and
by turning your family wash-day
I'll share it.', He was' not hindered
tasks to us.
by the fact that the wounded
Jew was a foreigner or that he
Sanitary services ... Rain-soft water ... Complete equipwould have to give up money and
ment ... most efficient cleaning agents ... Prompt service
oil and wine which he needed for
are among the reasons why we say we merit your business.
his own journey.
There are still Good Samaritans
today whose love is not bounded
by race or thoughts of personal inconvenience. They are saying to
Phone 303
R. M. POLLARD, Manager
the whole world, 'My Christ is
your Christ and I'll share Him
N-46
with you.' They gladly dedicate
the power and ability .that God has
given them to the ministry of human need. They are building the
Kingdom of God on earth."
Next Sunday morning, at the
worship service, which begins at
10:45, Rev. Havens has announced
that he will preach on, "The
Meaning Of The Cross." How could
Christ's death two thousand years
ago mean delease to us? Did His
death appease an angry God? Was
He paying a price to Satan? These
questions and others will be dealt
with
-- in the sermon, according in
Rev. Havens. Special music will
be furnished by the chorus choir,
directed by Prof. Price Doyle.
At the Sunday nfght service, the

... Or Will YOUR
Married Life Be
Different?

MURRAY LAUNDRY

-----Cyclone Shingles

congregation will attend the beginning of the pre-Easter services at
the Methodist Church. The MidWeek Service will alio be dismissed on Wednesday night, at which
time Rev. Haveni will preach
from the pulpit of the Methodist
Church. He will also preach at
the union communion service, Friday night
At the reorganization meeting of
the High School Christian Endeavor Society, which meets at
6:15, every Sunday evening, the
following officers were elected:
James Bailey, president; Tom
Moore
Williams, vice-president;
Miss Anna Lee Farley, secretarytreasurer. Mr. W. Z. Carter is the
adult advisor.

(Resolu tions
On Death Of Mary Boren
WHEREAS God in His infinite
wisdom has called the "beloved
wife and, life partner 'of one of
our most faithful members Mr.
011ie Boren. and _
WHEREAS Mr. Boren is a Rotarian in spirit and interests and
has served this 'Club as Secretary
for years and has given his most
sincere and faithful attention to
this club and
WHEREAS the beloved party,
the deceased ,has labored faithfully with him in part of Rotary Ann
and has contributed on occasions
to the betterment of Rotary and
its intended purpose,
BE IT RESOLVED that this club
offer to the bereaved husband and
fellow Rotarian its sincere sympathy and strive to lessen the loss
that he feels.
BE IT RESOLVEID that a copy
of these resolutions be entered in
the official minutes of this club as
an attest to the loss that the entire club feels.
Signed
MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
-1U-C -Stubblefield
Clifton Morris
J. W. Carr
Committee:

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
FRAZEE, BERRY & MELUGIN
Notice is hereby given to the
public that the partnership of
Frazee, Berry & Melugin has been
dissolved, the dissolution being effective as of April 1, 1938.
K. C. Frazee and Hugh Melugin
have formed a new partnership
which will be known as Frazee &
Melugin, and have taker), over all
of the ordinary fire and casualty
business of the old firm. They
will continue to do business at the
old offices of Frazee, Berry & Melugin.' J. Frank Berry has taken
over the general agency and adjustment business of the old firm,
and also all business relating to
taxicabs, bosses, contract and cornman carrier trucks. For the present, he, too, will occupy the old
quarters.
All persons holding accounts or
claims of any kind whatsoever
against the old firm are requested
to present same for payment at

Earn While You
Learn
One young man and two
young women may earn part
tuition working in college
office. For full information
write Draughon's College,
Paducah
2p

the soap of
beautiful women

EASY ON
YOUR HANDS

CAMAY
Sc
OXYDOL, med. size .
9c
P. & G., giant size, 3 for 13c

Tolley & Carson Gro.

Proud of Her
Culinary Art!
She
Learned
the
Secret
of Good
Meals-

Swann's Grocery

Tolley & Carson Food Market
-WE DELIVER
$1.05
FLOUR-Gold Leaf, none better, 24 lbs.
85c
Kitchen Queen, 24-lb. bag
79c
Snow Lite, 24 lbs.
$1.49
Snow Lite, 48 lbs.
(2-lb. sample with .each bag)

PHONE 37

48c
25c
10c
10c

MEAL-10-lb. bag 19c; 25-lb. bag
COFFEE, 2 lbs. fresh ground
SALT or SODA, THREE 5c pkgs
SALMON, Chum, can

LIFE BUOY SOAP,
15c
2 for
LUX SOAP,
2 for

25c
24c
20c
.. 35c
34c
25c
- 24e
$1.19
$1.29
59c
98c

crry

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

Phone 214

Bring us your Butter, Eggs and Cream

AsS

YOUR GROCER
IS AN EXPERT ON
FOODS and
SHORTENINGS

Meats
For meat is the main
dish in any well planned meal, and for the

A Choice of Caws

J. T. WALLIS & SON-Mr. Wallis says: "Costs you less in the long run."
U-TOTE-'EM GROCERY-Mr. King says: "Pays for itself in better, foods."
T. L. SMITH CO.-Mr.Smith says: "The only shortening 'you need."
ECONOMY GROCERY-"Takes the regret out of eating fried foods."
LEE & ELLIOTT-"So easy to use for all cooking."
TOLLEY & CARSON-"The best quality shortening in anyone's kitchen."
ROBERT SWANN- Mr. Swann says: "Easy on your pocketbook, your time and digestion."
THURMOND'S CASH GROCERY-"A wonderful help to all cooking." -;

meal to be a success,the meat must lead the way.
Quality meats cook easier and are far better
than "just meats." We invite you to select here,
where quality is the point stressed.

MURRAY MEAT MARKET
TELEPHONE 12

mommiowise

......momemawaat• -

a

.
5

•

15c

SALMON, pink, 2 cans for
CORN, TOMIsTOES or BEANS, 3 No. 2 cans
PEACHES, Dried, 2 lbs.
PEACHES, can Del Monte, No, 2 1-2 cans, 2 for
GRAPE JUICE, Richelieu, pint 19c, quart
Richelieu COCKTAIL CHERRIES, No. 2 can
Topmost CHERRY JUICE, No. 2 can
FEED-Pure Bran, 100-1b. bag
Mixed Feed, 100-1b. bag
CRISCO, 3-1b. can
SPECIAL-75.c O'Cedar Mop and 50c O'Cedar
Polish, both for

35c
Armour's Star BACON, Lb.
2 pounds VEAL CHOPS
35c
1 lb. BEEFSTEAK
20c
2-lbs. SAUSAGE
35c
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb. . . 19c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
pound
16 1-2c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb.
15c
BEEF RIB ROAST, lb.
12/
1
2c
LARD, pound
• •.• •
14c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
12/
1
2c
MUTTON, pound
12 1-2c & 15c
HENS, pound
28c
KANSAS
STEAKS

Quality

They Are Double-Locked
This is one of the exclusive features of the
CYCLONE. They are locked, double-locked, in
--fact, to the roof deck, with no possibility of curling,
cupping or blowing up in the wind.

Depot Street

CRASS.FA LE
/11DMERIFISIAlt

naoyar,

Before you re-roof, by all mezzo let us show you ths
roofing material that will give your home just the
distinction and charm you have always wanted;
making your roof one of the most effective units of
your decorative scheme, besides relieving your ntintiof all roofing worries for the life of the boa*

Phone 262

Swarm's Grocery

Iiistammemaitai%

Will Make that Re-rooitins
Job a Permanent One

CYCLONE SHINGLES are made of tough, long
fibre felt, thoroughly impregnated with pure asphalt.
and then coated with Rakes of slate in non-fading
red, buff, green, blue-black, and a variegated color
blend.
la as skew yes efook, a Mb wend athlete

once.
•
Men need apply. Can earn $25 or Mg horse.
ltp once. C. G. Cobb. Phone 383-W.
•
Witness our hands, this April I, more weekly. No cash required.
Also have cabinet Phileo radio,
repairing; $16.50, bedsteads and other furni1938.
Write today. Rawleigh's, Dept. PIANO tuning and
K. C. Frazee
'YD-181-Z, Freeport, Ill. A2-16-30 special price; free examination. ture priced similarly.
ltp
John W. Travis, phone 372-W. A30p
J. Frank Berry
105x150
RENT-Rooms,
FOlil
private
bath.
Business
Lot,
This
SEE
Hugh Melugin
Apply Mrs. W. H. Graves.
tic FOR SALE-10,000 lb. of Red Top feet, corner Depot and Second
Hay and 20 bbs, corn; also an Old
street, at curve, fur drive-in stiNOTICE!
FLOWERS for all occasions; all Trusty Incubator 250 egg size. A.
don. etc. W. H. Finney.
All members of Murray Lodge
kinds Of Shrubbery, Evergreens. D. Stark, Murray. Ky., Route
105 F & A. M. are not only reAlton Barnett. Phone 295-W. ltp 4.
A2p
tras
questid but ordered to be present
Monday night, April 6. Work in PADUCAH AUCTION Co.. 2nd HAY FOR SALE-Soy bean, Red
Fellow Craft degree. We have and Washington, Paducah, will top and Jan Hay, Nevin Wall,
Granulated Sugar 48c
been redecorating- the Lodge Hall, hold livestock., auctions every Hazel, Route. 3.
Al6p 10 lbs. Fine
15c
English Seed Peas, bulk, lb.
come and see what a change we Friday the balance of the sea15c
have made in the looks of our son. Bring us your cattle and FOR SALE-team mules, wagon, Galion Winesap Apples
building. You members whehave- hogs and'any otheisslivestock you two double shovel plows. one No. Dozen fancy Red or Yellow
not been coming this order ap- wish to sell. We always get mar- 10 Oliver plow, one Avery drill,
20e
Apples
one hatrow, and one saddle. Mra.
plies especially to you.
ket price or better.
Gallon niee Yellow Onion
Essie
Blaleck,
New
Concord,
MASTER
be
Sets
HAVE MOVED saw mill to Mur- Ky.
lip
ray and are ready to do custom
3 cans Country Gentleman
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
FOR SALE-good work mule. See
25c
Corn
F. C. Holland has bought the Red sawing. Prepared to haul logs J. T. Wallis &
Son.
ltp
16c
Lettered Milk Bottles with the if desired. We sell rough build2 lbs. Our Mothers Cocoa
words "City Dairy" on them and ing lumber. Located at end of LORt-Ladies' 7-jewel Elgin wrist 2 lb. jar Peanut Butter
25c
paid for them. They are his prop- South Fourth at intersection of watch on streets of Murray Sat, Gallon Staley Syrup__ 50c or 52e
erty and should be promptly re- Concord and Hazel Highway.
March 28. Will pay reward for 24 lbs. guaranteed Floor
65c
turned to F. C. Holland, proprietor Grist mill and hammer mill in return to this office or Harley55c
Snowdrift. 3 lbs.
connection.
Basil
lItitchin
operaCity Dairy, when emlity.
Suiter, Route 6.
ltp
$1.00
6
pounds
tor.
3.
R.
Scott,
Phone
Lynn
P. H. THORNTON
Grove._
tf FOR SAIY-e--4om
2_5c
milah cews,sold Star Coffee in far
fresh, extra good. See--N.--F.- Las- 7 1-2 lbs. nice Navy Beans
25c
FOR
Experienced
Landscaping, siter.
ltp 3 lbs. Navy Beans
Pruning and Spraying. Seer me
......
Alton Barnett, Nerth 4th. St. FOR RENT-one furnished room. Grapefruit 5c, 6 for
lie
Shoulder Meat, half
Phone 295-W.
ltp "Shorty" Arnold.
I5o
Whole, pound
FOR SALE-Fertilizer.
E. E. FOR RENT-2'rooms furnished or Fancy Rice lb
lie or 70.
SWING MACHINES repaired and Smith, Harris Grove, Ky. M14p unfurnished. See Joe Irvan, 208 3 cans Stmbrite Cleanser ____ 14e
E.
Main
St
lip
Phone
rebuilt. Work guaranteed.
25e
4 pkgs. Post Toasties
WANTED TO BUY-Pony buggy
,A16p
160-M.
see or write W. H. Rudy at FOR" PERMANENT RENTING or PAY in trade for EGGS -.
ltio
RUDy'S, Paducah, Ky.
A9p SALE CHEAP-one new seven
FOR SALE-Gladiola Bulbs, lc to
room brick house on boulevard
Sc each. Mrs. I. T. Crawford,
FOR SALE-fresh Broom Corn two blocks of college, garden fixA9c
Murray. Ky., Route 6.
seed. R. K Clayton Five Points, ed for planting. Possestion at
PHONES 24 and 25
,A2c
FOR SALE-pigs, shoats, brood Murray, Ky.
sow; year old heifer; cheap horse.
STOLEN from barn Feb. 23, one
See Elmer E. Wilkinson, Route
ltp sorrel horse 1542 hands high,
1, S. 16th St.
weight 10000r 1100 pounds with
AVAILABLE AT ONCE. Rawleigh smooth mouth, no blemishes. ReRoute of 800 families in North- turn to W. E. Thompson, Palmwest and Southwest'Graves coun- ersville, Tenn., Route 8. Liberal
ties and Murray. Only reliable reward for information concern-

•
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Caning home to !New 'York, the tedlier-Autht
lend, lent. Vernon Ind:Ahltaihil
Marriage
itawataestl three outepeiter
Mon Mk Pima; Wm Wens PartIont SEM BuziOnf the Ventley bridge club.
city—St
that
or
Illieralne
fit/Mktg
marriage of Miss Irene Col
The
Carman had high
Mrs:
amok Mist Earth Manor, SEMI
Sohn $he ligletali-ithe Utast mad- lier of Kaler, and Mr. Acme Aug
Margets4 Campbell, Mac Virighde scare for the last series of games.
eur coin- tee. Jere:moat of the Dogwon
dile Aiwa fed11166
Mrs. Leslie Putnam and Mrs.
• Miss Chace CAA*.
ny—old theater Mind Ittverside oohed in northeast Graves coun
Franklin heels
"Metric Week" this year at Mur"Pa Doyle, lied et the doWbeee Merry Fosdick ty, was 'announced March 25 i
Members Wigan *ere 'Mrs. Rus- ray State Teacher, College will be
said that The ardhestre Chord
Emma Snook had lunchPrettetas.
inellade
will
Thlirsday
Hayfield.
Orman,
Blitrolter,
Mrs.
IL
G.
one
of
the
most
elaborate
*Nen
on
Hotel
sel
PrOdlein
fiational
ma twits et the
obmrviaces in the history of the the !dialling selections:
he conclusion Mrs. Carr remindThe ceremony took place a
Saturday. Covers were laid for Mrs
Pref. Price Doyle, cd
Overture "Leonore No. 3", Bee- ed her audience that the groves the Christian Church parsonage
Mrs Jack Frost, Louisville. Mrs.' Drennan, Wm.Cali&°daft
were God's first temples and that Mayfield December 91, 1935, wit
the toilette Music raft, announced theme
John T. Ktng. 'Cadb., Mrs. George the host.
espy fur Mee page shamed be membeed not biter tem Tessam
• •
On the Steppes of Central Asia, eie real church to cockiesd with- the Rev. W. D. Daugherty official
tatty.
Snook.
Hart,
and
Miss
afters...a awe treeit.
The 'Mfg sight *tram tieb
hi out heart. She had a number ing.
gaps, An* College will open Boredian
'areal
ParB&B.
Friday
Spell
voit
n.
fret
Good
post cards and booklets to illusmet
with
itr.
or
Mrs. Austin is the daughter c
come
to
have
children
and
land
Week"
on
Home
Opens
"Music
its' gregente tar
Mrs. G. B. Scott
A. A. U. W. Metes
pepper,
boefet
Wagner.
the churches under discus- Mr. and Mrs. Lee Collier of Kale,
After
deleitous
arab,
trate
a
bona
an
reside
was
to
Murray
April
6,
Wegesedey evening.
. • For Musical Program
fad
French Horn quartet: %Der sion.
game Vinnopely was Awed.
Mr. Austin will be remembere
' guest and Mood in the receiving
clam its observances with colleges
The general program of the A. A. the
enee
Mt Iohn Xing of and other educetienal hasuutiorsi Freichutze Von Weber.
Members of the Murray Woman's hee. nen win the nest of„
The girls' quartet from the col- as a referee to several Make%
U. W. Will be held Meatley even:. Mr. and
Cadiz were visitant 'Made pres- throughout the nation on Easter
Symphony No. 2, Brahns.
Club and a few others had a real of teas the First Christian church
lege was Introduced by Mrs. Les- games in the county.
ing the earth it 7:30 p.- ea. in the
••• • •
Music lovers throughout western lie Putnam. They sang several
musical treat in, the program of women will give for Mrs. leavens talkie llererY deb reams Note ent were Igr. and Mrs. Zelner afternoon. AKA 1.2.
Kentucky and Tennessee come to selections of religious songs.
Igadstesa And Probational Weems
Carter, Mr. and Mrs Will Whitnell,
two piano numbers and the violin and the new eaneeene
• elainge of dale became ad the
program for the week at
The
Ilsyry Supper Tiranday
solo which was repealed on MonMr. and Mrs.. Harry 'Seabee, Min Murray State Callege will be as Murray each year daring "Music
After a plate of delightful reThe rooms were pretty in an arSnook, Mr. and lam Geo.
Week" at Igtirray State College. freshments, the meeting adjourned.
Members of the Murray chapte
Suzanne
day evening by request.
The
tea
blossoms.
spring
comof
laternational
releilleas
ray
The
follows:
Since the Institution has been
Miss Lillian Waiters. Miss Juliet table was covered with an im- mittee hi charge.
Hart
Wednesday--IrEstraniental
ensemHolton, Miss Rachel Hood. and ported lace colth. The centerpiece
granted provisional membership in
Panel discussion. Communism,
ble music. with Prof. Leslie R. the American Association of
Mrs. W. H. Fox %vein the artists was a white pottery bowl that Fascism. Democraory, Monarchy. Earl Adams Honored
Maim,
of
the
college
facvoice
Schools of Music, musicians
who presented the difficult num- held pink buds and plum blos- Miss Robbins, Miss Gude, Miss
On Bilebiay
.10
tetj, as vocal soloist.
tlunhout the sister states have ,
bers with unusual skill of tech- soms. Pink tapers burned at either Overall end Mrs. Woffson.
Friends end astatine& etbered
Thursday—College orchestra.
regarded. the annual music pronique---and inellowneas of tones. end of the-table that was presidinternational Political Stanton, at the bowie le Wk. sad Mrs. Earl
Friday—Vocal ensembles.
gram as highlights in educational
Their interpretation of the loved ed over by Mrs. Carter and Mrs. Mrs. C. S. Lowry.
is and celebrated
the
music recitals in the South.
Saturday—Bend Concert
classical numbers caused
Broach. Mesdames PieJeard, Jones,
The study group will meet TuesUM 'birthday.
Sundst—Chbrin. With orchestra- This year's observance promises es
hearers to call for, eepelltion of a Fulton, and Hart met the guests day evening the seventh at 1:30
*sow
Mien
lunar
a
'the
trial issoomgearnent, will sing to be of special interest in that
couple.
in the living room.
with Mrs. Franklin Inglis.
dinner was served.
"The Seven Last Words of Christ," plans are practically completed for
Members of the Music Depart"Vein of Iron" by Elen Glasgow
were: Mrs.
called
who
Those
present
Were
ad
Mr.
Those
by DuBois. Soloists on this oc- re-examination
of the
college
ment received the miesb.
Mrs. Joe Lovett. Mrs. "Lucy Gay heart" by Willa Ca
egre. W. G. Peschidi and ileannter, casion will be Florence Jewell, music department by the National
Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Mrs. N P. Hall Hood.
will be discussed.
B.
Scete
Mrs.
G.
Houston.
E.
B.
DNA,
Mr.
and
Jed
W.
P.
Joyce
soprano; Loren Putnam, tenor; Aisociation. U the state state insHutton Mrs. W..1. Caplinger. Mrs.
Mrs. Clete Farmer. Mrs. W. J.
Darnell and son Harold Lloyd, Mr. Charles Bough, baritone.
titution passes the examination
A. F. Yancey, Miss Lula Clayton
Caplinger.
W.
J.
Gibson.
Mrs.
and Mrs. C. I. Cloyes. Ws. Ethel 'While the music department of suet:awfully, it will be promoted
Pref. And Mrs. C. B.
----Beale. and Miss Jane Sexton
.Carl
Currier.
Mrs.
Charlie
Mrs.
Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cloyes the institution would not attempt from provisional membership to
-Z-Entertain
served punch and waTers from the
Kingins. Mrs. Charlie Moore, Mrs.
and daughter, Charlene. Mr. and to name the numbers in all of the absolute membership in the agoutidining table which held as a cenLester Faemer, Mrs. Sam RobinProf. and Mrs.
. Lowry en- Mrs. Hermon Darnell and daugh- events during the five-day observ- anon.
terpiece a silver bowl filled with
lovely dinner ter Jean Evelyn, Mr. and Mrs.
_ 9011. Mrs. L D. Hale, Mrs. Mamye tertained wit
•
violets.
Randolph. Mrs, Price Doyle, Mrs. party at their arm on West Olive Bert Bazzale, and cheilree. Robert
•
•
McNutt grounds about the Masque are
field,
Mr
and
Mrs.
0.
C.
W. it Caudill. Mrs L. .1. Martin, Monday ev ng.
Lee, Junior, Bettie 3o, Billy Ad- and daughter Ophias, Miss Jewel badly kept
Mrs. Havens. Mrs. McFarland
Mrs. J. W,4 Carr. Mrs. Paul gholCovers
ere laid for Dr and ana
Hill MiSIS CIOVIS SCOtt, Miss Model
, Colasplinteated With Tea
Mrs. Carr carried her audience
son. Mrs. Will Whittle', Mrs. C. A. Mrs. J. . Carr, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Mr. and Mrs. Joel Cochran. Mr.
Scott, Miss Ethel Wilma, Miss with her to the Alabaster Masque
M.
T.
Mrs.
Morris.
Bishop.
Mrs.
HayGlen
AshV.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs
A.
A
Complimenting
and 'Mrs. Carl Christenberry, Mr., Lourine Oglesby, tides Martha Anwhere the faithens, who has recently come to W. S. Swann. Mrs. Rupert Parks. craft, Miss Mayrelle Johnson, Miss and Mrs. C. E. Miller, Mrs. Algie derson. Miss Sarah Agnes Bowden. at Cairo, Egypt,
ful still pray with their faces to
N.
P
Mrs
Gardner,
Errett
F.
C.
garet Campbell, Prof.
Murray to reside. and whose bus- Mrs.
Tidwell and children Hilda, J. T.,
W. E. Humphrey ye Fulton. Rob- Mecca. In Jenice, St. Manse CaPogue and 26 college students who Kathleen, Mr. and Mrs. - John ert Canter of William county,
band is the pastor of the First Hutson.
Mrs. B. 0 Langston. Mrs. Ar
are majoring in the social science Adams and children. Doris, Max. Claude Anderson, Henry Anderson, thedral is a monument to the old
Chirstian Church. Mrs. Marvin
world sense of pomp and bardepartment.
Fulton. Mrs, T. R. Janes. Mrs. W. Farmer.' Mrs. Muke Overbey.
Mrs. Dillard Finney. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Andersen and Flavil Morris baric splendor.
9WZ. Carter. Mrs. Harry Broach. and Carlisle Cutchir: Mrs. F.
Hess Darnell and children, Harold Robertson.
Your furs, and other valuable winter wearing
. Kit Jeld
Rome is unexcelled for Its numIre Be Held
Mrs. George Hart entertained with ford, Mrs II. P. Weak.,
Wayne, Howard Dared, Ilk. and
urnphreys,
of beautiful churches, the most
ber
At iterray High nchool
an informal tea at the home ofi Redden. Mrs. Godwin
apparel-, sh-ould be. protected over.the summer seaMrs. Henry Black,-and- Mrs. Negnene--cun Sneer
Mrs. Clay—
famous of which St. Peters. St.
- Mrs. Hart on West •Olive etreet -Mrs. Gatlin CI
daughter,
RuCarter
and
B.
F.
son
by "Certified" Cold Storage. We have adeThe P.T.A. and the Itaining
ligneelt Twenty-Sixth
rs. Thos. P.
John Sateran, St. Paul, without
Tuesday afternoon from 2 to 6 Beale. Memphis:have pante.
Club
will
Mothers
School
Elliott
San
Marie
Hopkins
le:
Mrs
the
walls
and
quate
-modern facilities and the cost of the service
Cook.
McFarland
I
MegMrs. E. L.
o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Slaughter
The Magazine Club met March gione were talked about.
meeting Friday the third
wine formerly resided in Girard, Wear, Mrs. R aid Churchill. Mrs. the joint
compared 'to the safety afforded.
trivial
is
and
son
Kenneth.
Mr.
end
Mrs.'
26 in the home of Mrs. C. A.
Mrs. Prentice Hoi- at 2:30 p. m. at the Murree, High Garnett Adams,
and who with Mr. McFar- C..S. Lo
The Duomo of Florence has a
Mr. and Mrs. Ray- fielhop. She was assisted in a
- Ohio,
.
School. Because of -a cordlict in
dome winch is a masterpiece,
dates and too because of _mutual mon Sanders and childless, Wylb etiarmeng manner by Mrs. George
Cleaning (Drum and Sawdust) and repairing
Michael Angelo said he could tot
interests the W.C.T.U. will join ilay. Fairra Mae, Francis Pea, Mr. Hart and Mrs. Wallace McElrath.
cost while in storage.
at
low
beauty.
excel
it
in
and Mrs. T. a Cochran and Thirty-three Thai members and
With them for the occasion:
Mrs. Carr admired the Cathedral
Dr. Frances Hicks will speak on daughter. Bettie Jo, Mrs., Mollie guests shared the hospitality of the
Draffen, Sid Johnson, .Tom Pul- club.
of Milan more than any she had
Out of town patrons mail or send to Owen Cleaners
-Controlling The Child's
The president Mrs. G. T. Nicks. seen. not Only because of the martibiae Bertha Palmer Emotins"ad of Louis- len. Torn Smith. Mr. and Mrs. le.
ville on "Educating For Temper- E. Youngblood and children. Clem- welcomed the new club member, velous amount of beautiful statMrs. Gordon Perrnebaker. After uary but bemuse of its air of reance". Special music and a social mie. Ted, 3(aq:thine.
Miss
Verde
Slaujester, Bun 'the regular busrness, Mrs. Hicks ligious solemnity which was in
hour have also beep planned.
Hafford Darnell, Otis Fain turned the peogram ovr to MTS. strong contrast
with the more
Mothers and teachers are urged
THE
Stubblefield, Debra Adams, Irene R. A. Johnetoti, who had planned modern and grandiose St. Peter's.
to attend.
The Training School bus will Morgan, Reebel Morgan, Fred It. Mrs. JOhnston read a note from Next to Milan Mrs. Carr ; admired
leave the Training School at 2:10 Stone, Ben Adams, Richard Mills, Miss Margaret Wooldridge regret- lhe Cathedral at Cologne more
and stop at the stores on Main ?Or Ralph • Morgan. Louise Darnell, ting that her work did not allow than any other she saw.
The cathedrals and churches of
(lneerseratome
• 16
mothers wishing transportation. Opbelia Saunders. Becket Young- her time to talk on her subject,
blood, Hilda Baltzell, Amine Her- "The Cathedrals of Prance." Mrs. Paris seemed tame in comparison
No charge.
and Broadway IV
10112
PADUCAH,
ICT.
'grove, Brent Manning,. •
Johnston then introduced Mrs. J. with Those previously seen.
Easter time you will
Euon
C.rtur.
at
length
Theron
Casual.
Betts
dwelt
W.
Carr
and
speaker
stated
that
she
could
The
Mrs. John King Is Honor Guest
of
gene Carter, Hand Carter, C. B. have an the time she wished to her visit to Westmtnieter Abbey
want the..very be
At Breakfast
Claistenberry, Dolphin Christen- discus, "Other Churches of the and she re-lived with Washington
beauty services and we
Mrs. Geo. Hart entertained with berry, Harvey Smith, The Young- Wend."
Irving the spirits of the royal and
want you to 110 your
a prettily appointed breakfast at blood, Lena Yorengisiosd, Wilson
Mrs. Carr brought to club mem- intellectual dead, who are buried
loveliest.
her home Saturday morning in Christentenee Christine Tidwell. bers and guests a masterful dis- there. It was in a corner of Westcompliment- to Mrs. John King of neternoon visitors were hrs. Cana' cussion of the world famous minister Abbey unfrequented by
Make your appointments for permanents and
Cadiz.
Tinsley and tideben. Teem and churches she had visited.
the average tourist that Mrs. Carr
beauty services early. Murray's two most experA two course menu was served. Feed- 3°hI2 Merida. Lee Breaks
Beginning with Jerusalem she found a memorial to Murray, Earl
ienced operators are with the
Afterwards bridge was enjoyed. Carlene Pullen, Bertha Carter, dwelt longer on the Church of the of Mime/field. The memorial Is a
Mrs. Jack Farmer won the prize Codie Adams.
Holy Sepulchre. It is owned by shield with three stars like that
for high score; Mrs. Et. 0. Langsfive separate religious faiths, each on our own College buildings.
ton, Mrs. Marvin Fulton and Mrs. .1. A. Andersen Celebrates
one has its own chapel. The After five efforts made to get perone
Jack Farmer tied for travel prise;
Eiebty-Sixib Birthday
Masque of --ehrotre e Mohammedan mission to photoeraph the shield,
and Mrs. King received a guest
place of worship, is built over the Mrs. Carr had to abondon her
29.
Sunday,
March
friends
On
prize.
site of Solomon's Temple. The wish.
Covers were laid for Mrs. John and relatives gathered at the hone
Flee
Anderson,
west
of
of
J.
A.
King, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. E.
J. Beale, Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Mrs: Pantie he Celebrate his eIth terthe
'
Jack Farmer. Mrs. B. F. Scherf- day.
At the noon hour a table was
Elie Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. B. 0.
spread with good things to eat
Langston and the host.
which was enjoyed by all presMrs. Walter Blackburn was hoot ent
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
to the hi-monthly. Friday bridge
Bonnie Bowden and children Orclub.
Mrs. C. L. Sharboreugh won the nan, Ruth, Lorene, William of
Dukedom, Tenn., Mrs. Pearl Daub
prize for high score.
Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr., and Mrs. A. and son J. T. of Paton, Mr. sced
Mrs Ray Andersen and daughter,
F. Yancey were substitutes.
Addle of Graves county.
•••• •
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson
Deltas To Meet April Seventh
and children Fay Nell, Joe Pat of
a
Mrs. Wells Purdom. Mrs. Wallace Murray. Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Jones,
Starting at .
Lassiter and MTS. F. E. Crawford Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bynum, Ms. and
will be joint hosts for the April Mrs. Make Erwin! Mr. and Mrs.
$3.95
meeting of the Deltas on Tuesday Cletus Ward, Mrs. Minnie Mothers]
evening at the home of Mrs. Craw- of Mayfield.
Mrs. Etheibert Matheral of Mayford.

Ape T. Lonait, Siddie

OCTET)/

“fillitsic Week"To Be Observed
at M.S.T.C. Starting March 8

B. r. sibetinu, taw

HEAT -RUINS EMS!
TuTE OF

Certified

--

‘1 ,1
< Cold Storacie
6
--z>
Vaults

This Seal
Is Your Protection!

For
Your Easter
Beauty Services
jr, Call 314

wen Cleapers

1M0

The • • •

REGAL SHOPPE

MYERS BEAUT314 Y SHOP

Distinctive Fashions — — Rich Values for
N.inte

It's Here!

1 1
CLEANERS tel. 234

are ever

DRESSES
The Cble New

HAT

SUITS
$10.75 $16-75 $22.50

SPORT
OXFORDS

The Popular,..
Linen and Crepe

_1136 PHILCO_

am-Fe-ft—
obierved in the Service:Cs—
and convenience of the

•

•

RADIO TIME
_Is,—
ANYTIME
See and have a demonstratasa of

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

Lovely Crepe

You'll Want .NEW SUIT

Boone Cleaners' latest advancement in
the cleaning business

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in AU .
ikppointments ad Most
Reasonable Rates
.
Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Manager
for Reservations

-f.yair present radial
showing the years, let-t*
talk trade-4n with you—
liberal allowance.
Also
STEWART-WARNER
GRUNOW
and SENTINEL
from Wiliti1 you can get
just the radio you want.
We have several special btrytin Second hand
radios—radios with monthwassii magi's of service.
--WE'HAVE BATTERIES, TUBES and 'StRVICING
FOR ANY MAKE OF RADIO

APPLIANCE
JOHNSON-FAIN
COMPANY
-00.

421,

a ste

aster

NEXT WEEK WE'LL TELL YOU ALL
ABOUT IT

..tte

BLOUSES'
Man-tailored and Dressy,

CrAit

$1

Compare Quality,
Style —

$1.29 $1•95

The Smart New

Colored
• Gloves, Purses

,See the 1936 Styles

GRAHAM &
JACKSON

410

Beautifully fashioned and in
all the high colors—Red, Pink,
Greeft, Gray—as well,as Black
and White.
NATIONAL HOTEL BUILDING—WEST-MAIN

1•••

.00

A

•

<-
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B. & P. .W. enjoyed a tagshour program and social meeting
last Thursday evening at their club
rooms. Mrs. Lois Waterfield was
In charge of the entertainment and
Mrs. Ethel Bowden headed the
committee which served tasteful
reireshrnents.
Passers in the essay contest for
high school students. "If I were
Mayor of Murray," sponsored by
the B. & P. W., were read.
The usual attendance was reduced to some extent by the rain.
•.• • •
Mr. And Mrs. Esker Farmer
Honored

f Miss Irene Col
I Mr. Acres Aua
d the Dogwocs
sat Graves cows
od March 25 i

took place a
arch parsonage i
M. 16135, wit
Saugherty official

the daughter c
Collier of Kalel
11 be remembere

several basket%)
nty.
•••
eteasienal Maim
Thersday
a Murray chapte

Mr. and Mrs. Eaker Farmer were
surprised at the delicious birthday
supper their children gave them
last Sunday evening. Mrs. Farmer,
whose birthday was the twelfth
and Mr. Farmer's which was the
thirty-first was celebrated together.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Ray and son, Gene Dale,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Harmon Farmer and
little daughter Antis Sua, Mr. and
him Leo Farmer and children,
Leo Eugene and Larry Donald, Mr.
and Mrs. James B. Hughees and
little son James Rob, Bun Harlon
Hughes and alas Stella Ray.

_ t

JRS!

Mr. And Mrs. Buster Cochran
Honored
On Saturday afternoons March
28, Mrs. Bell Stone eselertained

—- —
.with a miscellanebus shower at and Mrs. Earnest Waters, Mrs.
her some near Bell City in honor Brooks Campbell. Mrs. Clans
of Mr. and Mrs. Buster Cochran. Story. Mrs. Cumie Moore, Mrs.
Conversation and tames were the Marjorie Richardson, 'Mrs. Anna
and William Stone, Mrs. Ruby
features of the afternoon.
Mrs. Ruby Jones. Miss
Sandwiches, cake and peaches HumPhrat
Reba Fay Howard, Mrs. Rubye
were served.
Camp, Mrs. Minnie Howard.
Those present were Mrs. Nola
Mrs. Bessie Parker, Miss Robbie
daughand
Cole
Maisie
Mrs,
Dick,
Mrs. Sylvia Dell Stone,
Enoch,
Mrs.
Reeves,
ter, Evan, Mrs. Suet&
Howard, Mrs. Zula
Rebecca
Mrs.
Jennie
Jackson, Mrs.
Win.ule
Dunaway, Mrs. Naomi Mills, Mr.
Shankle.
and Mrs. Chance Cochran, Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Doublin and song Maude West, Mr..and Mrs. Willie
Lucille
Mrs.
Jimmie,
and
Joe Pat
McClure, J. Freeman Cochran.
West and baby, Mrs. Estelle Johnle Campbell. Mrs. Lubell SanJune,
Adams and baby Bobbie
ders, Cleave Campbell.
Mrs. Wilmoth Dublin, Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Smith, Mrs. Mamie Grooms,
Alphas Study "Drama"
Mr. 4nd Mrs. Jim Waters, Mrs.
Hattie Cochran.
"Drama" was the subject for
Mr. and Mrs. Ada Waters and study it the March meeting dif the
children, Sue, Martha and Betty Alpha Department held Saturday
Jo, Mrs. Brown Howard and chil- at the home of Mrs. A. M. Wolfdren, Billy, Ted and Anna Brown, son.
Mrs. May Jackson and nauvater,
Mrs. Harry Sledd presided over
and BurMaudena, Misses Mavis
_
-the program which was excellently
line Waters.
prepared and pleased the memMiss Evelyn Dick, Miss Flora bers to the extent of much favorMae Cole, Miss Nella Mae Kemp, able comment.
Mos Trances Cochran, Miss Mavis
Contemporary European Staging,
Bradley, Miss Rubena Johnsen,
Miss Hattie Lou Cochran, Miss Mrs. B. F. Scherffius.
Contemporary Plays. European:
Cloves Bradley, Miss Clara Nell
Johnson.
"The Roof", John Galsworlity, Mrs.
Melvin Dick, Glendell Reeves, W. B. Grogan. American: Mary
Ural Story, S. J. Waters, Robert Queen of Scots, Zweig, Mrs. Cleo
Johnson, Hallet Waters, Harry Gillis Hester.
Waters, Mr. and Mrs. Buster CochA salad plate was served by the
ran, Mrs. Cola Waters and Mrs. hosts, Mrs. E. B. Houston, Miss
Belle Sturm
Emma Helm. Mrs. Joe Lovett, and
Those sendif%gifts were Mr. Mrs. Wolfson.
Mrs. John Wilson Frost of
Louisville; Mrs. Lowe and Mrs.
Kenneth Patterson of Mayfield
were visitors.

...Successful cad in

PREVENTING-Colds

on

At the first nasal Irritation or sniffle,
apply tricks Va-tro-aol—just a few drops.
Used in time, it helps to avoid many
colds entirely. (Two sixes: 30ft, 50t..)

ter wearing
,unimer Seahave adethe service
led.

Itt VA-TRO-NOL1

id repairing

1 SHOES!

sen Cleaners

tiers

d Broadway

SHOES!-1

We have shoes for every foot...
FLORSHEIMS
BROWNS
ana many other popular brands.

S

V^

We have held to the conservative styles in
better shoes, as the drastic styles, are fads and will
change quickly. We have the new designs in Straps
and Cut-Outs at popular prices. We fit properly,
and that is the most important thing in buying
shoes.
-

Our SILK and Fancy COTTON GOODS
DEPARTMENT
is filled with New Spring Styles.
Hosiery, Gloves, Hand Bags, Trimmings
of every kind.
But if you want
READY MADE GARMENTS
call on MRS JAMES in the Ready to
Wear Department
If you want
WORK CLOTHES
go to the Basement Department for
everything you need.

PPE

Talues for

JnId

BUY AT HOME if you would help four own
community.
- I appreciate these who have made payments
On their accounts since last week.

Prepe

SES

T. O. TURNER

is

SES
i Dressy.
S1.95

•
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Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gibbs, Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Farmer, Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Gibbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gibbs, Mr.
and Mrs. Rob Lamb, Mr. and Mrs.
Lois Hargrove, Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Enoch, Paris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Gibbs.
Mn. Lindsey Roberts, Mrs. Myrt
Enoch, Mr. and Mrs Finis Holland,
Mr. and hIrss Rupert Holland, Mr.

and Mrs. Fred Enoch.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Barton.
John Gibbs, Larry Retherford, Miss
Elreta Lamb, Miss Belts Gibbs.
Miss Lena Gray Gibbs, Miss Ann
Eva Gibbs, Miss Sue Belle Story,
Paris, Miss Bobbye Halle Enoch,
Miss Lou Ella Gibbs.
Miss Dorothy Fay Hargrove,
Miss Anna Jean Gibbs, Miss Doris
Gibbs, Miss Kathleen Gibbs, Miss
Charlotte Ann Roberts.
Miss Sue Enoch. Miss Julia
in -THE BOHEMIAN GIRL," Jeanne Gibbs, Miss Beatrice BarSTAN LAUREL and OLIVER HARDY
aid
MONDAY.
SUNDAY
Theatre
Capitol
at the
ton, Fred Dale Gibbs, Charles
Lamb.
Miss Lois Lassiter, Mrs. J. C. Law- Duncan, Rex Anderson, Elvie Duns Font° Farmer, Darrell Hargrove,
son, Mrs. Lloyd Lawson, Mrs.- Nel- can, Jones Duncan, Nancy An
George Edd Hargrove, Harold
lie Chriwnan, Mrs. Finis Shoemak- Burkeen.
Gibbs, Roy Holland Enoch, Barber
er and daughter Marie, Mrs. Ewen
Treble Duncan, T. J. Burkeen, Gibbs, Gibbs Hargrove, Noel Cole,
pick and son Joe. Idne. Jelin Rich- Bobbie Jean Burkeen, Neva Blanch Branch Drinkard. Charles Rogers.
ard Hendon and daughter Dorothy Schroeder, Edith Schroeder, Arih
Nanney, Autrie Arts And Crafts To
Ann.
Nanney, Gracy
Schroeder Frank Duncan, Verdi. Meet With Mrs. Langston
Duncan, Lovell, Duncan. Dora BizMrs. Carle= Williams
The Arts and Crafts Club will
zell, Autumn mu and children
Honored
Amanda Duncan, Lettle Duncan, meet with Mrs. Bryan Langston on
On Sunday, March 20, the E. A. Duncan, C. M. Hill, Wilson Wednesday, April 8.
• • • • se
friends and neighbors of Mrs. Car- Childrem.
A. A. U. W. Meeting
lean Williams gathered at her
Irene Duncan, Audry Hill, Eva
Changed To April Eighth
home and surprised her wth a L. Hill, Irene Washam, Lela Washbirthday dinner. The honoree was am, Lucille Peeler, Kelzie Peeler, The meeting date of the American Association of University
21 years of age.
Eulala Smith, Geraldine Smith, Women has been changed to WedAt the noon hour a bountiful Pattie Lou Smith, Hudson Buel
nesday, April 8, instead of the
dinner was spread with thanks Hopkins, Nora Peeler, Alfred
regular meeting day of the 14th.
Woman's Club To Meet
being offered by MrS. Carrie Puck- Nolen
The program is in charge of the
April Ninth
ett.
International Relations Committee,
The afternoon was spent in con- tIonoted With Dinner
The Aprjj general meeting of
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, chairman.
the Murray Woman's Club will be versation.
The election of a president -and
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Douglass of secretary will be held at this
The following were present:
held Thursday the ninth at the
pleasantly
were
Tenn.,
Puryear,
and
Fennel
The
Lesson
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Hood.
home of Mrs. Hall
meeting.
Music Department will be host for children, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence surprised Sunday when Mrs. W. 'I'.
dinner
a
with
them
honored
Hays
and
Mr.
Parrish,
Williams, George
the social hpur.
M. E. Juniors Have Supper
Mrs. Carlos Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. celebrating their 25th anniversary.
And Service
attended.
relatives
near
the
Only
Will Tatum, Mr. and Mrs. Hardie
Wilkerson -Richerson
The Juniors of the M. E. Church
good
with
loaded
was
table
The
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Riley PeelMarriage
had a supper and pre-Easter serthings to eat and holding as its vice at the church on
er and daughter.
Wednesday
March
afternoon,
jonof
bowl
On Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parrish and centerpiece a huge
pastor's
28, at 3 o'clock in the
son Joe. Mr. and Mrs. Grover quils.
study of the First Methodist Puckett. Mr. and Mrs. Theliner
Included were Mrs. W. T. Hays
Church. Paris, Tenn., MIF Adele Rudolph and children, Mr. and land Inn, Dudley Porter, Mrs. A.
Wilkerson, daughter of Mr. F. A. Mrs. Earl Childress. Mr. and Mrs. L. York of Memphis. Mr. and Mrs.
Wilkerson, was married to Cletus Stanley Duncan and son. Mr. and, William Thomas Hays, and baby,
Richerson. The Rev. G. C. Fain Mrs. Maylon Williams, Miss Louise and the honorees.
officiated, using the impressive Tat011e
,
ring ceremony. They were attendMisa Dorothy Williams, Miss Les Have Joint Birthday
ed by Miss Dorothy Ezell and Jim- rene Williams, Raymond Morris, Dinner
mie LaFever.
Homer Fennel, Paul Hopkins, Miss
G. H. Willoughby and Mrs. Lila
Mrs. Richerson, a peite blond Lottle Fennel, Miss Lorene Fens
Lemon and. son Bobbie, wife and
High
was graduated from Murray
nel, Edward Lee, Homer Burkeed,
son of the Rev. Robert Lemon.
School with the'class of 1933. She
pastor of the Irvin Park 'Christian
wore for her wedding a spring Mrs. Kinsale Duncan
'Church, had's' joint birthday dinmodel of wavy blue crepe with -acs
HaRCatd
ner at the home of Brint Willoughcessories of white.
Friends and relatives gathered by, son, of G. H. Willoughby, at
Mr. Richerson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Richerson, West eft at the home of Mrs. hlandie Dun- 3802 Troy street, Chicago, Ill., SunMurray. He graduated from the can, Sunday, March 29, to cele- day, March,. 29. All three of their
Let us help you in prebirthdays :being on the same day.
Murray Training School arid has brate her 58th birthday.
for the foremost
paration
26.
March
delightful
a
the
hour
At
noon
,farming.
in
engaged
been
since
spring
day—Easter.
In
spent
was
afternoon
The
the
of
for'
was
Features
dinner
served.
home
They will make their
pleasant conversation.
the present with the groom's day were preaching and music,
Our 'beauty services
Those prvAnt included the fel-4 Thom present were the Rev.
parents.
and Mrs. Robert C. Lemon. Mrs. have pleased many and
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Schroeder, Lila Lemon and daughters. Misses
we invite you to call.
Mrs. John Richard Hendon
Mr, and Mrs. Bill Dunn and Lettie and Ruth and son Bobby.
Entertains
Mr. and Mrs. George. Heller and
daughter, Magdalene, Mrs. Monico
MAKE EASTER
Mrs. John Richard Hendon en- Peeler, Mr. and Mrs. Treamon Mr. and Mrs. Morrie Sims.
• • • •, •
tertained a number of relatives, Duncan and children, Mr. and Mrs.
APPOINTMENTS
friends 4nid neighbors on Monday, Boyd Bizzell and children Ruby Mrs. Cora Gibbs Honored
EARLY
March 23." The day was devoted Dell and Bettie Lou, Mr. and Mrs.
On Birthday
to quilting. One quilt was com- Euin Bissell. W. D. Jackson, Burl
Sunday, March 29, friends and
pleted and another one nearly fin- Duncan, Eunice Schroader, Albert
relatives met at the home of
ished.
Nanney, Paul Hill, Edward DunMrs. Cora Gibbs and surprised her
A plate lunch was served at Can.
with a birthday dinner. The honnoon by the host.
Leon Duncan, Hilda May ChilThose present were Mrs. Tom dress. Mr. and Mrs. Gid Hill. Mo- oree was the recipient of many
PHONE 199
Hendon, Mrs. Thomas Hendon. Mrs. lene Peeler, Irene Hill, David Nan- lovely and useful gifts.
Moody Wheatley, Mrs. Chester ney, William Howard Stone, Lov-' Present were Mrs. Cora Gibbs,
Willis and children Wanda and ell Peeler, Lelend Peeler, Clyde
Wilma, Miss Beadie Darnell, Miss Nanney, John Rudd, Freemen di
Jane Darnell, Miss Elizabeth Holt, Peeler, Hattie Chapman, J. C.
Miss Anis Holt, all of Buchanan, Chapman, Charley Duncan, La,
Tenn.
mon Peeler, Arvin Hill, Lena FulMrs. Asa Colley and son Bobby, cher, Wilma Lou Fulcher, Euin D.
Mrs. Grady Stubblefield, Mrs. Rob- Jones, Troy Louis, Mrs. Florence
ert McCuiston and children Norma Hill, Cralon Chapman, William
Dale and Myrl Fay, Mrs. Fannie
Hendon. Mrs. Billie Lawson, Mrs.
Luck Montgomery and daughter
Janice Fay. Mrs. Dewey Coleman.
Mrs. Ernest Dick, Mrs. Ocus Dick,

Your Easter
Coiffure

and Beauty Services

Spring is in the Air!

MURRAY,

WED.
APRIL

_EASTER IS APRIL: 12

What About

I

Your Clothes!

—Location—

Everyone admires the exquisite beauty of fine poitlisiti
... sad now you can have this same lustrous beauty 9
4
.
your walls, woodwork and fin-mi.
tare. This is made pomade by
Hanna's Chino.Cdoes Emend ris
an enamel that s easy to apply
and dries in a few hours mirk
smooth, porcelain like surface'
that can be kept clean atsd
tractive for many years.

.and here is where we
come in...
Check over last last spring
KNIT DRESSES

MORRIS FARM

Suits — Silk Prints — Woolens..—'
Coati
Crepes — Felt Hats. Everything that you tan find
wearable — and then call us. We'll pick them up
and give them our special cleaning attention.
Beck Owens, movie star, in per;

They will be returned ... Beautifully cleaned,
new life ... and fresh in color ... All ready to
step out in ... These first spring days.

son, with cow-,

boys and

'S
HANNA
Ciiia•-efoss rtnomol

s-g*
EST,MAIN,

Murray Lumber Co.
Murray, Ky.

-

Family.

Card of Appreciation
We

wlati

to express our many

Oldham county farmers are interested in cooperative marketing
of livestOck

ANNOUNCEMENT
All early Spring Coats at BELOW COST this
week to make room for new daily arrivals.
Just unpacked Taffetas and Crepes—Pastel
shades, sizes 3 to 14.
See our new line of COLLEGE CAMPUS
FROCKS of Crepe and hand drawn limos.
Lovely new FORMALS in Taffeta* aieel Laces
—YOU MUST SEE THEM—

THE

JACK AND JILL
SHOP

CALL 141...

THE MODEL CLEANERS
for the quickest and most efficient dry cleaning
service; experienced workers give you a thorough
service here.
FOR EASTER TIME

SUITS.COATS
aitdDRESSES

have them re-newed, bright and
sparkling, and though It, a new
garment It must be clean and
shapely on EASTER.

Go through your wardrobe today and send us' your

cleaning early.
We specialise In
-BOUCLE Garments.

Easter

the cleaning and blocking of KNIT

HOUSE CLEANING
TIME
Your dry eleaser can be of
more help to you than the hired
man. Here curtains and drapes
are not only cleaned but given
new life and color.

and

CURTAINS
couiDRAPES

Let us rive you pride in your garments on Easter and relieve you of drudgery of spring house cleaning.

Owner — — GLENN COY — — Manager
L

Through
The
Ages

That Their Memory
Shall Endure
Men have erected monuments of
fine marble and granite to mark the
resting place of their beloved ones .'. w
for only these materials expertly marked withstand the test of the time and
the elemehts. Often years and years
fail to mar the first beauty of the highest quality marble and granite.
THE MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
plan, build and inscribe fine marble
and granite eor permanency -that the
last resting place be marked with stones
of impressive beauty in keeping with
the sentiment in which they, are erected.

-

;
44

'i A SINNS
40-GtOSS

thanks and appreciation to our
evening.
A nice menu was served buffet neighbors and -friends who so
kindly helped us in our great lot*
style.
Songs were sung and the Rev. by file.
0. A. Marrs talked to the chil- ; May you all receive the same if
dren. Prayer was offered.
this sad hour ever comes to you
Thirty-five children and 19
our prayer.—J. W. Peters and
is
adults were present.

LA' VANITE
Beauty Shop

SMOOTH'
AS PORCELAIN,*!.

!repet

110"PACE PTVE

TIMES MTTIMAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY -AFTERNOON, APRIL 2, 1936.

a
S•

... Check Today, and
Don't Delay.
PHONE 44

'TS
i0
GO CLOWNS
IMMENSE ZOO

STRUT PARADE.•NOON •
rem MIiii P.M.
ISINVII 11 7 P.IL

weather is at hand and you can now
erect monuments under favorable conditions. Let us give you costs and estimates on the kind of marker you have
in mind.

REMEMBER
Markers may, be had for as little as $19

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS

Yr v

•Cn.R*0b, 2NE,V0,5 OF
44,1A d AO, JELEPffANTS

S P-RI MG

PHONE 44

GOLDIE ORR, Manager
-Murray, Ky.
East Depot Street

LAUNDRY AND DRY, CLEANERS

TELEPHONE 121

-

•
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PAGE SIX
BUDGET BILL OF
STATE ENACTED
Governor Avers No Interference With Public
school System.
(Continued from Page One)
_
Idations, $34.3441187.21 for the fiscal
year ending June 30. 1937. and
$24.372.188.60 for the year ending
June 30, 1938. exclusive of high,s
way funds which are not budgeted
Included in the to:al for each
year, Sewell pointed out, are
$800,000 for highway administration. $45.000 for the gasoline tax
division and $85,000 for the motor

SHOES DYED

any color for
EASTER TIME
Pink, grey and all the light
and dark colors
Save on Shoes

Dutch's Shoe Shop
East Maple Street

C
.The

WirttOry"

chvIslon for the Reve- House after it ha ,aged he 'would
vihicle tax ,
departments
nue Department; $60.000 ior the see to it that no state
cspend like hell" under the new
Board.
Compensation
Workmen's
'budget measure, told newspaper$200,000 for roans sions and fines men he would study the bill
and forfeitures. :-. .i.000 for county thoroughly before signng iL Under
truck license refunds, and $400,000 the law he has ten days in which
for 3efferson county fees.
to consider the measure, and may',
Exclusive of those 'tents, the in the meantime, veto or reduce
general budget Vitals $22.631,18721 Individual appropriations.
for 1936-37, and $22.657,188.60 for
Among the amendments cut off
1937-38.
were several prepared by RepreThe budget bill, approved 374 sentative Tyler Munford of Mor0 by the Senate last Tuesday, went g,anfield. Democrat. to increase
through the House without a single the old-tige pension fund to $3,change as adoption of the "previ- 000,000. to boost the Crippled Chilous question" motion cut off dren's Commission approPraton to
amendments and limited debate. $100,000, to add $10,000 to the alThe brief discussion preceding the lotment for the Division of Mines
roll-call brought injection of the and Minerals, and to increase the
religious issue into the procedure relief appropriation from $200,000
and drew a retort from Governor to $1,200.000 a year.
Chandler that -not a living person
appointed by me can interfere with
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
the public schools."
Section 57 of the bill, giving the
Tenth and Main Streets
Governor authority to reduce apSunday School at 9:30 a. m. E.
propriations during any fiscal year
F.
in order to prevent a deficit, was B. Holland, superintendent; N.
superintendent.
unchanged, although pending Lassiter, assistant
with
amendments cut •off by the "previ- We have classes for all ages,
each class tuad
ous question" sought to strike it separate rooms for
competent teachers in char-----.
from the bill.
Morning Worship at 10:45 a. in.
Immediately after passage of the
bebill, the legislature gave final ap- At this service the pastor will
proval to a measure appropria- gin a series of expository studies
You e.r.e
ting $100,000 for expenses of the in the Book of Ephesians.
cordially invited to join with us
special legislative sessions.
•wonderful
Governor Chandler, who told the in the study of this
book. Subject for next Sunday:.
"Saints and Faithful in Christ
Jesus." Eph. 1:1, 2.
Evening worship at 7:15 p. as.
Sermon subject: "Christ Our PamCy/17Aelnyr
over." The church will observe
the Lord's Supper at this hour.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
evening at 7:15 o'clock. We are
having good attendance at our
prayer services, but should like,to
have many more.
All of our services are simple,
Scriptural and spiritual. A cordial
welcome is extended to all who
might see fit to worship with us
on next Lord's day.
Carroll- Hubbard. Pastor-- •

Jiisnoseta Utz O)indstatte
This EXPRES
51014 WAS
COI HE'D
CENTURIES AGO
TO DESCRIBE
THE PLIGHT OF
THE ITINERANT
WHO SLAVED
OVER THE
GRINDSTONE
SHARPEN I 14G
THE TOOLS
NW CUTLERY
OF-HIS
-CUSTOMERS
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MAK
GILBERT CIGRON
NONE
FUNERAL

PHOPIE I95 • AMBULANCe Jc•it'ICE FIURRAY.KY
a -

Paducah; Baby Keith Ezell, Poemcah: Edgar Riley, Princeton; Boss
Mills, Mills, Ky.; Milton Smith,
Puryear; James Frank Smith, Puryear; Mrs. H. W. Gatti; Murray;
Mrs. Myrtle Johnson Wall, Mut.
nix; Miss Lou Anna Bradley,
Kevil; Mrs. S. W. Webb, Lacenler; Randel Stringer, Calvert City;
Mrs. Aubrey Steely, Murray.

Thanks Governor
For School Funds
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 26Governor Chandler tonight made
public a letter from Harry W.
Peters, State Superintendent of
Instruction, and
Public
Lena
Roberts, acting secretary of thg
State Board of Education, expressing -sincere apperciation of the
attitude and policy which you have
maintained in favor of providing
at least a twelve dollar per capita
for state support of the comp
schools and of providing funds for
free textbooks."
The biennial ,appropriation
enacted into law today, provided
$500.000 annually for free textbooks and an allotment for tbe
common schools intended to -produce a $12 per capita.

but

Girl Scout NeWl ,

Funeral Directors'
Meet April 9th
The West Kentucky Funeral Diwill
meet
rectors Association
Thursday. April 9, at the Hotel
Irvin Cobb, Paducah. An extensive program has been arranged
with prominent speakers. R. W.
Churchill, Murray, is secretary and
W. B. Gilbert, Murrsw, is on the
board of directors.

Lynn Grove Hi
At the interscholastic contests
held at Murray Friday and Saturday we entered the blowing
numbers: boy's polo, Mitchell
Story; girls' trio' Nancy Ruth
Hutchens. Odine Swann an d
Charlene Mayfield; and the mixed
chorus. All the numbers rated
Softball practice began last week
and the season opens Thursday
with both boys and girls from
Kirk,sty here.

Hospital News

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

We're Ready-Are You?

SUITS Are Smart and Fashion
Approved for Spring

Two-Piece Suits,

Featured in mannish
stripes. These suits follow the more mannish lines.

Two-Piece Suits
With casual swagger coats in tweed monotones,
nubby woolens. A special group for Saturday selling.

The Calloway Co.
Lumber Co.

Live-at-home gardens are being
prepared by many Pike county
farmers.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 72,

•

Words

Regular $17.95 to
$25.00 values

of

Its crisp ruff collar of organdie and its wasp Waist
were inspired by those quaintly charming costumes in
the play. Black, navy or gray crepe with white orandie. Misses' sizes.

FINEST QUALITY

LYON'S BEST, 24.1b. sack 95c

THRIFTX, 24-lb. sack
65`

FLOUR
4 Pounds for

CHOICE SEEDLESS

25c

RAISINS
10'POUNDS

FINE GRANULATED

48`

SUGAR

1 u...43c
n lbs.
3
JEW-EpLo,ud

French lb. 19c

Club, lb.
25'

COFFEE C.

STANDARD BROKEN SLICED 2 NO. 2 CANS 29.
PINEAPPLE
2 POUNDS
25`

PEANUT BUTTER

SHORTS 100 pounds $1.29

100 Pounds

BRAN

$1.29
2 POUNDS

EATMORE BRAND

25`

OLEO
2 POUNDS

25`

SALT MEAT

5c

BUNCH
CARROTS

i-HEINZ KETCHUP,
Small bottle ........ 13c

SALAD DRESSING,
Embassy brand, qt. jar 25c

CORN, Avondale,
2 No. 2 cans ..r.,.,. ... 19c
C. Club Fancy,
2 No. 1 cans ....... , 17c

CLOTHES PINS, 2 dozen Sc

APPLE BUTTER, C. Club
Brand, large 38-oz. jar 15c
DILL PICKLES, Master
2 gal. jar . . . 29c
1
Brand,/
Penn-Rad MOTOR OILLight SAE 20; Med. SAE 30; Heavy SAE
60; Extra Heavy SAE 50.

DOGGIE DINNER,
' Three 16-oz. cans .. .. 2.5c
Must. or Tom. Sauce
SARDINES,3 large oval
25c
- '
Mustard, 3-4 size cans,
.15c
2 cans
HEINZ BEANS,large can 12c
Small can
, 8c

2-gallon can .... ..,.... 91c
lic

MACARONI - SPAGHETTI,
also Elbows or Seashells,
3 pounds .. ........... 25c

Total .. .....,..,.. .,. /99c
....

2 POUNDS

BULK

257

SUGAR CURED

Half Or Whole Side

Pound

25c

BACON
BOLO.

--Their chic -lies in the soft
shirrings and the fine handwork. Which, as you kn&w,
is rare at this price.

FROCKS
19.75

WHILE THE PRICE IS CHEAP

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

Help

$2.98 $3.98 $5.98

.1

Silver. and Golden
Sweet Syrup

Kroger Pig' gly Wiggly Stores

LARD

With Important Handiwork

I

In Memory

Sympathy

SOFT GILLETS

Margot Started This
Bit of Flattery

A GOOD TIME TO BUY

Tax

$16.95
-

Faxon Hi News

The play, "Listen to Leone, was
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., April 1Hogs 6,000; Market slow, steady put off until Saturday night, April
to 10c lower; bulk unsold; top 10.- 4. It was put off due to the
were held
75; most sales 180-230 lbs. 10.606 Bible institutes which
at different churches in the com10.63; no heavier weights sold; 140- munity. Every one is invited to
160 lbs. 9.9044 10.50; 100 to 130 lbs.
the play which will be given the
8.7549.75; sows 9.0009.35.
coming Saturday night of this
Cattle 2,000: calves 1,500; slow on week.
steers, indications steady; mixed
_ We are all going to be very busy
heifers, cowstuff steady to strong;
bulls steady, vealers 25c lower,.
mixed yearlings and heifers 6.756 •
8.00; cows 4.5005.50; cutters and
low cutters 3.2504.25; bulls 6.00;
vealers 9.75; range: steers 6.004
10.25; he's 5.75(1,9.00; slaughter
steers, "50-1l00 lbs., good and
choice 7.5009.75; common and
medium 6.00.08.00; class unquoted;
common 8.00010.25; medium 725
44 8.25.

Builders Continue
Busy

Easter Is Almost
Here!
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

r

Livestock

In memory of Lylton Ellis who
died March 22, 1935.
Sanitation measures In hog rais- "Sleep on dear Lylton, may sweet
be your rest;
ing are being urged ,in Mercer
We loved you but God loved you
county in a series of meetings.
best.
One year has passed
Since that sad day
Llyton was called away.
God called him to rest, it was His
Will,
But in our hearts he liveth
-A Friend
Among the most recent builders In Merray and Calloway
Two purebred Shorthorn bulls
county are:,
were bought in Rockcastle cotuity
Otis Jones, of near Aurora
last month.
High School, is 'building a new
and modern little home.

Minutes Troop I
Last Saturday Troop I had what
they called "visitors day". Nearly
every member brought a visitor.
Two of the troops gave a sort
of an amateur hour for the enterJohn Ward, near Him, has
tainment of the others. Afterwards every body went out to the
been doing some screening and
athletic field.
other repair work on his new
At the end of the meeting a
home on his farm.
hike and party were talked about.
Sam Calhoun has recently
The hike will be held next Saturmade an addition to his home
day at 10:30. Everybody is asked
to furnish her own drinking water. on Pine street.
The party will be Friday after
Elder J R. Scott has just
next at Martha Bell Hood's home.
erected his shed and outbuildEntertainment and food commit;
tees were appointed at the con- ings at his new sawmill at the
clusion of the meeting and the Intersection of the Hazel highPatients admitted to the Mason good-by round was sung.
way and Concord road.
-wlekta'
- Frances Sleelds'Scribe :Delloll' Purcloffi liar been db.'
Mrs. Jim Alibrittesa.a.-Mra
7ng-sorne repair vic;rirc to *Vis
Elizabeth -Hamilton, Trimble,
home on Eighth street.
Tenn.: Mrs. Olive Lewis, Hazel;
Harold Roddy. Elbridge, Tenn.;
Carl Poyner has just completMilton Smith, Puryear; James
ed his temporary home on the
Frank Smith, Puryear; Martha Lee
Paducah highway. He intends to
oyoe.
Murray; JBrbake oe
P n
The Importance of Pastures
build his permanent home this
Hamlin;
Steele.
Murray; Wm. Tom
falL
Farmers ha.0a all they can do to
Mrs. Allie Barber, Murray; P. E.
Clifford Smith has just purMorgan. Hazel; Mrs. Aubrey Steely, feed stock through the winter, or
at least most of them, without
Murry.
chased a new home on the Hafrom the having to feed bought or harvegidismissed
Patients
ad highway at the end of 8th
ed feed, more than need be, so
Mason Hospital the past week:
stneet and has been making
LaVerne Wiseman, Camden, therefore why not grow a pesturii
some interior improvements.
to furnish feed, to save both
Ernest Jones, the insurance
money and time.
How, you may ask, will a pasman, has been making some adture save time? Well here's the
ditions to one of his houses on
answer--when you feed harvested
West Poplar street.
feed to an animal you are wasting
Earl Woodall, of near Almo,
the time you put in last fall gathhas just begun work on his
ering corn or last summer takina
new home. He dismantled his
up hay when you could turn tilt'
stock out on a good pasture and
old home and is building on the
let them run, which saves money; same site.
time, and the nutrients gotten from
The Elm Grove church is now
green feed are lost in many of the
forward to completion at
going
saved
is
too,
dried feeds. Time,
a rapid rate after a-few monthsby pastures because time is taken
delay on account of bad weaup to throw out hay, or silage. or
to measure out mill products or
ther. This community is to be
to shuck and maybe shell corn.
congratulated on the type and
Records show that over 50 per
manner of construction being
cent of feeds used. to maintain
used and no doubt will.have one
much cows and work stock was
of the outstanding churches in
furnished by pastures.
the county. Sam Stephenson is
Pastures not only help the anihelping in the erection.
mals of the' farm - but, they build
'up the soil which is the main
foundation of all successful farming. How? by stopping erosion
and leaching of the land.
woolen, solid colors and

I

The Gilbert-Doron Service solves every problem
of each occasion, serves in distant cities, serves
with personal attention to every need.

Tenn.; Mrwoaalzsbeth Harant°n•
•
Trimble, Tenn.; Mrs. Walter Peel,

...mmeommatep
this week as it is exam time.
The ones who are Tmaking annuals will start work on them in
a week or two. There are 15 who
are going to make annuals.
The annual has been dedicated
to Mr. Billington, our principal.
The most poplar girl and boy
will be selected this week. There
are three medals to be awarded,
One to the best all round student,
best in athletics, and best one in
extra-curricular activities.

Pound

W

--`i FRANKS OR MINCED HAM

TIMES OF A GREAT LOSS
nrTi ere Insurance coverage will re-WBut,oliffr-&
place the loss ... after fire or tornado has swept
away the home in a short few minutes that it took
years to boild and pay- for.
If you are repairing, remodeling this spring,
remember to increase the coverage as you increase
the value of your home.

Fancy No. 1 Pound 19c
, LONGHORN OR DAISY CHEESE
rl BREAKFAST BACON

Fancy Sliced-No Rind, No Waste litcPound
Large 150-176 Size

29c

Old Fashioned Bushe11.25

7 Lbs. 25c

WINESAP APPLES
BAG

It is just as logical to want complete coverage as it is to want any insurance
at all

Dozen

CALIFORNIA ORANGES

ONIONS

1O"°'
,i A
U. S. NO. 1

,

17.

15-POUND PECK

25c

POTATOES
3 QUARTS

R. H. FALWELL INS. CO.
Insure in Sure Insurance

a.

10`

ONION SETS
Cobblers, Red River, Triumphs
SEED POTATOES

BAG $1.80

•
•

SECTION TWO

n time.
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Royal
RICHMOND, PETERS Wrestling
Here Tonight
ADDRESS SENIORS
OF HIGH SCHO LS
rray
New President Says
to Be Marked by Quality
in Growth
AVERS COLLEGE WILL
GAIN MUCH FROM DAM

Addressing 1500 high . school
seniors and Music Festival contestants, Dr. James H. Richmond, Murray College preSident, and Harry
Peters, state peperintendent of
public instruction, paid tribute
here March 27 to Murray Collgge
for its leadership in educational
progress in Kentucky. The program was a part of High School
Senior Day and the First District
Musical Festival held at Murray
State College.
"I don't apologize for asking for
adequate financial support for all
educational agencies of the state,"
Dr. Richmond averred. "Organized minorities have always taken
care of their interests in the legislature, yet when a few of us
like Superintendent Peters organize to protect the youth of Kentucky, we are accused of being
school lobbyist. I have lobbied
for years for school children and
shall continue to do so as long as
I live."
President Richmond told the
high school seniors "there is no
good reason for passing by Murray to .go further for educational
School administrators
service."
of the area, he urged, should secure their teachers from Murray
graduates. He said the future proof Mgrray shouldJee marked
..by its ,qualttle_aa_well. as by its
physical growth.
"High school seniors should
know Kentucky," Superinteedent
Peters said in outlining his proposed program for Kentucky. His

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 2, 1936

HONOR ROLL

Manager Gayle 'Stinson is reCorrespondents and local adverpeating his feat of featuring a
wrestling royal at the Murray tisers who get their copy in by
Athletic Arena tonight. The fea- Mondays—
T. C). Turner
ture proved interesting to fans
Gilbert-Doran Funeral Home
here several weeks ago with five
Lerman Bros.
huskies in the ring at one time.
Peoples Savings Bank
Stinson has changed his fight
Murray Milk Products Co.
night back to Thursday due to the
Porter Motor Co.
conflicting Saturday night events.
R. H. Falwell
Pete Wright, who has capably
Jones Drug Co.
refereed fights and showed a
Eagle
readiness to mix it up with the
Beale Motor Co.
earinee fighters, will be given a
S. Pleasant Grove
chance along with The. others in.
Gunter's Flat
eluding the terrible count Petro
Capitol Theatre
Rossi, Freddie Knichels, Charles
Boone Cleaners
Sinkey and Cowboy McEuin. All
Scatter-Brains
are known to Murray fans and
Puryear News
much interest is expected in the
event.
cuss with President James H. VIRGINIA BRUCE aisd EDMUND LOWE in -THE GARDEN MURJJEK
two main objectives will be, he Richmond and Harry W. Peters, CASE," at the Capitol Theatre TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY.
said, the working out of a long- state superintendent of public intime plan for education and the struction, problems of school ad- sufficient money for these schools, ment pay at Murray Noverber 2,
improvement of instruction in the ministration in their respective the fees will and should be re- 1935.
localities.
one-teacher school.
duced. I believe as I have beThe boys referred to in Mr. Mc"We want to keep our compulDr. Richmond pledged the com- lieved ever since I became presi- Kinney's letter are James 'Hugh
sory attendance program and our plete support of Murray State dent that 1,000 students will enroll and Harold Grogan, Perry Boyd
free text-books," he added. The College and its faculty toward the at Murray State next fall."
Brandon and James Ewel Erwin.
He made clear the fact that These boys did an excellent job of
$50,000 appropriated by the legis- betterment of the school system
his
opinion; provide in Western Kentucky, declaring even though the privilege of grant. keeping records. Mr. McKinney
lature will, in
free books through the sixth grade, that the proposition would be a ing masteres' degrees had bee* was out to one of their meetings
but will not be enough for the mutual one. "We will help you taken from the state teachers col- and saw their books and asked
leges that credits already worked them to give him a copy. These
seventh and eighth.
,A
and you will help us."
Pointing out that his home was
Round table discussions of indi- off by September 1936, would be copies are in the office of tne
in West Kentucky, Mr. Peters urg- vidual problems over which Dr. recognized as valid, and would be County Agent ready for Mr. Mced the school visitors to utilize the Richmond presided preceded an accepted by the University of Kinney. With support and leadremarkable opportunities afford- address by Harry W. Peters in Kentucky as so much work on the ership of the adults of a comed by their institution. Murray which he stressed the view that completion of the degree.
munity i the boys and gees can
After the meeting, the board of do what this club accomplished in
State College. Russell McCracken, public schools in Kentucky, especstudent president, presided over ially high schools, might be im- regents met in the president's of- 1935. Won't you help them?
the remainder of the program proved by a sane and dependable fice. Dr. Richmond left Murray
which consisted of music, physical analysis of prevailing difficulties. for Washington, D. C., immediately
Poultry
education demonstrations, anGaylon White. Hazel, Ky., is
In assuring Mr. Peters that Mur- after the regents adjourned.
nouncements, and a basketball ex- ray State College was entirely in
keeping a flock record on a flock
of Leghorns that are doing fine
hibition by the SlakA charnee.
sympathy with his proposition, Dr.
Richmond solicited' the supped of COUNTY AGENT NOTES These pullets were hatched early
..wra than. 40... adrotratnra ther.orletpe ftelgitiniserittere, preteent
and _fed during the summer. They
ManLY and city superintendents, toward the lat,ildine of Murray McKinney Praises Smotherinas- dee proving the-Veltie of good management ltk producing-excelhigh school principals, and college College from: both the standpoint
• Club Work
lently. Gaylon's' frock averaged
faculty members met on the mez- of enrollment and quality. "I
zanine floor of the library build- shall work with you and for you.
Following is a copy of a letter 20 eggs in January, 19 in February
ing of Murray State College Fri- I pledge you now that the faculty County Agent John T. Cochran' and for.the first half of March avday afternoon, March 27, to dis- here will be strengthened in every received from G. J. McKinney, as- eraged 12% eggs per hen.
Farm flocks can do this if they
possible way. When changes are sistant state leader in 4-H club
are hatched early,, kept on clean,
necessary in the faculty, I shall work in Kentucky.
Madisonville, Ky., ground (until grown anyway) and
rectifnmend to the board of reMarch 25, 1936 fed through the summer. The ingents the best and strongeSt teen."
cordinued. "Only -the best Mr. John Cochran. 'COUnte-Agent"" come from Calloway county poulArid
try can
.be increased three times if
men from the standpoints of qual- Murray, Kentucky
the above three things could be
ity an service shall ever boom& Dear John:
carried out on every farm.
members of this institution. No
The tobacco project member boys
politician shall ever appoint or de- at Smotherman Club promised to
In cooperation with the Pet Milk
pose a faculty member here. I copy their record books for me so
Company, 10 production bred bulls
want to build this college. We that I could show them to other
have been placed in Graves councan build a great school here. It's tobacco project members in our
a great school now, but we can territory. I wish you would please t'''.
make it greater. This is my pur- send two or three of your best toHenderson county homemakers
pose here. If I didn't believe I bacco boys' record books out there
are concentrating on nutrition as
could fulfill this pledge, I should and ask them to do that for me
a basis for good health in their
never have come here. When I and in turn in to you. Then if
project work.
you will send them on to me at
fail, I shall leave.
theAurora
Dam
proto
Lexington,
I
regard
will
certainly
appreIn
It pays to read the classified ads.
posed in the Lower Tennessee Val- ciate it. Your tobacco boys at
president
said:
Murray
Smotherman did the best first year
ley% the
"We're going to get the Aurora job of crop record keeping that I
Darn. We can't possibly visualize have seen in all of - my- thirteen
what it'll mean to us. Murray years experience in crop 'cork.'
Yours very truly,
Slate College will receive more
"I can't aay enough for Cardai if
G. J. McKinney
benefit from that dam than any
I talked all day," enthnstastitsalli
Field Agent in 4-H Club Work vitas Mrs. L. H.Caldwell. of Statesother agency in Kentucky."
The club referred to in this let- ville, N. C. "I have used Cardul at
Dr. Richmond emphasized the
view that no western- Kentucky ter had only 19 members but intervals for twenty-five years," she
administrator should go farther through the leadership of Miss adds. "My trouble in the beginning
and nervousness, I
than Murray for his teachers so Leola Erwin they came through was weakness
Cardui in a newspaper and
read
long as qualified instructors were in fine style. Eighteen of the nine- decided right then to try it. Itseemed
avaliable at Murray. "It is re- teen members completed their pro- beton / had taken half a bottle of
grettable", he declared, in refer- jects. One went to Junior Week Oardui I wok stronger and was on
ence to the increake in the enroll- at Lexington, four went to Dis- Up and around."
Tbouiands at women Gritty Careltd Wow
ment fee from $15 10 $25 per sem- trict 4-H Club camp at Paducah wed
theED. ri It does ao• !meta YOU.
ester, but averred that "just as and 16 of the 18 attended Achieve- okoselt• physlalan.

Lady Took Caadui
When Weak, Nervous

✓ 25c

hn 5c
•2
.5c
wal
25c

. 15c

n 12c
.. 8c

LYNN GROVE FIRST
IN SCHOOL EVENTS
First Time Any School Has Taken
Leading Honors in Three
Divisions.
In the county interscholastic contests held last week at Almo the
Lynn Grove High School won first
place in all three events: public
speaking, music, and scholarship.
During the seven years that these
contests have been held in Calloway county this is the first time
one school has won first place in
all three divisions. The scores for
Lynn Grove were .160% points,
Hazel 125 points, and Faxon 1231
/
2.
Scholarship: Lynn Grove, first,
51%; Faxon, third, 341
/
2; Hazel,
secend. 41; Kirksey, fourth, 29%;
Almo, fifth, 28; New Concord,
sixth, 18; Pleasant Valley, seventh,
41
/
2. `
Speaking Events: Lynn Grove,
first, 56; Faxon Second, 48; Almo,
third, 45%; Hazel, fourth, 44%;
Kirksey, fifth, 10%; New Concord,
sixth 10.
Music Events: Lynn Grove, first,
53; New Concord, second, 46; Faxon, third, 41; Hazel, fourth, 40-,
Kirksey, fifth, 23.
Total Points: Lynn Grove, first,
160; Hazel, second, 125 points; Faxon, third, •lii%; New Concord,
fourth, 74; Almo, fifth, 73%; Kirksey, sixth, 63; Pleasant Valley,
seventh, 44.
This tournament was held at
Almo for music and speaking
events and scholarship contests
were run-off at Hazel.
It Pays-U-11464 the Clandfleda
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Cross Spann
Finds Meat
Cross Spann, of just North of
Murray, found the meat including six hams and two sides.
stolen from his home several
days ago in good shape and in,
the hands of, a friend and
neighbor Joe Williams.
Mr. Williams found the meat
in his hayloft, much to his surprise, and immediately called
Sheriff Kingins asking him to
come at once. The meat was
hidden in an iron barrel and
covered with hay high 4 up in
one corner of the barn.
Mr. Spann stated that he was
glad to find his meat and would
like to find the thief for he wee
sure that his good friend Joe
eeilliams hadn't stolen it.

Enjoys Visit To
Mammoth Cave

WORK PROCEEDS
ON HEALTH UNIT
Excavation For New Building
Is Completed; Laying of
Brick Is Next.
Work on the $248,000 health
building at Murray State College
is proceeding at a rapid pace and
it is expected that the structure
will be ready for occupancy by the
early part of 1937.
The excavation has been completed and the feeandation of the
building has been started. ..Erick
laying for the walls will begin in
the next two or three weeks.
Twenty-five men are working on
the preatect at present and as the
work progresses additional men
will be employed.
The new structure will be 273
feet and 11 inches in length. It
will contain an indoor swimming
pool, three gymnasiums, and classrooms for all health, hygiene, and
physical education classes.
Work on the modern home management house will begin in the
near future.
The construction of both the
health building and the home
management house was made possible by a loan and grant of $263,637 from the government.

MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky.—Mammoth Cave can hold its own in
comparison with any of the great
National Parks, in 41* opinion of
Miner Tillotson, superintendent of
the Grand Canyon National Park,
who has been -spending some time
in the Kentucky National Park
area. Mr. Tillotson, who is familiar with all the natural wonders
of the New World in the western
parks, is making an extended tour
of the Eastern National Parks. He
has visited most of the major
caves of the United States and
told _W. W. Thompsoe, general
manager of the Mammoth Cave
Properties, that he enjoyed none
of them more than Kentucky's
famous attraction.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subicribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads
4

.110-

A'DOLLAR SPENT FOR PAINTING
NOW -IS A DOLLAR SAVED

WARREN
PAINTS

WP

THE HiGHEST QUALITY

"SOUTHERN
MADE FOR
SOUTHERN
CLIME"

FOR 27 YEARS
THE QUALITY
STANDARD

OF DIXIE
•

-0- V E R M-OREeSti-R-FACE

FHA

LAST LONGER—LOOK BETTER

FOR

WARREN'S
FOR

FUNDS

A PRODUCT FOR EVERY PU''OSE

SAFETY

•

INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR

•

Paint Your Home--your Barns-- -At
Your floorl? Walls, Screens-and _Farm
.Machinery NOW--.
WHILE_ITS1WISE AND EASY

FM'I,
l's,
. 25c

bring
May flowers." And warmer
weather, too. That means
a brand-new gasoline is
shipped to Gulfstations—
a gas especially made for
April driving. For unless
gasoline is changed to
meet Spring's higher temperatures it can't give the
highest mileage. Get That
Good Gulf—it's "Kept in
"APRIL SHOWERS

25`
25c
_1415c_

19`
e 29`
•
29`
25`
17c
25`
10c
'1"

37' and

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2.169, SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Why Gulf is the Gas
for April

25`
25`
5`

1st®

-r

Why Delay When You Have

THREE YEARS TO PAY?
FROM'

The Famous
111
.Slat

Step with the Calendar"

d

so that allofitgoes to work,
none ofit goes to waste.

hIA

(The longer you delay painting your home, barn, or even farm
machinery the more it will cost when you are forced to do it,
or else see your property reduced to shabbiness by the ravages
of unrelenting decay. You pay dearly for putting off the longtime protection of high nuality paint. Save yourself needless repair costs by
painting now when the Federal Housing Act makes it easy and wise. You need
no ready cash, make no mortgage and yet you have three years to pay the
cost in small payments. While you are in the mood, really clean up this Spring
piilp71
by beautifying the interior of your home. Refinish the floors, walls, and w work. You can do all these things under the easy payment Government an.
We will be glad to talk it over with you, interestedly and courteously and will
tell you just how we can help you obtain the money to cover the entire investment in making your property worth More, look better and stay that way for
years.

6.
•

Our stock is complete from Nationally known
lines—newest styling for Men and Young
Men.
Griffon
Cloth-craft
Style-Mart

Suits
Dobbs
Lee

Hats

Nunn-Bush
Arrow
Friendly-Five Riegel
Richland
Rauh

Shoes

If it's the
Latest,
You'll Find

Universal

at

Pajamas

SLEDD'S
FIRST

— LET US EXPLAIN HOW YOU CAN GET THE MONEY TO
,PAINT NOW

60044VAN

We Sell and Guartintee e
WARREN'S INSURED PAINTS _

tr.

Shirts

Phoenix
SOCKS

COME

it

Scoff Lassiter Hardware Co.
Farming Implements

Hardware of All Kinds
Murray,,Kentucks

T

•.i
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I hear that er bud. (bay Lovirut,
Pug, her grandaniaos, Italhaa
date for the U. S. Senate and sente
hat/wen migleitip.the worebY poniters we know are looking for a Lassiter
SOMday Schoal llufertn•
change to do hiseup brown
Lath Vet's frame, Vratake Dw
tendent at Poplar Springs in Calnell
Como/edition et The Murray Led#r, The CSnoway Times, and The
Prudence
village loway. lel feel intite lamored.
Times-Herald. October 20, 1928.
Miss Annie Wile has mint two
It is said that 70 per 'cent of newspaper, hies Cleaver.
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kenettellar
Argenta, her daughter, Marpares weeks in Peareit visiting reYtkves.-1
Well Street is for Landon for
eir
President which is the first in- Roberts.
1111eChire spent lest
4 "M101
lee T. Lovett
Editor ertaitee we ever beard of Wall
Mrs. Pinney. a village Om* mu* with her daughter. Mrs. Virgie Lovins.
Street turning to WV kind of Mary Stephenson.
The world is net only round in
Stalls. hex twin (laugh.
"land" for anything.
.
terti.411=Jedia. Batelle
almilto, it goes "round 1144 round",
SIEMER
malms, $ asective. 14aviie Inother ways. Wbea woe eskates,
The worst flood we have to conTWIAL WITORIA4 tend with around here is one of Demilsea.
bele** eae eapeadeat on parents
AS
•••••••••1••••••••
for everebaag, we're at their
TOON words when we are busy or in •
I9
harry.
Seth the NsIs asimal and mg. mercy, and most of them sacrifice
MK sad sale halo Played NI • much for our sakes, -fereeoing
•
and
sticking
pretty
I,
The government is printing four baskeibill tournament The Woke pleasures
A
tons of money every day and some bees- we girls way both vielati- dowdy at home with ua.
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second clan mail matter people seem to think that's all nee. The junior buys played the
gradually, "the old order
there is to the Federal fiscal 2111VOrS in thip finale esti won by iplusageth," Little by little we
tilubseription Ratehr—en First emigres:stoma' District and Henry ape
11 seats The junior girls Aged becomes mom independent, and the
Stewart .Counties, Tenn., '1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere, $2-90. preblam.
triebumen in the flails letd the pares* Speen* older.
market
County
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway
ileCla therm right at the stage
The black-top that Cousin Dan worm were 45-0 in favor of the
furnished upon /application.
1114 Wien babies, the old, helpTalbot put down between here and juniors
ISM *a peva, often dependent on
Mayfield in 1931 to get our votes
WELFARE 'BOARD'S BUILDING state of Kentucky may be finare
A sctool picnic is being plugged seine age tor everything.
for Firer Laffoon is like these
FLAN VERY NECESSARY FOR cially embarrassed, but it can at gentlemen's
I weeder bow many of us will
friendship—shot alfiato for Wednesday, Aiwa 1. The plow
STATE
least provide for the well. being
emir have the patience with their
pieces. But, looking back on it has not yet been selected.
care
of
its
citizens.
and
faltering steps, clumsy attedipts to
now, Cousin Dan probably feels
Plans of the stele welfare board
At the penitentiariele, the situa- that he paid too high
The play, "A Poor Married Mail", help, and dulled understanding
a price at
te comiletan new buildinee at most lion is even more deplorable. The that.
presented by the senior class last that %ay had with us in our baby
of thee-state supported charitable cell blocks constructed over a
Saturday night was thoroughly en- days..--Chattarbost.
and coneetional institutions, is a half century ago. provide room for
The only flood most of Us want joyed by a full house. The crowd
step which should have been taken less than a third of the inmates.
was one of the largest drawn by
is One of money.
many years ago.
The others are housed in hallways,
a play et our school in some tine.
doubled,
,
up
in
The majority of the state else- basements and are
It is a sincere pleasure to con- The seniors and Mr. ,Brown, who
tutions are little more than fire the small cell blocks. Cella in- gratulate Lynn Grove high schotil coached the play, are to be comcots,
now
have
termite
to
hold
two
Alter a week's absence will give
tripe and are housing more than
mended for the splendid preseatin
inmates. on winning first place in the three lion.
you a few items.
three times as many inmates as three and even four
speaking
events
of
scholastics,
and
they were originally intended to. work is not available for more music in the recent high school
Moe T. S. Fields has returned
from an exteaded visit to her
Thiaospital
ci
at Lexington, is more than half of the prisoners, which contests. This is the first time in
than a hundred years old and the is not conducive es good discip- the history of these events that
mother and daughters' of Paduaecond oldest institution of its kind line or reform.
cah and Hardin, Ky., respectively,
any one high school has made a
order
to
get
the
best
results
In the nation. Its buildings have
A. J. Osbron and family of this
triple play.
It's Sunday night and I'm trybeen patched and fixed up, but from the reformatories, some work
vicinity attended the funeral and
ing
to
chetter
to
you
and
and
recreation
should
be
provided
listen
have been condemned nrein.y times
to Major Bowes' Amateur Program burial services for Cordwell Sikes
by • grand juries and inspecting for every prisoner. With a system
at the same time, so my sentences at Buchanan Saturday afternoon.
of this kind it might be possible
commissions.
The Revs. Herbert L. Lax, Kevd,
may turn out rather disjointed.
to reform some of the prisoners.
The other state insane hospitals
Ky., arni Sweat of Buchanan were
who when they return to freedom,
Just
at
pieeent
we're,
enjoying
As
•
result
of
the
contest
held
are in little better sha.pe. The one
in charge of the service.
might become useful and jaw abid- at Hazel a few weeks ago the fol- some pretty weather which came a
at Lakeland is so crowded that
T. S. Fields joined fifes. Fields
ing citizens. At the preeent, the lowing students were winners:
little too late to save severe'
curing the inmates is impossilele,
youthful first offenders _are .put
hatchery chicks ordered too soon. in Puryear after a two months
New buildings are to be construct--sin
Current
Events,
10,
Margaret
visit to his children in Detroit.
side by side, with itut-bsrdenCumberland River is showlag
ed at Lakeland ,and one at the eel murderers, safe erecters* :and. Iltephenson, third: Current Events
Mrs. J. M. Cohen left Saturday
its power of late. We don't have
--IlfeWarn „hospital at Hopkinsvtile.
It;
limier
Beale,
second.
other desperate criminals. Before
for a visit to her daughter, Mrs.
so
much
passing
since
the
read,
A new sit will be secured for the
Aericulture, 9, Johnny G. Walsthe end of their term, Many may
H. H. Lunn of Rigley, Tenn,
Eastern state hospiud in Lexington, second; agriculture, 11. Cecil in places, is under water.
beeome as bad as the veteran
Mrs. B. L. Wasson left Wedneston and the present thudding will
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ahart and
criminals with whom they have Taylor, third: agriculture, 13,
day for a visit to her daughter,
either be lozei down or sold.
Buriel
Sete-ceder,
first.
daughters.
Elaine
and
Onnda,
been brought in contact with.
The penitentiaries are also overCivics, Charles Johnson.- second. visited Mrs. S. J. Spiceland lad Mrs. Ralph H. Weir of Jackson,
The state plans to do this needMiss.
crowded. ,As soon as possible it
English
Mechelen, 9. Roselle Sunday.
eWevore
means
l
granfie
Is proposed to add new ground to
Mr. Amos Acree has been ill of
White total 110.000,000. It will not Hargis, first; English Mechanics,
the •Frankfort reformatory and to
10. Margaret Roberts. second; Eng- flu for over a -week. His sons.
only be a _lasting benefit to the
establish a prison farm nearby to
Mechanics, 11,
Kathleen Gray and Amoe, Jr., visited him
state to have this work done, but lish
take care of the overflow. The
/teonday.
Mrs. Mabel Spiceland
will give employment to thousands Brown. second.
buildings at Eddyville prison will
Biology, Trucille Reeves, third. also has flu.
of our citizens as well.--Caambellebe repaired and son-re--additions
Literature, Fieldon Scott. third.
Miss -Helen Ruth Spiceland went
Mlle News-Journal.
made. An investigating commitThe debating team, composed to Paris for a medical exaarena.
tee found conditions to be so bad,
of Vernon Curd. Phlenoy Bedwell, eon Sunday. Her sister, Geneva,
that everyone connected with the
and Kathleen Brown, tied with is teaching in her place at Thorpe.
administration is heartily inetavor
Kirksey for third Riese in
the
Mr. and Mrs. leioyei Spice4g4.
-otell8Ing something to alleviate this
county tournainent.
from Tolu visited his mother lept
condition.
Speaking events were held here week and. They also went te
By J4De
_Monday, March 23. In these events Murray and , were aidoesperidd
These new plans are the most
we placed the following students: home 09 Mr. Int Mira. Jodi Combforward step the state has taken in
Puicussioo, Yler14511 Scott, ran. .
.• _o r -7*
lifeSee hae adyeated,. tO King
OsanO I don't seeth so !ni'
l away 'from
.-were !menden to. aid the mental- rdwerd of England and the Pork first
Poetry Reading, Helium Lassiter, Calloway &ewe coffee trusts front
ly affliciteddh regaining their nor- of Rome for help in getting conHaag'. wholessje trucks from Mur-mal condition if possible and to trol of his children: Many parents third.
Oral Interpretation, Clarice Gro- ray and pick-up trecks from Pleastreat and care for these whose have to go te a Higher Authority
gan, second.
ant Valley pass occasionally.
conditions were uncurable At the than these.
Extemporaneous Speaking, FranI even saw Lubie Roberts, J. N.
present time, the hospitals are not
Reed sad Mason Cariady ens last
adequately equipped to care for
If and when telephone television ces Sulter, third
Fieldon Scott also won third week,
-those who might be possibly cured, is put in' most of the good ladies
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Spiceland
The incurables and those not so hope It will not be turned on before place in Public Discussion in the
went to Clarksville Saturday.
Petrie tournament at Murray.
badly afflicted are housed together noon.
,
4. -4
We were unable to enter any Bought a package of Chase & San.
•and not enough pace Mepro.yieled_
music events due to the fact: born Coffee. Yes, it paym to adfor hospitilization.
Looks like the treaty of Locarno
hiney._,,pepkie. die each year ' at may turn out to be the Treaty of that no music instructor is em- vertise, even over radios.
ployed in our school this year.
A large crowd attended Mrs.
these hospitals because they cannot ',Inferno.
Laura Spiceltind's funeral
be given the proper care and stude
Mr. Wells is sponsoring a sophoLinus Spiceland will assist in
by the attending phyisicians. The
John Young Brown Is a cantle
more play to be presented Satur- the eighth grade examinations at
pa day night, April 11. The three act Dover
Saturday while his wife
comedy is entitled "There's a Man teaches in his place.
In the House." The characters are
Bro, Pickeiseimer
has been
as follows:
teaching Sunday School OrganiMiss Selina Slocomb, an aged zation at Poplar Spring the past
spinister, Frances Sinter.
week.
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T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

Puryear 17:ins

Across the River

Is

Almo High School

S. Pleasant Grove
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Pub Guthrie last Thursday a son. The tnfent has been named Herman Eugene.
Good interest is manifested in
the Adult School taught by Mrs.
Clay Orr at her home near South
Howard.
•
Mrs. John Baker and son Votelle
were calling on friends in this vicinity last Wednesday. They are
well pleased with their new home
near Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Gunter of
,Padu.cah and daughters Misses
Ruth and Theo accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Vogle were
Sunday guests with their sister
aod aunt, Mrs. T. W. Erwin, and
family.
Harvey Ellis is confined to his
bed with mumps.
After the severe winter it is encouraging to see pear trees heavily

ICENTUCICt

BABY
CHICKS
it=
"
iglete

Art

•

palms

-.soil-ea

Sunday at ii a. m, Sunday School
at 10 a in.

Girl Scout News
TROOP NO. II
The Girl Scouts of Troop No. II
niet Friday March 28. Signaling
In letters from "A" to "J" were
- •
Learned.
Friday night, Merch 30, the girls
of Troop II entertained Troop I.
An amateur program was glven
and then games we Played. Refreshments were sWeeld It the'eon.
elusion of the meeting.
The next meeting will be Friday,
April 3,
New members are welcome!
Jane Hale, Scribe

•

Enjoy Spring With A
Good Used Car!

Yotir assurance is the Chevrolet 0. K.
that Counts.— — Everything checked!

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
(Incorporated)
WEST MAIN

PHONE 97

Mi.
ir
l
£1

-S.

See Our Display, of Modern Ice Refrigerators

OTHER NATURE KNOWS BEST

UST JOTS

J

10443"-

Everett Moore and Balifiters. laden with beghttful blooms.
Pauline and Clarice et naltr, Chor"
Durum the 'revival at Martin's
rY, Ky.. Visited in Use brow of Chien! last KIMERSr Mr, and Mrs.
Elmus Brannon and family, Sat- leallet Stewart of near Gunter's
urday night and Sunday.
Flat furnished conveyance to from
Mr. Und Mrs. J. M. Provine - and • etD
three different invited
gdrn.
o
children - Morris and
Margaret, Meisel for 10 or 18 services which
were in Paris on business Satur- they attended there and thus helpday.
ed in the extension of Christ's
Mrs. Fannie Pittman and family kingdom.
were visitore in the home of her
Prayer meeting neat Sgeurday
sister, Mrs. Pattie Morris last Sunevening at the home of Mr. and
day.
Mrs. Curt Brandon's with Mrs.
Violet and Hazel Black of near Cutle
eimtu as
Neabiatt and Miss Eulala PasNew Peovidenoe, Ky., were visitors
leaders.
In the home of A. J. Osbron and
Mr. and Mrs. Colley of Marshall
family Saturday morning. They
were accompanied by their boy county recently moved to this vioha
by
ity.
Jonfeds.
r. Colley will work fur
friend*. George McFarlex and c
Lexie Stamps,
Bro. K. G. Dunn will fill his
Mr. and Mrs. A,Or•beryia and
family visited in the horn of Mrs. regular appointment here next
Osbron's uncle, Willie Morris, Sunday.---Just Me

PPS

WALL

-

Put Springtime
Inside Your Home
•..

with bright new wallpapers. We have them in
every desired pattern ..-.
for any room ... in any
combination of colors.
Nothing can add more to
the home for the
same money

ICE
300,000 years of Nature's Refrigeration
refuses to be supplanted by 12 years of
scienoe — — many after having tried others
have gone back to the old reliable NATURAL ICE. Many are doing it here in Murray.

Our Guarantee
of Economy
On Written Contract .

• •

to supply you with ice refrigeration for less money than you can
own and operate an electrical gadget.

Foods kept in a Modern ICE Refrigerator
are noticeably different. BETTER!;You
can see the difference
in texture, flavor, color and weight.

WHOLESALE COST
do not need tct
cover foods in a
Modern Ice Re.
frigerator

You

PAPER

Keep them a Picture of HEALTH
with nature ... give them outdoors play during
weather to gather in the sunshine and
plenty fo nature's best and most complete food—
ILK--every day of the year. At meals and between meals—MILK.

•

NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGES

all favorable

Jise Sunburst Pasteurized

We 'have some very attractive prices
in our newest papers and invite you
to shop and cotapare our prices with
those of anyone.
•

igETURN MILK BOTTLES

IMurray Milk Products

When you buy 2 bottle ef mint, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

PER ROLL Sc to 25c

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?

It is now time to be doing your spring
papering and house cleaning.
Two registered planInaction are OD ditty
at all times
quality and the

(Covered dishes cause foods
to spoil more rapidly at any
temperature. See U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture Bulletin No,
1228)

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co., Inc.

•

"ICE ielhe BEST and CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet known to the Scientific World"

O.

*ardour edemasded.

—Telephone 191'

Terms: — — $1.00 per week

For Set-ACE—Telephone 64
Tune in on Mary Pickford's "Parties at Pickflar," over Columbia network, Tuesday nights

let

smo C.S.T.
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WMINIMPodesee
Sunday School

WHY GO TO HIGH SCHOOL

!it

News I

• 12Y JANE HALE
This paper, %von, Lint. wise in
the Public ViSetlegitin, Contest at
Murray State College en March 28.
Miss Hale Ls the...daughter of Mr.
and 27.re Cherley Hale, Murray—
Editor.

NO. II
of Troop No. H
h 23. Signalreg
A" to "J" were

itch 20, the girls
rtained Troop I.
gram was given
ware played. ReWve•d at the eonAing.
will be Friday,

•

tre Welcome!
Hale, Scribe
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C
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et 0. K.
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:ST MAIN

I have chosen for my topic "Why
Go To High School" becaose this
subject is so vital in the itte of
every growing child.
makes the world
- Education
larger. School opens up the way
to the understanding of countless
Interesting and attractive things
which were outside your life before. The world of a junior high
school pupil is a very small globe
compared to the one he will dwell
in When he has finished high
school.
There are several reasons why a
high school education is important.
The first reason is that high
school promotes your physical welfare. You will never dominate much
of a world unless you develop
bodily vigor and learn how to take
care of your physical self. The
school helps us to .do these things
by discovering physical defect.,
by providing properly lighted,
heated, and ventilated rooms and
by offering physical education
courses.
The second thing that high
school does for you is to help you
master the fundamental. subjects
that it teaches.
Then education prepares you for
useful service in later life. High
School gives you a general training for the work you are to do
in later life. Modern high schools
are even offering training in commercial work, agricultural work,
and manual arts.
High schools, too, train you for
-home life. Each young person is
likely some day to have a home
of his own. A fourth reason, then, "For life is the mirror of king
and slaves
for going to -school is to develop
those qualities that make - the in- 'Tis just what we are and do;
dividual a worthy member • of a Then give to the school the best
you have
family. Worthy home member'Ship is a goal for both boys and And the best will come back to
you.,,
girls. 'The study of history and
elyics will help you-. .
To me school is education within
• To understand the meaning of
the home 'is The progress of• man-, itself. It is one of the most imkind. Literature will present pic- portant things in life. It builds
tures of happy home life that will up and what it builds is strong.
lead you to appreciate the value
Health, mastery of fundamentals
'of your home. Music and art help —vocation, ' homelife, citizenship,
to bring more beautiful homes and, leeaire, and character—these, are
more joy to tiftee in them. The some of the best possfble reasons
manual arts course helps the boy for going to school. They are the
to- be of practical-service about the reasons educators give to explain
house and home economics, de- the truest purposes of the school.
velops in the girl the true virtues Why go to high school? In view
411.1140-Inakin4e...
pr.:141,. this vapid- nq4.ibasaeston
A fifth reason Tor" going
be better stated:, Why not go to
Is because it fits you for citizen- high school?
ship and service. Yon must learn
to carry on fittingly your duties as Miss Sallie Lemons'Wins
a member of a neighborhood,
B. & P. W. Essay Contest

•

• 'it

;eration
ears of
others
ATUR4urray.

Glasses Can- Be
Smart
There are almost as many
styles in glasses as in apparel,
and glasses need not detract
from your appearance.
IN FACT THEY ARE MORE
LIKELY TO ADD TO „
YOUR APPEARANCE

.Dr. T. R. Palmer

a Modgerator
differR1 ;You
.ference
'or, col-

over Lee & Elliott's
,ts
44

[ly at an31

'.S. Dept.

Iletin No.

00 C.S.T.

such a recreational place, and it
would add to the beauty of the
city a greet deal. The work
would be carried on by the unem
ployed.
Mother matter that needs attention is that of traffic. 'If speed
limits were strietly enferced, the
public better edocaeed in"the pre:
vention of accidents, arid vehicles
examined to see if they were in
the proper rtuining order, there
would be fewer accidents.' There
Should be a better traffic system
Worked out. Smaller towns then
ours have traffic lights. At least,
rules concerning parking, making
turns,'end stopping in the middle
of the streets should be enforced.
It would be wise to have one-way
traffic around the court house.
A city supervisor to visit homes,
Inspect them, and give advice on
th preventiem of fire and disease
would be a great help. The theory
is prevention rather than cure or
control.
Then too, some of the unemployed might be put to work cleaning the streets.
All of these changes would mean
more taxes, but if the people were
made to see the need of, them they
would not be unwilling to pay.
Anyone would be willfng to spend
a few dollars for the protection of
his property, health, or perhaps,
We. A taxation plan , has been
successfully tried in Baltimore,
Ohio, whereby the citizen pays a
small amount of his salaiy to a
city collection each month, and by
the end of the year he has paid his
taxes; yet hasn't missed the money,
If the corporation lines of ,Murray
were extended to the natural city
limits, there would be considerable more taxpayers to bear-treac
burdens.
Sallie Lemons,
Idain Street, Murray, Ky.
Age 17—Senior

25Ca quart
•

Essolube
OTOR OIL
•

PAGE TIM

Putting Our Best Foot Forward To Start The New Season Right—
And Give Money-Saving Bargains To Wise Shoppers!

'Spring 1936

John C. Morgan attended the
county Repubican convention at
the court house Saturday site
noon—Elephant on firing line,
take a shot at the "AAA", "AISS",

Mrs. fohn Moore of Boyd county had her poultry flock of 300
hens culled to 254 high-grade
birds.

TRAV4 BY BUS!

A Sensational Sale of

98c
$149
$198

Spring Frocks
Afternoon and Sunday Nite
Styles

NEW SHIPMENT

1NCOKPORATED IN KENTUCKY

C. RAY LINES

Men's 50c

Homburg and other styles--Shartskins,
Pedalines, Sisels
Every hat an exceptional value! Dressy hats with
beautiful flower! trims! Smart tailored hats for
the spring enseMble. Stunning brims! Chic small
hats, All colors. All head sizes.

50c values: 36 to 46 sizes. Full
CIZRS, one-piece, -dimity
check
union suits in fine quality. Have
elastic backs with suspender reinforcements,

Porto Rican
GOWNS

•

3%

FOOTWEAR
SPRING-

Men's $1.19

Fine Broadcloth
PAJAMAS

'Ilitennlahly Modeled.
Fleeoy Clteellrffelt
Monotones.

$4"
$795

styles, coat or
Two-piece
blouse effects: pantaloons have
lastic waistbands.
Fancy patterns, fine broadcloths. Sizes A,
B, C, D.

98c

Women's 75c

• RayOw Taffeta
PRINCESS SLIPS

Men's $9c

94"

Lace trims and tailored styles,
with V shaped tops or straight.
Made of excellent taffetas with
adjustable shoulder straps.

49c

Every garment worth
considerably morel
Stroller Suits.
Jigger Length Coals,
Fleecy Cheeks.
Swaggers.
Longs
Kaska Monotones.
Styles as definitely
masculine as a man's
handshake! Single and
double breasters withhigh collars or rollbacks—wide or peaked
lapels. Two and threeViece ensembles; they
are matchless in value
and qualities:a

Square Toes.
Arch
Flat 1141117.s.
Tapered Tues. Models include
the much-favored buckles with
wide straps or
narrow'—perforations— sandalized
drew_ tYPes as
well as the simpler but extremely
dressy 'fashions.
Sizes 3 to. 9—
AA to C widths.

Yard Wide 15c

Batistes, Voiles and
Percales
'Tat dyed new prints for spring
and summer dressmaking. Big .
selection of patterns—each yard
perfect—cut from new full bolts
—YARD-

Men's- All Leather Work Shoes

100

Blue Chambray WORK SHIRTS
; 14 1-2 to 17 sizes, fully made
work shirts, triple-sewed throughout: coat style, neat fitting
collars, easy fitting yokes ,and
long sleeves—reliable materiall•

Men's Pre-Shrunk

Covert Cloth
WORK PANTS Dandy quality well made trousers in sizes 29 to 44 waist sizes.
Made of dressy gray covert
cloth—fully shrunk PAIR-

980

Cap and plain toe styles!. The wear is there—in
every pair. You can't beat them at this price.
Made to give maximum service and keep your
feet in good working condititon all the time. Actual 1.2.50 values.

"Second to None"
Men's Real 15c

, All Wool

11c Bleached
MUSLIN
Fine smooth muslin, ready for
immediate use, -White, ruitural
bleach, highly finished, yard
wide. YARD-

SPRING SUITS
PLEAT OR PLAIN BACK

8c

New Spring Colors, Models, Patterns and Fabtics. Buy your spring and Easter suit now! we
bring you styled clothing from America's foremost makers at low prices! The savings involved make it worth your while! Beautifully
tailorest
wools in 14-ounce pure worsteds, single or double breasted, regular and
sport bark models. Brisk, irvigorating eolors
in soft checks, neat mellow plaids and many
others ... all styled according-to latest fashion
dictate. Sizes': 34 to 48—BIG SELECTIONS.

Boys' and Girls'

Dress
OXFORDS
Teri and brown combinations, plain browns, black Pat- .
tents and gunmetal leathers.

saxe nexibip isoics., 1-2 t4
sizes. PAIR—

Rockford
WORK SOX
Every pair carries the Rockford factory label which guarantees the wear and quality. 10c
per'pair means a one-ttrird Underpricing. PAIR-

100
Men's $1.25

Fused Collar
DRESS SHIRTS
Each shirt a perfect fitter and
made with the new staadpat
fused, collars. Up to the minute
patterns—fast color broadcloths.
14 to 11 sizes.

$1295..)14"
!7"1

Boys' 3 to 10 Size
- -

WASH,SUITS
lisuctunne swills Ruts

.

par
your youngsters. Comprise tine
assortment; of eelorSAnd etYles
in one and two-color combinations. Made from Washable line
ens, broadcedias and cotton
tweeds.

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

Murray, My.

66e-

SUITS and
COATS

BUSSES LEAVE
Paducah: 8 A. M., 11:15 A. its., 51P.N1
Hopkierville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M..
Dawson Sprints: 745 R. its.: 2 P. 24.
Mayfield: I A. M.. 11 A. AL:5P.M.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Have many patented features
that make for added wear and
comfort. 14 1-2 ti 17 sizes.Hlue,
gray and tam covert, bengal
cloth and chambray fabrics.

Athletic Style
UNION SUITS

Women's Hand Loom

White, pink and tearose:- Itend
embroidered and applique trims;
full lengths and fast colors.

Men's 85c

WORK SHIRTS
Big Yank, Red Cap

-Spring Hats

Presenting the fashion highlight of the season at a thi IIing low price.
Now HERE'S a group of dresses to make you Sit up and take
notice! Garnaa'prints, two-tone
prints, friendship crepes, velverays, acetates! Gather around ogr dress racks, you •
won't 'be satisfied with less — 1
this • -two.

Convenient Schedule
•MURRAY TO--

Connections to Si, Louie Chicage,
Detroit, and Everywhere. "

LERMAN BROS. special events are always successful because their promises are made and fitlfilligl. We open
the Spring and Easter Season with value attractions that
will bring thousands of folks and We want to number you
as one of them. To Lerman-ize means to Economize.
LET'S GO!

Festival"
fl

Stella Gossip

e of
Mr. arid Mrs. Harley
Almo passed my hoine' Saturday
morning, and gave roe a "salute
wave".
Was in at Beale'"/Store 4th Monday to buy me' a Vulcan plow
point. Allmon/ had just returned
from Dawscin Springs of two
week's duration feeling all hunka-do-ra.
Supreme Cour/ raip. neither make
_Bernarkebly
it rif
stian
miss Robbie'st1and Mni.' Trey
Mary Bean were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Cochran Monday.
Their home is near the banks of
West Fork Clarks river where the
water lilies drink.
Miss Sallie Lemons, 17 years old,
L. Z. Hurley will preach at
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Goshen, M. E. Church Sunday at
Lemons. West Main street and a 10:45 a. m. and Cloys Lawrence
senior in Murray High School won at Coldwater Baptist Church at
the essay contest sponsored by the same boar.
Murray Business and Professional
Right -for Sartnesse-to, _plant but
Woman's Club. The subject Was a small amount of tobacco in
"If I Were Mayor of Murray" and "Black Patch" this year. Market
a cash prize of one dollar was is more than glutted right now.
given Miss Lemons.
How sad, too bad—tell dad that he
Her essay follows:—
has gone mad!!
"If I Were Mayor of Murray"
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Pea have
Although by the widest stretch. moved from Paducah to their
of imagination. I could harly place falan. The had lived in Paducah
myself in the position of mayor of for the past sevecal years.
Murray, still: I believe there are
Four big trucks hauled wash
several changes badly needed In gravel all, day Sunday from Walour town. I realize, of Course, that ter Cook's creek for Murray State
a mayor could not do all these College. Case of emergency I supthings himself, but he could,
throug his 'influence, bring them Fuse- large) crowd celebrated Dr.
A
about.
Earl Adam's birthday Sunday the
use
a
playground
Murray could
29th. Forgot to ask his age, but
or park to a great advantage, since less than 50 I guess. Fine, bounthere • seems to be a tendency tiful basket dinner. Four old men
among children to play in the "ovei done their selves"—I was
streets. Playgrounds in Los Ange- awful an-ee-zy about, their,. hereles, California, have helped to re- after!!
duce the death rate among chilThieves in the darkness of night
dren 28 per cent. There are sev- stole casings and fixtures off of
ertal suitable sites near herb for Hoge Morgan and Dec Radford's
autos. Thieves! THIEVES!!
Sent to Washington, D. C., and
Sam's
Sun-Democrat-Uncle
got
1938 Almanac. 50-page general information book. Now I know
about -things King Solomon never
knew.
. ,•
Uncle Sam represent more power
and majesty than all the kingdoms
of earth: He smite the rock and
.the dead wastes of the resert
teems with L I F E.—"Eagle"
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town or eity, a state, and a nation.
School life teaches you how to
work togethef so that in later life
you may perform with success the
various activities of eommunity
life.
Then too you must be able to
understand your country's problems. You will need to study all
the history and citizenship courses
you can in order to help yourself
work out a better .A.merica than
has thus far been known."
A sixth reason for going to
school is that it psepares you for
your leisure: You must do something with the free time that you
will have away from your regular
employment. You will enjoy this
time much better if You discover
some absorbing interest in school
that you carry along with you.
Music, literature, art, drama, and
social gatherings are one means
of 'enjoyment while the radio,
gardening, and collecting postage
stamps is another sort of recreation.
Then the school will develop in
you a. sound character. This is the
last accepted and yet the hardest
to set forth properly. No course
in character building is offer,.
in high school but it intends to
help you become a right-thinking
and right living man or woman.
Your teachers and the great men
and women in literature often determine your ideals.
Fair play and sportsmanship on
the playground, school clubs and
other pupil organizations show
your true character.
If high school does all this for
you, it is your duty to give your
best to your school by mastering
your lessons and taking part in tts
activities. Remember that he gets
the most out of school who puts
the most into it.
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State for all assistance granted. At
any time the Department of Public Welfare may execute and file
with the clerk of the probate court
a certificate, in form to be prescribed by the Department of Public Welfare, showing the *Mount
of assistance paid to -aid person.
In the event of a controversy over
the validity of a claim, either the
department of public welfare or
the claimant may have it adjudicated in a court of Competent
jurisdiction.
12. Assistance, how
paid—The
Department of Public Welfare, on*
the first day of each month, Mall
certify to the Auditor of Public
Accounts the amount due and payable to each person who has been
granted old age assistance, and the
Auidtor shall cause to be issued
warrant on the State Treasurer for
the amount so certified. All money
awarded and payable under the
provisions of this Act shall be
paid from funds approOlated by
the General Assembly in its biennial appropriation Act. The General Assembly shall also appropri-

Text of The Oki Age Pension Bill

Bacatme of the many inquiries ing for such assistance: except as questioned for the purpose of determining the eligibility for assistreceived by The Ledger 8c Times hereinafter provided; and
as to provisions of the "Old. Age
Cg) Is not because of his phy- ance of applicant
Pension law" we are publishing sicall'or mental condition in need
5. Investigation of applicants—
herewith a complete copy of the of continued institutional care.
Whenever an applicant for old age
act which becomes effective July
is received, an investi2. Amount of assistance—It shall assistance
shall be prompt• 1.
be the duty of the Stale agency gation and retard
Be it enacted by the General As- administering this Act to provide ly made of the circumstances of
Deathly of the Commonwealth of a reasonable subsistence for those the applicapt to ascertain the facts
Kentucky.
eligible for old age asistsance un- supporting the application and to
information as
der this 'Act. The amount of old' secure such other
I. Persons eligible to receive
may be required by the rules and
age assistance. Old age assistance age assistance to -any such person
tegulations prescribed by the Deshall be given under this Act shall be dettermined by the State
partment of Public Welfare.
beginning July 1, 1936, to any per- ,ageney, with due regard to the
6. Granting of assietance---Upon
conditions existing in each case.
son who
(a) Has attained the age of and subject to the rules and regu- the cbmpletion of such investigalations and standards to be devised tion the Department of Public
Sixty-five (63) years;
(b) Has income which. with and .eet up by the Department of Welfare shall decide whether the
contributions, money subsistence or •P)sblic Welfare; but in • no case applicant -is eligible for old age
service from relatives or others is shall the amount awarded any in- assistance under this Act, the
inadequate to provide a reason- dividual exceed the sum of fif- amount of such assistance, and the
date on which payment shall begin.
teen ($15.00) per month.
able subsistence;
s•
eligible It shall notify stbe applicant, in
Application—Any
3.
(c) Is a citizen of the United
person may request old age as- writing, of the decision regarding
Slates;
(d) Has been a resident of the sistance. and- he shall make his his application; and, if any aPPliate_ such ,sum as It deema_neceaentuelcy pontintiraicty hOolicht-isin. _10 the State_ agency elapt is denied ;misfit/Ice
• State- 4sf
ter one -year immediately preced- ' - writing„ upon standard lamas awarded an amount deemed by sary for the expenses of adminising the date on which application prescribed by the agency. An in- him inadequate, he may appeal to tering this Act.
-12. Fraudulent acts--Any - peris made for old. age subsistence, mate of a public or private - Instr. rItte - Depart:11SM— of Finaiace and
.•ssea for at least five of the nine tution may make application while Budgetary ControL• All awards of son who by means of a wilfully
years immediately preceding his in such instiutiore but the as- assistance made by-the .Depestment false statement or representation,
sistance. if granted, shall not be of Public Welfare shall at all by impersonation, or by other
application;
(e) Is not at ' the- tame of • -re- paid the applicant until after he times be subject to review by the 'fraudulent device not named hereceiving assistance an inmate of has sewed aaolae.stre.inmate of such Department of Finance and Budge- in, obtains, attempts to Obtain, or
tary Control, and any recom- aids or abets any person to obany public or private institution.
4. Administration—There is here- mendations made by the Depart- tain: (a) assistanee to which he is
except on the caste of temporary
medical or surgical care in a by created in- the Department of ment of Public Welfare shall at'all not entitled; (b) greater assistance
Public Welfare a division to be times be subject to review by the than to which he is justly entitlhospitaL
of
Finance
a is d ed; (c) payment of any forfeited
40 Has not made a voluntary known as the division of assistance Department
assignment or transfer of pro- and pensions (herein referred to Budgetary Control, and any recom- installment grant; or (d) disposal
perty for the purpose at qualify- as the State agency), which shall mendations made by the Depart- of the property of the recipient
be in charge of and conduct& by ment of Finance and Budgetary of assistance without the consent
a director, appointed by the Gov- Control shall be made effective by of the department of Public Welernor of the State for a term of the Department of Public Wel- fare shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and fined not less, than
four years, but They be removed fare.
7. Recipient not to receive other fifty dollart nor those than five
by the Governor at any time at
his pleasure. The salary of the public assistance—No person re- hundred dollars.
14. Federal participation— The
said director shall be three thous- ceiving old age assistance under
and six hundred dollars ($3,600.00) this Act shall at the same time Department of Public Welfare is
per. annum. The director shall ap- receive any other relief from the hereby authorized and directed to
point such assistants, investigators State or from any political subdi- make to the Federal Government
and clerical help as are necessary vision thereof, except for medical such reports as may be required
of it and the Department of Pubto properly administer this Act; and surgical purposes.
8. Payment to guardian-1f any lic Welfare shall make applicaand lie shall fix the terms of employment and the compensation of person receiving old age 'assist- tion to the Federal Government.
such -appointees; provided such ance on the testimonial evidence at such time and in such manappointments, terms and salaries of witnesses, is found incapable of ner as is prescribed in the Fedshall be subject to the appraid of taking care of himself or his eral Social Security Act and the
the Governor. The Department of money, payment of the install- rules and regulations thereunder
- of asetetestee znaar• be made for such antouerts—of.monersiteare
ta•-tigolfare
form of, and print and supply the to a committee duly 'appointed by provided in the Social Security
blanks for. applications, reports, the county-or'circuit•court for his Act for aiding states to grant old
age assislance. All mbnies thus
affidavits and such other forms as benefit.
9. Discontinuance of payments received from the Federal Governit may deem necessary and advisable. The Department of Public —Payments of assistance granted ment shall' be covered into the
Welfare shall make rules and reg- under this Act shall immediately State Treasury and used solely for
ulations for determining or estab- be ceased for any good gy valid paying of old age aseistanceS except that such amounts as are proha/aisles the .etele,,of birth or age of renscrfl.
lisseVancees -widest-- by the -Federal Government
all applicants for assistance for determining the need for assistance All assistance given under this Act for the purpose' of defraying the
of all applicants, and for further shall Be inalienable by any assign- expenses of carrying out this Act
carrying out the provisions of this ment or transfer, nad shall be ex- shall be employed and expended
Act, and shall determine and fix empt from levy or execution under solely for that purpose.
the amount of assistance to be the laws of the State.
11. Claims against the estate of
granted. whick...in no case shall
exceed fifteeiMollars per month. assisted person—The total amount
The arnount of assistance grant- paid to any .recipient of old age
ed any applicant may be changed assistance under this act shall conT. F. Brown, who gets his mail
or discontinued at any time upon stitute a lien upon the estate of
investigation of the need for such such recipient. On the death of a in care of J. R. Watkins on Route
assistance. This Act shall be ad- person receiving assistance under .
2, Box 250. Watsonville, California,
ministered uniformly throughout this Act or of the survivor of a
the State. with due regard for the married couple. both of whotti wants to hear from' relatives in
varying costs of living in different were r assisted., the total amount this section.
assialan P with interest.
nf....thz State: but there 'shall
Mr brown Writes that his fathbe no discrimination between ap- shall be allowed and deducted er's name was T. Brown and his
plicants as to amounts granted from the estate 'by the court hav- mother's name, Marie Janie. His
except as based on the varying ing jurisdiction to settle the estate. wather's brothers were Bill, Bud
costs of living in different part of and paid to the State. The De- and J. H. Brown. Mr. Brown
the State. The director of the di- partment of Public Welfare shall himself married Miss Ada Boggess,
vision of assistance and pensions require as a condition to granting daughter of Marshall Boggess, in
and all official representatives of assistance in any case, that the ap- 1888. A brother. Eddie Brown,
the division are hereby authorized plicant submit 'a properly acknowl- was formerly a wholesale merof real sou-skid safety
to administer oath to any person edged agreement to reimburse the chant in Murray and Paris.
than from previous AllAnyone knowing what became
Weathers.Ourcustomers'
of any of these people are urged
records show it. The new
to write Mr. Brown at the above
"G-3" is your best buy—
address and assist him. •
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Proved right here in

T. F. Brown Wants
News of Relatives

MURilAY!

MORE MILES

proved also by the fact
it's America's biggest
selkr.Get set now for safe
driving this spring and
summer—get a set Dow!

I Save on the Servicing of Your
Car

It pays to

Late in the afternoon of Wednesday, March 11, 1936, Hon. John
G. Lovett departed this life at the
Illinois Central Hospital in the city
of Paducah, after a very brief illness. His sudden death was indeed a shock to a host of friends
a nd
acquaintances
throughout
Western Kentucky, in which section of the State he had been a
recognized leader in the practice
of law and in political activities
for nearly four decades,
John G. Lovett was born in the
Northeast
section of
Marshall
county, May 9:1866, of humble but
honorable parentage. He was deprived of educational opportunities
until he was approaching manhood. The flame of ambition then
began to burn in him and he made
opportunities, and by dint of hard
labor by day and studious application -by- night he obtained an edueitinn which -.WAS completed at
what was then the Kentucky State
College.,(tieW- University - of Kentucky), at Lexington in 1889. He
was of that type and character of
man to whom the law has always
had a strong appeal, and he began
the study of law at Benton, under
the tutorship and in the office of
Hon. John, W. Dyeus, then one of
the oldest and most outstanding
lawyers of Marshall county. In
the study of law his diligence and
intense application againsoon bore
fruit, arid he was admittedto the
general eractice of slew,in the
Courts of Kentucky, June 12,
1890,•and soon thereafter began the
active practice of his chosen profettaion, and in whicle.he continued
with diligence, seccess and honor
until Saturday, March 7, 1936,
which was the last day spent in
his office.- He was stricken the
following day, and weary with
toil he laid doseln. as it were, to
rest, and soon entered the sleep
that knows-no waking.
He was elected County Attorney
of Marshall County in 1394, and
was re-elected in 1897 for the fouryear term beginning the first Monday of the following January. In,
Awe was --eleMect-o-Commonwealth's Attorney of the Second
Juldcial District, composed of'Srarshall and McCracken Counties, an
which position he served with
honor and distinction continuously
for two full six-year terms, and
during which time he earned and
established the reputation of being
fearless. _tireless aiel comicientious prosecutor. In January 1916.
he retired from public office and
never thereafter sought honors at
the hands of the electorate. He
then resumed the general practice
of law and his ability as a lawyer
and his skill as an advocate called
him into other counties of West
Kentucky
in
many "important
criminal prosecutions and civil actions, and in addition- to this
merited fecognition as a lawyer,
he was frequently called upon to
preside as special judge in other
districts of West Kentucky, and
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Notice is hereby given that Murray Sewerage Company, a Forporahon, is closing its business and
Chiropractor
winding up its affairs. Any persons Office at Home, 699 West Mani
having claims against the Company
Mondays, Wednesdays, 1Frldays
should prave same at once with the
In Afternoon
secretary, J. D. Sexton.
1 P.M. to 6 P. M.
Tremors Beale, President.

Dr. W.C. Oakley

SERVICE
Sound Protection
SAVINGS

FIRE...TORNADO
Automobile, Plate Glass Casualty
Agent MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INS. CO.

L.E. OWEN,Gen. Insurance
First National Bank Building

AP1TOL
TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY

U.
•Fox

hen 1.16

Preieces1 by Cseatle

Directed by Lewis Seiler

LAWLESS
RIDERS
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A cleansing taiiative.-ourely reptable Black-Draught—is the fled
thought of thousanda of men and
women who have found that by restoring the downward movement
jhs bowels many dlaagnmable sympiesierkst
tenstipation promptly can be rinineL. .
Mr. J. P. Mahaffey. of Custellta. C-

HI JINKS and HILARITY ON THE
HI SEAS!

of

writes: 'T have found that Meek
41
Is very effective In the cIeensin4-system. When affected by the dun WadWm. Um, dreaminess end Waited, Was*
conattpatlan. I take Slack-Draug*"
•natural, purely vegetable laxative.

BLACK-DRAUGHT

z

SUNDAY and MONDAY

Hats Oft
To Their
Biggest Laugh natural
Stan and 011ie
are gypsies now
romance

PHILO VANCE'S

greatest

isIn ttleir blood!,
ipyt fore is
funny thing —.

13.76

thriller!

wildly funny—)
asTyOufll
amidst your
howls when you
see their latest
comedy hitl

STANDARD STATION AT COLLEGE

HAL ROACH
presents

MORE FOR YOU GET
IN
MONEY
YOUR
GOODYEAR

pRES

CUT YOUR EXPENSES
ilit=N1 \ft.'
DANCING..' -INTERTAIIMIJT!

WaveNoney
WORK—work—work.-It isn't the amount ofmoney
you earn, but what you SAVE that counts whoa
the year is over.
Don't make unnecessary debts. Pay for what yod
buy... always SAVE part of your wages. This is thIll
one way to get ahead.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Welcome Your Banking Business

W

Whether you ectually dance or not, you'll get

a thrill out of visiting the
▪

Bluegrass Room in

the Brown Hotel! Merely sit and listen, if you
with—box dose( *au the superb dance music,
a„..
the amusing entertaitudent. Dinner-dancing
from 00to 930. Night.club from 10 p.m.to 2. —

THE BROWN .HOTEL
(Duman
%WOW

TIIINRI

41•4114461•11.

-a

YOUR FORD DEALER
Murray, Ky.
Phone 170

111111111 $101111T1,
-

aweeesenesw•e'

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK
• Murray, Ky.
Make Ow Bank YOUR Bank

LAW

HARDY

in a 90-minute Jamboree of songs
and music, excitement and hilarity

',diem' la" n
ANTONIO MORENO • JACQUELINE WELLS

WEST
PondikeAnnie'
ge

with

VICTOR

IP AcLAGLEN
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION
"PIRATE PARTY ON CATALINA ISLE"
Cary Grant, Virginia Bruce, Lee
HAVE MONEY' with Chester Morris, Marian Davies,
Tracy, Lddie Peabody, and Buddy Rogers and his Band.
• IA

4-

4•442t..
•
-- -.•Zim,fiUM•11•Pre.411Ewipteeeiswiewesesie•

HAVE YOU INDIGESTION?

Get Rid of Poisons

FACT!

BFALE MO1OR
COMPANY
Incorporated

RESOLVED FURTHER that as
a token of the deep sense of grief
felt at his passing a sufficient and
suitable apace be set apart oh
the records of the Marshall Circuit Court and dedicated to his
memory and this resolution spread
thereon, that a copy hereof be presented to his faintly, to whom he
was devoted as few others, ad a
copy be given to The Benton Tribune-Democrat, Murray Ledger &
Times and Paducah Sun-Democrat
for publication.
H. B. Holland, W. L. Prince,
C. B. Cox, W. M. Olver, H. D.
Collie:E. L. Cooper, Committee

Rice Bros. Circus
Here April 15th

Preaching by the pastor morning and evening. Subjects, a. in..
The Rice Brothers Circus will be
"ROMANCE OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP"; p. m„ "THE MAN in Murray Wednesday, April 15,
WHO SAID I CANNOT"
and will show on the Morris Fdrin.
Sunday School meets at 9:30
The show features Buck Owens in
every Sunday morning with classes
persen and his cowboys and Indifor all ages, taught by well qualitalbm Hollywood. _ With the
fied teachers, and manned by cap- ans
circus is one herd of elephants, 20
able officers Dr Hugh M McElclowns and Professor Comstock
rath, superintendent
and his 20 piece golden concert
every
WedMid-week service
band, and Dainty Mary Miller,
o'clock,
nesday evening at seven
youngest and most versatile perfollowed Immediately by the meetformer.
ing for all interested in Sunday
School work including all offi-.
A cow belonging to Walter Bal
cars and teachers.
'made the highest butterf
B. T. U. meets every Sunday lard
Marion county, 50j
evening at 6:43, with each Unipn record in
rendering a specially helpful pro- pounds.
gram that is character building,
in their respective rooms. Ronald
Churchill, director.
The hour for evening service as
"Indigestion and us
has been the custom at this season
caused we to be very
miserable." said Mrs.
of the year will meet at 8 o'clock
Ruth Sutherland of 412
instead of 7:30 as before.
Hayman Ave., Lexington.
Ky. -I felt tired and wontA cardal welcome awaits all who
Attend the services of this Church.
felt Like crOag noit of
The tine, 01w agent- of
Dr. Pierce's Golden MediMurray Sewerage Company
DIaccivery relieved roe of the Rot-deck upand helped to rid me of the headache."
Notice of Dissolution . set
New aim, tabs. 50c., liquid $1.00 and SI.35.

EDWARD BROPHY
BARMY COHEN
IAIIIWELL HOBBES ANDREW THIES
!
,John Stan*
kuncint. prod.

W. U."Lock" Hargrove, 0. B. Irvan, Jr.

because ur•
Wby? Simply
sell the most
dealers
therefore
Gondyear
millsoo• and value at
tires by
most
the
you
emu Siveprice. Cocoe sn — conevery yourself — samtiks our
vince
eevaisie.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED
by the Marshall County Bar, assembled pursuant to said agreement and order, in which resolution attending attorneys from other
courts heartily join, that in the
death of Honorable John G. Lovett,
the legal profession has sustained
an irreparable loss of which it
is keenly sensible; that the state
has lost a distinguished citizen,
always mindftll of its welfare an
never,-afraid''to hike 1- position
any matter of public Concern or
relating to' the interests - tot its
people; that the community has
lost one of its most popular and
influential ciiirene who -was a
noteworthy and outstanding einfmple of a self-made man and whose
exemplary
life
of
honorable
achievement was alike an inspiration to the young and a sustaining
influence to the old. and

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

MAY TID

Guaranteed No. I Job, yet cheapest in Murray
COMPLETE FILLING STATION SERVICE, TIRE AND
BATTERY, SALES AND SERVICE

All-

WEATIER

by his fairness, characteristic dill- Witte and inherently sound judgment endeared himself to the bar
at those places.
unaniNOW, WHEREAS, by
mous agreement ot the Benton Bar,
and by order heretofore entered
on the records of the Marthall
Circuit Court, the time of memorial services in his honor has
been set for 2:30 o'clock this afternoon of this date. March 23, in
order that a fitting expression- of
appreciation of his life, character,
professional and public services
may be made by the bar of this
Court and visiting 'members of the
bar of other courts.

PAUL KELLY •• ARLINE JUDGE
MONA BARRIE•GREGORY RATOFF

by tbe Federal Depoidt Insurance Corporation of Washington, D. C, us

WASH, POLISH and WAX JOB for

GMXIAW
TIRES

Of lion. John G. Lovett And
Resolutions in Tribute to His
Memory

.SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED

Regular Prices:
Wash and Grease
Job
Wash only
Grease only

read the classified ads.

An Appreciation
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